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rrPREFAPREFACE

while applying for a summer job at a salt company I1 was

prophetically warned by an elderly night watchman that salt has

a mystic quality salt gets in your blood once you have

worked in it you will always return TT the warning went unheeded

consequently during onefourthone offourth my life much of my spare time

and summer vacations have been spent researching and writing the

history of utah salt industry

this project was initiated with the hope that it would

contribute to the knowledge of utahs heritage in a preliminary

survey of available information I1 found nothing had been written

directly on the salt industry I1 felt the topic was worthy of

treatment because of the worldwideworld famewide of great salt lake prin-

cipal source of utah salt production from the lake has been one

of the oldest businesses in the state dating from pioneer times

an attempt has been made in this study to trace the meth-

ods used to extract and refine salt from the various sources and

explore the economic legal and environmental factors that
enhanced or impeded growth of the industry and the individual com-

panies within it
since very little has been written on the salt industry

I1 have had to rely heavily on firsthandfirst informationhand from various

experts including the salt makers themselves every effort has

iii

utahs
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thankdrthanker

been made to write this history as honestly and objectively as

possible however I1 must assume full responsibility for any

inferences implications or interpretations placed upon this
information which does not correspond to the message they tried
to convey

for the contribution they have made to this history my

heartfelt thanks is expressed to don bo alienallenailen norman birchler
milo bosshardt ray wo garrard thayne imlay alonzomonzo jeffs
morving larsen sherrill W neville james palmer delbert pence

albert poulson A Z richards jr C R rockwellRod andkwell james

wood because of the extra demands placed upon his time special

thanks must be given to myron L sutton pond foreman for morton

salt company his knowledge of local salt history is unsur-

passed and is recognized as such by the men in his field his

explanation of technical detail onthespoton locationsthe ofspot old

salt works and the thousand and one tidbits proved indispensable

to the completion of this thesis
an expression of thanks must be extended posthumously to

L leroy imlay for his contribution he was killed in an autom-

obile accident before this work was completed

I1 love appreciate and thank my parents john W and

elizabeth H clark for their interest and encouragement my

father provided some insights into earlydayearly saltmakingsaltday methodsmaking

from his personal experience

I1 want to thank dr james B alienallenailen my graduate committee

chairman for his assistance in making this project meet accept-

able standards to the other members of my committee roy W
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doxey and dr eugene eo campbell I1 express appreciation I1

want to especially thank mrs ruth ka christensen who has done

such a proficient job of typing and revising the final copy of

this work

I1 appreciate the openhandopen generosityhand of george B

gudgell III111lillii of bush and gudgell inc who so graciously

presented me with the maps that comprise appendixes IV and V

in recognition of the assistance given by the various

institutions mention should be made of the staff and personnel

of the following brigham young university library university

of utah library lodsLDS church historians library bancroft

library at berkeley california the utah state historical
society office of the secretary of the state of utah office

of county recorders in davis and salt lake counties state of

utah

I1 owe the greatest debt of gratitude to my wife linda

and to our eivefiveelve children lauren paul michael daniel and

adam whose sacrifice to see this work completed has gone if
not unheeded unrewardedunrewardedo my wife has spent many hours proof-

reading revising editing and critically evaluating every page

of manuscript she has given me the encouragement support

understanding and love needed to continue my work
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CHAPTER I1

introduction

the history of utahs salt industry closely parallels

the steps taken by man throughout the ages to satisfy his need

for salt in the spectrum of utah history men scooped up

lowqualitylow saltquality from the natural deposits on the shore of great

salt lake in much the same way as the ancients with modern

machines utah present companies are producing salt over 99.7997
per cent pure from vast solarpondsolar complexespond

while recent marketing emphasis designates more than 95

per cent for industrial purposes 1 man cannot live on a totally

saltfreesalt dietfree if there is an imbalance the body hormone

system causes water to be excreted via urination and perspira-

tion until the correct saltwatersalt ratiowater is restored water will

continually be excreted until the body finally expires if there

is a failure to stop the loss of salt thus man has frequently

been required to use strenuous even bizarre methods to obtain

this commodity

primitive african tribes have satisfied saline needs by

ILSins department of interior geological survey
mineral and water resources of utah washington do co govern-
ment printing office march 1964

scientific american CCIXCCIEX july 1963 89

utahs

utahs

bodys

2

1us
DC

997
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drinking the blood and urine of animals 3 methods used by the

chinese further illustrate what man has done and is willing to
do to flavor his food and satisfy perhaps unknowingly a vital
physical need an ancient chinese treatise dating back to 2700

BC describes two methods used to obtain salt from sea water

the first employed boiling ash from salt plants in a kettle of

sea waterwate over a fire made of salt weeds before the liquid was

boiled it was allowed to evaporate in order to form a conce-

ntrated brine and wasws considered ready to boil only when an egg

or a lotus seed floated on the surface after twentyfourtwenty hoursfour

of boiling the salt crystallized the second method was the

obtaining of solar salt4salta by building embankments to impound the

water and digging ditches to draw the sea water into the pond

area where it was allowed to stand until completely evaporated 5

at a later time the chinese developed other methods of

producingproduciproduct salt travelers in the orient reported that prior to

1700 AD over 10000 brine wells had been sunk many to depths

of more than 150015500 feet one well was said to have been 400041000

feet deep aside from the problem of how the chinese knew where

to bore their wells the technological problems they faced with

bid

solar salt is a precipitate from a brine solution
evaporated by solar heat

dr L G M baas becking historical notes on salt and
the scientific monthly XXXII january june

1931 435436435

6dalegdaleadale

436

W kaufmann ed sodium chloride new york
reinhold publishing corporation 1960 ppap 435436435 436

waterover

6 ng

6

31bid

4solarisolar

mon

1931s
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3

their primitive machinery seem almost overwhelming nearly all
of the equipment used such as rope casing and derricks was

made of wood or wood fiber bamboo was the chief source of

wood and manpower was the chief source of energy

the drilling apparatus used by the chinese consisted of

an iron drill on the end of bamboo poles A longiong beam attached

to a frame functionedfunctionedasfunction as a lever at the end of the short sec-

tion of the beam was attached a rope that suspended the drill in

the hole the drill was raised as several men stood on the long

end of the pole then as they all jumped off the pole onto the

platform the drill was dropped into the hole with great force

this continuous churning action was capable of drilling holes to

great depths after the well was completed bamboo was used to

make comparatively long pipelines to transport the brine from the

well to where it was to be evaporatedaporated
the ancient salt makers in europe followed patterns simi-

lar to those used by the chineseochineseChin theeseo most common method of salt
production in southern europe was solar evaporation of sea water

some of the northern roman provinces used a saltmakingsalt techniquemaking

which varied a great deal from the solarevaporationsolar processevaporation used

along the mediterranean sea those in gaul and germany poured

salt water over burning oak or hazel logs to produce a dark

colored but adequately flavored salt oak or hazel wood was

chosen because it added a desirable flavor and they supposed
Q

the pure ash of these woods had the properties of salt
7 ibid

liny natural history trans by W H S jones VII
cambridge harvard university press 1963 p 427

along

evaporated 7

was

propertiesarties 8

7jbid
8pliny hist

edas
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4

the methods used by the early chinese and european salt
makers produced a bitter foultastingfoul producttasting when compared

with today standards until comparatively recent times an

effective method of purifying salt was unknown the old salt
producers allowed the sea water to either boil dry or completely

evaporate all of the chemicals would precipitate out and the

salt17saltsait thus produced would be approximately 77 per cent sodium

chloride the remaining 23 per cent would be chlorine sodium

sulphur magnesium potassium and calcium combined in various
9

molecular forms along with traces of other elements

one of the problems facing the salt makers was the sul-

phide precipitate the sulphur reduced by bacterial action and

in combination with the ferrous hydrates in the soil made a

black foulsmellingfoul mudsmelling on the bottom of the salt ponds in

order to harvest the salt the workmen had to use a flat shovel

very carefully to avoid mixing the mud with the salt thus the

making of salt became a very fine art
at least as early as the first century AD and perhaps

much earlier salt that was shoveled from the floor of the ponds

was further purified by leaving it exposed to the rain and dew to

allow pure water to leach out the more soluble impurities

according to pliny in his description of the works at salamis on

the island of cyprus all salt is made sweet by rain water

kaufmannkaurmann sodium chloride p 370

baas

is

10

thefloor

9kaufmann
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more agreeable however by dew thisthi leaching process dis-

solved much of the magnesium compounds and reduced the bitter
taste the sodium sulphate which has a tendency to form a

crust would also be dissolved by the rain and dew the leaching

could not be allowed to continue too long however or the pre
12ciousclouselous sodium chloride would be dissolved as well

the salt boilers had unusual methods for eliminating the

undesirable compounds from the brine as they boiled it accord-

ing to agricola a sixteenthcenturysixteenth observercentury they would follow

this procedure

fom 37 dippers full of brine two cones of salt are
made to clarify to two casks two dippers add one and
onehalfone cyathushalf of bullocks or calfeales blood bollboil one
hour stir bollboil one hour more then add one and one
half cyathus of strong beer 1

the blood apparently formed chemical combinations with

the undesirable chemicals in the brine allowing the salt to

crystallize at the bottom of the vat in a relatively pure form

had these salt boilers been aware of the principle of fractional
14crystallization they could have saved themselves a great deal

of effort and blood

pllnyPlinypilny natural history ppap 433434433

baas

434

beeking historical notes on salt and salt
manufacture TT p 446

13 ibid p 444

fractional crystallization is a process used in modern
times to separate the undesirable compounds from sodium chloride
while in solution the various chemicals dissolved in the brine
precipitate out of solution at different densities the brine
is allowed to stand until the undesirable chemicals with a sat-
uration point lower than sodium chloride have precipitated out
and is then moved into containers where the sodium chloride is

s

bythe

tw0

calfs

undesirablechemicals

hist

ilfractional

11

12baas beckingbeeking

Il

bom
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for nearly three centuries the american colonists relied
mainly on european salt before they developed any permanent

commercial salt works of their own the early colonial salt
industry was precarious and spasmodic usually taking the form of

small home industries deriving their salt from boiling or evap-

orating sea water

during this period the american fishing industry which

required great amounts of salt as a preservative imported much

of its salt in trade for fish salt was brought from the warm

southern european countries as ballast on incoming ships this
imported supply was not always dependable and the colonists

complained about a chronic shortage

in 1614 the virginia colonists are reputed to have

established the first salt works in the english colonies this
cape charles salt works was built with the intention of acquir-

ing a more dependable and less expensive source of salt after
several years of intermittent production it failed lack of

saltmakingsalt techniquesmaking and the poor quality of salt produced

were two factors that inhibited the establishment of a permanent

commercial salt works 1

the colonists in new england also experienced difficuldifficult

precipitated out of the solution the brine is held until just
before the chemicals with a saturation point higher than sodium
chloride begin to precipitate out the remaining brine or bit-
tern is then drained off statement made to the author in
private interview held at saltairsultairSal utahtair june 26 1965 by
myron L sutton pond foreman at mortonmorion salt company saltairsultair
plant

kaufmann sodium chloride ppap 9109 10

thendrained
19659

15kaufmann15
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ties in setting up a profitable salt works governor william

bradfordBradfor of massachusetts sent to england for an experienced

salt maker who by 1624 had constructed solar evaporating ponds

and a processing plant the effort was a failure however

because the soil underlying the ponds was of such a porous nature

that the sea water drained off before evaporation could take

place

the following year a second but equally unsuccessful

attempt was made pans were used to boil the water rather than

risk the possibility of faulty ponds again shortly afterward

a firefine destroyed the plant and damaged the pans thus ending new

englandenglands initial attempt at commercial salt production

interest in obtaining a domestic source of salt was

mounting in 1641 samuel winslow of massachusetts was granted

the first patent issued in america for his improved method of

making salt even with a supposedly improved method of produc-

tion however winslowwinslows salt works did not prove successful

small alteriessalteriesteriesterlesaltheriesal sprang up along the new england coast in

competition with him although these small works were of a

temporary homeindustryhome typeindustry they produced enough salt to

force winslow to discontinue his enterprise

during the revolutionary war the british blockade cut

off the supply from the southern european countries and caused a

salt famine in america the shortage became so critical that new

garnett laidlaw eskew salt the fifth element
chicago J G ferguson and associates 1948 ppap 272827

17

28

ibid p 30

hadconstructed evaporatingponds

firedestroyed
16

17

16garnett

171bid

dl

sal

16

sai
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york state offered a prize of 500 to each of the first five men

who would set up plants and produce salt from sea water many

of the old works were revived but climate and british interven-

tion ruined them

out of necessity attention turned inland hoping to
18exploit the salt springs an attempt was made to recover the

salt from the spring at onandageOnan lakedage in upper new york but the

british and her indian allies drove off any parties adventuresome

enough to make the trip
in 1790 following the war the salt boilers located

themselves on the lake shore and established the first permanent
1 Q

commercial salt venture in the united states from that time

on into the 19th century this area became an exporter of salt
no longer would imported salt from europe or solar salt from the

atlantic seaboard need to be transported across the mountains

into the back country

seven years after the onandageOnan saltdage springs were ex-

ploited the kanawha valley springs began producing salt on a

large commercial scale salt springs of kanawha and big bone

lick west virginia were located in 1755 by mary draper ingles

she had been captured by the indians and forced to boil salt for

them after a heroic escape and a fortydayforty trekday back to her

home mary ingles reported the whereabouts of this inland salt
20source the salt springs were then utilized only on occasion

ibid p 32

kaufmannkaurmann sodium chloride ppap 6336366336364633 6366364

eskew20eskew20 salt the fifthlifth element ppap 394339 43

t0

19

181bid

19kaufmann

ploited

trtrekbackekbacktresback

19
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by indians or woodsmen until they were developed in 1797 21

the lack of an adequate supply of saltsait on the eastern

seaboard provided a stimulus for the early colonists to estab-

lish a salt industry but it was not until a higher quality salt
produced from the salt springs came into being that a commercial

salt works became successful and a permanent part of american

commerce

following the establishment of salt works at onandageOnan anddage

kanawha the development of the salt industryindustrindustry in america followed

the pattern of westward migration in the 19th century ohio foll-

owed virginia in developing a permanent commercial salt indus-

try when a salt works was established at salt creek jackson
pp22county louisianalouisianin one1798 of todaytodays largest salt

producing states in america utilized its massive deposits early

in the 19th century the first works were developed in 1812 at

the avery salt dome this was the first commercially used rock

salt discovery in america

in californiaCalifor thenial indians and spaniards scraped up the

salt left in pools after the high tides but it was not until
after the 1849 gold rush that a commercial venture was estab-

lished A salt works was founded in 1853 at alamedaAlaaia

california

medasmedal

by 1854 levees were constructed to retain the sea

water in a solarevaporationsolar processevaporation by 1864 an improved

kaufmann sodium chloridechlorideochloridesChlor ppapideeideo 633636633

22

636

ibid
23 ibid rock salt is salt in a native mineral form

ofsalt

i1 y

23

2lkaufmann

221bid

231bid
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quality of salt was produced from a series of settling and evapeiap
24oration ponds

michigan texas and kansas three of the largest salt
producing states in the country today began to develop their
salt deposits in 1859 1885 and 1887 respectively 25 nevada

oklahoma and new mexico have been produciproducingproduct saltsait on a small

scale for many years long distances from population centers

and competition from older and betterestablishedbetter companiesestablished have

kept production down in these states arizona colorado idaho

and oregon have produced salt in the past but are no longer

active in the market 0

salt production in utah follows closely the historical
pattern seen elsewhere with the coming of the mormon pioneers

in 1847 salt was obtained by scooping it up or by taking brine

from the lake and boiling it down the utah salt boilers faced

the same problems that had plagued salt makers throughout his-

tory after boiling the brine to complete dryness the salt
contained all the impurities found in the water giving it a

bitter taste

utah salt makers had an advantage over those in the east

however because their brine was much more concentrated than

either sea water or the brine taken from salt springs and thus

their salt was cheaper to make salt boiling in utah never

ibid
25 ibid
26 ibid

developtheir
depos its

1 ing sa

26

inthe

241bid

251bid

261bid
I1
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reached the magnitude of the eastern producers because of several

factors the complexion of the market utahs isolated location

and the development of a purer grade of salt from the solar
evaporation process

it was not until the 1880188 when solarevaporationevaporatievaporationevaporate pondson

were constructed that salt production in utah became a firmly

established industry from the turn of the century until the

present time utah has been considered one of the top ten pro-

ducers in the united states providing about one per cent of the

total salt sold or used in the united states d

27 ibid p 90

188ts solar

presentbesent

27

271bids

Ts
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CHAPTER II11

geological ASPECTS OF UTAHSUTAITS SALT DEPOSITS

utahs extensive salt deposits demonstrate the economic

truism abundance of a product does not ensure its market-
ability there is enough of this saline mineral in the state to

satisfy the worldworlds need for years yet much of it is comme-

rcially undeveloped some of the statesstated deposits have not been

exploited due to the abundant supply of highqualityhigh saltquality close

to transportation facilities and population centers along the

wasatch front

the largest but as yet untapped deposit is the paradox

basin formation which is located in the southeastern corner of

the state extending intonto colorado and new mexico there are

6500 square miles of the basin which are underlaid by salt
anticlines up to 14000 feet thick A smaller but also un-

tapped deposit located in northern utah underlies rich morgan

and summit counties the smallest but only commercially

exploited rocksaltrock formationsalt in utah is in sanpete and sevier

counties this deposit is interbedded with red shale and silts-

tone and contains finely disseminated red clay as an impurity

in spite of its impurities this formation has been deyelopeddevelopeddey

mineral

eloped

and water resources of utah p 208

2 ibid

is

1
4

2

21bid
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because of its shallow depth and adaptability to opencutopen min-

ing

cut
3

other sources in utah which have been exploited are

various salt water springs and the crystalline salt beds in

western utah the springs where commercial production has oc-

curred are located onan spring bay at the northern tip of great

salt lake and in salt creek canyon east of nephi 4 the vast

salt beds in great salt lake desert have been used since the

early part of the century but most of the activity from this
location has been during the last fifteen years

the most extensively used salt source in utah is the

great salt lake located north and west of the densely populated

wasatch front unlike other mineral deposits the salt content

in great salt lake is not being depleted by the continual extrac-

tion by salt makers according to one study conducted in 1960-

61 two million tons of dissolved solids are contributed to the

lake each year the most abundant elements that flow into the

lake are sodium and chlorine 5 assuming that sodium chloride

makes up 20 per cent of the total dissolved solids the annual

contribution to the lake would amount to about 4400004401000 tons

3 ibid ppap 21112211

he
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salt lake tribune jan 28 1940 p 5 US
department of the interior geological survey minerals year-
book 1949 washington DC government printing office
1951 p 1054

C hahl M T wilson and R H langford physical
and chemical hydrology of great salt lake utah geological
survey research 1965 salt lake city US geological survey
1965 ppap C 182 83
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which is more than the annual production of salt by all of

utah salts companies combined for any year up through 1968

great salt lake today is but a shallow remnant of a

great inland sea of prehistoric time the saline qualities of

the present lake came as a partial result of the concentration

of salt in solution from lake bonneville as its water slowly

receded according to gilbert the catchment basin for lake

bonneville comprised that part of the great basin lying east of

the gosiuteGosi snakeute and pinon mountains of eastern nevada an

oblong area embracing about five degrees of latitude and three

of longitude and containing about 54000 square miles this is
onefourthone offourth the great basin the colorado plateau area known

as the eastern uplands was the only important condenser of

moisture and the river system from this region contributed most

of the water for the ancient lake

the area of the bonneville water surface was 19750

square miles its length measured in a direct line from cache

bay to the south end of Escalanescalante bay was 346 miles and its
extreme width from the mouth of spanish fork canyon to a point

on the shoshone range near dondon pass was 145 miles the

actual length of coast line exclusive of islands was 255021550

miles

appendix 111IIIlii
7 grove karl gilbert lake bonneville washington DC

government printing office 1890 ppap 202120

8
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other than the residual saline matter inherited from the

desiccation of lake bonneville the great salt lake derives its
saline materialmateri from two sources rivers and littoral springs

the bear weber and jordan rivers and a small number of

creeks rise in the uplands above the horizon of the bonneville

shore and bring water to the lake which is sensibly fresh con-

taining only minute quantities of mineral matter these three

rivers contributed about 82 per cent of the surface inflow of

water to the lake during the water years 1960 and 1961 however

they contributed only about 55 per cent of the dissolved mineral

load the remaining 45 per cent of the mineral load came from

springs drains and sewage canals 9 according to one authority

most of the saline material leached by the streams and ground

water was leached first from the salt beds of the jurassic age

which crop out extensively in sanpete valley within the great

salt lake drainage area the second source is the soils
derived in turn from the sedimentary igneous and metamorphic

rocks of the drainage area of the lake

during the 1960 and 1961 water years about two million

tons of dissolved solids entered the lake from surface sources

the dissolvedsolsolsoi ids concentration of the brine was about 200

times that of the surface inflow and consequently was vir-
tually unaffected by the two million tons of minerals being

ahl physical and chemical hydrology of great salt
lake 11 p C 183

A J eardley sediments of great salt lake utah
bulletin of the american association of petroleum geologists
XXII october 1938 1320132016
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delivered to the lake each year the amount of dissolved salts
in the brine varies according to the fluctuation of the lake

level in 1873 when the lake was at its highest recorded level

the lake volume was about 30 million acre feet and the brine

contained about 6 billion tons of dissolved solids in 1963

at the lake lowest recorded stage there was only about 8.787
million acrefeetacre offeet water and the brine contained about 4 bil-
lion tons of dissolved solids the increase in total dissolved

solids that occurs when the lake level rises is accounted for
by the resolution of the salts that precipitate out on the

lake floor and shore therefore the amount of dissolved

solids in the lake brine is a result of the fluctuation of the

lake more than the result of these solids coming into the lake
i p

from surface inflow

the great salt lake is the largest body of concentrated

brine in the united states during the period from october

1959 to september 1961 the lake brine had an average volume

of 10 million acrefeetacre andfeet concentration of 266000 parts per

million PPMPo dissolvedPM solids 13

the following table 1 provides a percentage breakdown

of the principal salts in solution in great salt lake brine and

in ocean water

hahl physical and chemical hydrology of great salt
lake p C 185

12 ibid

mineral and water resources of utah ppap 21415214 15
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carcaneanbonate cacc3cac03

total

per cent by weight
ocean

77.7677767776
10.8810881088
4.74474
3.60360
2.46246
0.22022
0.34034

100.0010000

great salt lake

83.8168381683816
5.73457345734
2.45524552455
0.5770577
0.43804380438

100000100.00011000001100.000

source dale W kaufmann sodium chloride new york
reinhold publishing corporationcorporaticorporate 1960 ppap
2312602312600231 2602600

A comparison of ocean water with brine in great salt
lake reveals very little difference in dissolved chemicals

between the two salt sources the dissolved solids in the brine

followollow a regular pattern of precipitation as the brine solution

becomes more concentrated the sequence of salt precipitation

in great salt lake is similar to but not identical with the

sequence generally ascribed to a body of marine water calcium

and magnesium carbonate are the first to precipitate followed

by anhydrite sometimes called gypsum sodium chloride or com-

mon salt is deposited in the next phase and is followed by the

chlorides and sulphates of magnesium potassium and perhaps

sodium which are deposited as complex mineral compounds upon

complete evaporation 14

eardley sediments of great salt lake utah
p 1322

sodisodl

ittilg
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TABLE 1

DISSOLVED SOLIDS IN OCEAN WATER COMPARED WITH
GREAT SALT LAKE BRINE

chemical

sodium chloride naclnadnaanaci
magnesium chloride mgc12mgclmacl
magnesium sulphate mgs04m9s04
calcium sulphate cason
potassium sulphate 104
magnesium bromide mgbr4
calcium carbonate

TAB LE

oceanwater
GREATSALT
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if the ocean water were concentrated to the same density

as the brine from great salt lake the composition would be much

the same in respect to sodium and magnesium lithium however

would be about six times as abundant in the lakelakiak brine which is
comparably deficient in potassium and boron 1 the brine from

the lake varies somewhat from ocean water in the chemical co-
mbinations present the variance is probably due to the reaction

between magnesium sulphate and sodium chloride during winter

weather below 320f32f the great salt lake contains sodium sul-

phate whereas the ocean contains magnesium chloride

the great salt lakelakel at the concentration indicated

above 266000 PPM contains about 4.444 billion tons of dis-

solved mineralmeralmeraineral solids of which about 306363.6 billion tons are

common saltosaltsaitosait the salt dissolved in the lake is valued at 56.3563563
j 0

billion dollars using the 1961 value of 12.801280 per ton

assuming the depletion factor is removed the lake will most

likely remain the statemstated chief source of salt if the economic

and technological factors governing the market for and produc-

tion of salt remain relatively unchanged over the years

there are several reasons why the vast rocksaltrockroek depo-

sits

saltsait
in utah have been left unexploitedunexploitedo use of the rocksaltrock

deposit

salt
is limited by the depth of the salt format ionlon 750 feet

mineral and water resources of utah ppoapo 21415214

kaufmann

15

sodium chloride p 98

hahl physical and chemical hydrology of great salt
lake p C 183

geological lsurveysurvey minerals yearbook 1965 p 788
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at the shallowest known occurrence in the paradox basin and

complications that would be encountered in recovering it from

that depth after recovery of the salt further refining would

be necessary to bring it up to marketable quality if the rock

salt could be recovered cheaply enough and produced with a

quality comparable to that produced on the shores of the great

salt lake there would still be the expense of transporting it
to the market areas it would be at a competitive disadvantage

for the great salt lake producers are much closer to the market

another factor affecting development of the rocksaltrock depositssalt
is the limited market for salt the producers on the shore of

the lake are capable of producing more highqualityhigh saltquality than

the market requires to compete any company trying to break

into the market would have to offer a less expensive salt of

comparable or higher quality

the paradox basin salt deposit has not been utilized
directly on a commercial basis except in the preparation of

artificial brines used for drilling fluids indirectly the

salt underlying the moab area has been used by the suburban
20natural gas company for storage of petroleum productsoproductsproduct

the salt beds in the great salt lake desert until
recent years were used only for the potash however utah salt
company has produced salt on a commercial basis from this
deposit since 1958 the opencut salt mines near redmond utah

19mineral and water resources of utah p 210
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have been producing rock salt since pioneer days on a commercial

basis the purity of their product limits to some extent its
marketability most of it is sold as livestock or road salt

the northern utah rocksaltrock depositsalt has not been uti-
lized on a commercial basis and the salt springs even though

they have been exploited are not now under production

marketabilityclity ob
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CHAPTER 111IIIlillii

BEFORE THE MORMONS

with the exception of the indians the use of salt in

utah before the mormons arrived in 1847 was neither a planned

nor an organized effort for the most part the trappers imm-

igrants and explorers merely used the salt because it was conve-

nient extensive development of the deposits by the indians is
not apparent however they did uncover rocksaltrock formationssalt
from which they gathered enough salt to fill their immediatemediateJm

needs

father escalante the first white man to enter utah

mentions the locations of several salt deposits used by the

indians while traveling through western colorado he reported

in his journal under the date august 23 1776

we started from san felipe on the san pedro river
climbed a hill and along the foot of the tabehuachis
mountains so named because they are inhabited by the
yutasbutas indians of this name we traveled for four leagues
which because of the many turnings we took would be two
leagues to the east of san felipe we left behind the
san pedro river which has its source in the grulla mou-
ntains in one of the branches which with the branch
they call the sierra de la plata continues north
changes to northwest and then west until it joins the
dolores river near the low range called la sal mountains
because there are salt mines close by from which as we
learned the yuta indians living in this area take their
salt 1

herberterbertenbert S auerbach father escalantescalantesEs journal with
related documents and maps salt lake city utah state
historical society 1943 p 39
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from the description he left one cannot positively as-

certain whether he was in presentdaypresent utahday or colorado appar-

ently the mine was along the utahcoloradoutah bordercolorado somewhere in

the area between the confluence of the dolores and the colorado

rivers
when escalantes expedition arrived in utah valley they

questioned the timpanoisTimp indiansanois about the surrounding area

they wereworewonewene told utah lake communicated with a much larger lake to

the north the waters of which were very salty the indians

seemingly did not use this larger lake the great salt lake as

a source of salt for at least two reasons first they had a

superstitious fear of the water believing it to be noxious and

extremely salty and TT anybody getting a part of his body wet

instantly feels a severe itching around the wet part second

the timpanoisTimp indiansanois were afraid of the puaguampe indians living

around great salt lake because they thought they were wizards or

witch doctors the timpanoisTimp apparentlyanois had little communication
3with the puaguampe indians

the timpanoisTimp indiansanois obtained their salt from a deposit

a few miles south of utah lake in his diary escalante

describes the area south of utah lake where the indians mined

their salt
september 270 we left the arroyo of san andres going

south and a league farther on over the plain we crossed
another small river with as much water as in a medium

2 ibid

inutah

2

27
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size ditch it flows on a level with the ground over which
it passes which makes the soil very good for planting we
continuedconitnued south over the same plain for a league and a half
and went through the southern pass which we named the puerto
de san pedro and entered another extensive valley in which
there are close by to the east the salt mines from which
the timpanoisTimp indiansanois take their supply we named it the
valle de las salinas which is one of the valleys already
mentioned it may extend fourteen leagues from north to
south and about five from east to westwesto

miara y pacheco a member of escalantesescalante party in his

description of utah valley left an account of this salt deposit

the range of mountains of the east is also very fertile
there are many rivers and springs good pasture for the
breeding of all kinds of cattle and horses clustianustiancalustianCl pines
and other kindswinds of timber and in its valleys all kinds of
plants eancan be sown the veins seen at a distance in this
ridge of mountains seem to be minerals on the southern
side of this ridge there are some hills of very fine mineral
saltosaltsaitosait 5

the deposit that escalante and miera mention in their
narratives is most likely the salt formation in salt creek canyon

near nephi hubert E bolton concurs on the location in his sum-

mary analysis of the escalante expedition

next day septemberSip 28tember they continued south four leagues
to a westflowingwest streamflowing probably salt creek according to
boltonboltonsboiton footnote said by the natives to descend from the
salt flats in the eastern sierra 6

even though escalante found no evidence of the timpanoisTimp

indians

anois

using salt from great salt lake it can be assumed that

other indian tribes made frequent visits to the lake and utilized

bid p 71

5 ibid p 1150115
gherbertherbert E bolton pageant in the wilderness the story

of the escalante expeditionkp toedition the interiorInter basinxorzor 1776 salt
lake city utah state historical society 1950 p 75
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1I set outputgut with others
to procure salt at a place discovereddiscovere by our hunters yester-
day we passed three miles down the river and found the
salt in a slough on the west side of itot it was found on the
surface of a black stingingstinglstinga mire fifty or sixty paces in cir-
cuit the upper strata was finerine and whitewhit as snow to the
depth of two inches beneath which was a layer of beautiful
crystals to the depth of five or six inches that rested on
the surface of the mire we slowly sank into the latter to
our knees whilst scooping up the salt and then changed
places for we could scarcely extricate ourselves at that
depth and concluded that if we should remain long enough in

ilesniles weekly register VII december 9 1826 229lleslies

snowssnowl

discdiseovered
waw3

24

the easily obtainable salt lying on the lake shore

during the late fall of 1825 the mountain men from

ashleyashleys rocky mountain fur company established a rendezvous site
at the mouth of the weber river near the present site of ogden

city while camped in the area four of the men were assigned to

explore the great salt lake in hopes they might find some new

beaverbearingbeaver streamsbearing after returning they reported the body

of water was not an arm of the pacific ocean as some previously

had thought but a lake to further allay their curiosity they

boiled away some of the lake water in a kettle to obtain salt 7

entrance of ashleyashleys trappers into great salt lake basin

came a year after peter skeene ogdenogdensosdenogdene men and jim bridger had

made separate discoveries of the inland sea however the tran-

sient nature of the discoverersdiscovererstdiscover visitersT lends credence to the

claim that ashleyashleys men were the first to make salt from the

brine of the lake

nearly a decade later an american fur company trapper

named warren angus ferrisperrisfernis was traveling with other trappers along

the sevier river in central utah he reports

on the eighth of september 1834

7
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9johnajohn bidwellBidwel A journeyjogJoL toirney california san francisco
john henry nash printer 1937 np

25

the same spot we would at length disappear entirely

the springs mentioned by bidwell would probably be salt
wells located northwest of promontory midway between the hansel

mountains and the north promontory range his contact with salt
was merely a coincidence relative to his geographical proximity

to the location rather than any contrived plan to follow that

SJ cecil alter W A ferris in utah 183018351830 TT1835
utah historical quarterly IX 1941 96

john

10

I1 gathered about a half bushel in a few minutes and returned
with my companions who were equally fortunate to camp

ferris is typical of many early trappers in the way he

obtained salt however he was one of a very few who kept a jour-

nal or felt that gathering it was worthy to record

the early pioneers passing through utah on their way to

california usually brought salt with them and like the trappers

who preceded them were not motivated by a need for salt when

they came to utah the journal of john bidwell an 1841 imm-

igrant on his way to california records a few details of his

contact with salt after they had turned west to go around the

north end of the great salt lake bidwell reported the follow-

ing

24th of august cattle strayed this morning to seek
water late start day was warmwanni traveled about 10 miles
in a W direction encamped where we found numerous springs
deep clear and somewhat impregnated with salt the plains
were snowy white with salt here we procured salt of the
best quality the grass that grew in smallsmail spots on the
plains was laden with salt which had formed itself on the
stalks and blades in lumps from the size of a pea to that
of a hens egg this was the kind we procured it being very
white strong and purepune

ret rnedarned

smallspots

andpure 9

his

8 J
quarte 2 19412
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route in order to obtain salt
john C fremont gave some interesting details about

great salt lake and its saline content in his reports on the ex-

peditions in this area in 1843 during his second expedition

west he camped several miles from the great salt lake with the

intention of floating down the weber river in a rubber raft on

the 9thath of september he reported that after going only a short

distance the river became so shallow they had to drag the raft
through the soft mud after proceeding in this fashion for

about a mile they came to a small black ridge on the bottom

beyond which the water became suddenly salty beginning grad-

ually to deepen and the bottom they reported was sandy and

firm according to fremontFrem theontl division between the water from

the river and the lake water was remarkable in its abrupt change

the lake he described as being entirely saturated with common

salt 1 after sailing to fremont island he described the salt
that was deposited on the shore

the cliffs and masses of rock along the shore were
whitened by an incrustation of salt where the waves dashed
up against them and the evaporating water which has been
left in holes and hollows on the surface of the rocks was
covered with a crust of salt about oneeighthone ofeighth an inch
in thickness it appeared strange that in the midst of
this grand reservoir one of our greatest wants lately had
been saltsaltosaitsaito exposed to be more perfectly dried in the sun
this became very white and fine having the usual flavor of
very excellent common salt without any foreign taste but
only a little was collected for present use as there was
in it a number of small black insects

john charles fremont memoirs of my life chicago
belford clarke and company 1887 ppap 23031230
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early the following morning they returned to the main-

land after first filling a fivegallonfive bucketgallon with water from

the lake from which they intendedintefided to make salt fremont

described the process by saying

today we remained at this camp in order to obtain some
further observations and to boil down the water which had
been brought from the lake for a supply of salt roughly
evaporated over the fire the five gallons of water yielded
fourteen pints of very finegrainedfine andgrained very white salt of
which the whole lake may be regarded as a saturated solu-
tion 12

according to fremontsfremont description of boiling the salt
water they obtained salt at a rate of 14 pints of salt from 40

pints of brine indicating a 35 per entcent solution the accuracy

of fremontsfremont descriptiondescripti is questionable salt begins to cry-
stallize out of solution when the concentration reaches about 25.0250
degrees on the baume be scale 13 when the density of the brineebrine

reaches 30.0300 degrees be all but about 12 per cent of the

sodium chloride has precipitated out of the solution 1

if fremont had collected water that produced 35 per cent

solid matter he would have had a proportionately smaller amount

of sodium chloride and larger amounts of chlorides and sulphates

12 ibidbid p 236

kaufmann sodium chloride ppap 25354253 and54 antoine
baume TT the encyclopedia americanaAmeriamerl 3canascanal 1954 p 350 the baume
hydrometer was developed by the french chemist antoine baume
172818041728 the1804 baume hydrometer is used to measure liquids

heavier than water in pure water the scale reads 0 degrees
be and in saturated brine with 26.3952639526395 per cent salt the read-
ing is 24.6246 degrees be the be scale values correspond only
roughly to the per cent of salt

ibidbid p 101
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of magnesium and potassium but this was not the case as indi-

cated by the following table

chloride of sodium common salt

p C 185

0 0 0 10 0 0 & 10 Is 0 0.24024
sulphate of soda 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 10 6.6 0.23023023
sulphate of lime 0 0 0 P 0 go 0 0 0 1.12112112

total 100.0010000

the brine taken from the lake and boiled to dryness

would have resulted in a product about 84 per cent sodium chlo-

ride rather than the 97.9979 per cent they obtained the ratio of

salts found in fremontsFr sampleemons are dissimilar to any modern

analysis yet the current theory indicates the ratio of salts in

solution changes very little even though the concentration may

fluctuate greatly over the years 1 fremontsfremont samples either
were not representative or they had become contaminated somehow

before the analysis

during fremontsfremont expedition west in 1845 about two

weeks were spent in the salt lake valley and on the streams in

the area some time was spent fixing the positions of various

points and extending their examination into and around the

great salt lake in his report fremont made somesame significant

observations in the peculiarities of the lake with regard to the

content and deposition of salt and the annual fluctuation of

the lake level he said

fremont memoirs of my life p 236

hahl physical and chemical hydrology of great salt
lake utah
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the rocky shores of its islands were whitened by the
spray which leaves sicasic1 salt on everything it touches
and a covering like ice forms over the water which the waves
throw among the rocks this seems to be the dry season when
the waters recede and the shores of the lake especially on
the south side are whitened with incrustations of fine white
salt the shallow arms of the lake under a slight covering
of briny water present beds of salt extending for miles
plants and bushes blown by the wind upon these fields are
entirely incrusted with crystallized salt the stem of a
small twig less than the size of a goose quill from the
southeastern shore showed a formation of more than an inch
thick of crystallized salt 17

not only was salt being deposited in large beds along

the shore of the lake but the entire bottom of great salt lake

was covered with crystalline salt this deposition was due to

the annual recession of the lake and its resultant concentration

of the brine fremont observed this phenomena as he and kit
carson rode horseback from the southeastern shore of the lake to

antelope islandoisland their comments attest to the shallowness of

the lake as they indicated the water did not reachroach above their
saddle girths at any point in their crossing fremont pointed

out the floor of the lake was a sheet of salt resembling soft
1 Q

ening ice into which the horseshorsesthoarsest feet sunk to the fetlocksfet TTlocks

kit carson said the salt on the floor of the lake varied from
1 9

the thickness of a wafer to twelve inches this trip made in

mid october was during the lake annual low stage the lake

must have been at about the 4196foot4196 levelfoot which subsequent

studies have shown produces a saturatedsaltsaturated solutionsalt and salt

fremont memoirs of mya life ppap 42931429

181bidislbid

31

kit19yit carson kit carsonscarsoncarsone autobiography ed by milo
milton quaife chicago R R connelley and sons co 193519351
apoppppo 888988 89
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nbegins depositing on the lake floor

after leaving the vicinity of the salt lake valley

fremont traveled the short distance to utah lake and began his

investigation of that area he made the following comments

about the rocksaltrock depositssalt south of utah lake probably those

located in salt creek canyon eastpast of nephi

when I1 was on this stream a small stream entering the
utah lake south of the spanish fork with mr walker in
that year 1844 he informed me that on the upper part of
the river are immensellense beds of rocksaltrock ofsalt very great thick-
ness which he had frequently visited

rock salt mountains the strata of salt are found
in thick beds of red clay at the head of a small stream
tributary to the utah or timpanogosTimpano lakegos on its southeast-
erly side 21

from the scanty record left by those who entered the

utah area prior to 1847 their need for salt does not seem to

have been a significant factor in directing their travels nor

do the vast salt resources in utah appear to be a factor in

attracting future travelers or settlers to the area father

escalante painted a glowing picture of utah valley and its po-
ssibilities for future colonization but he did not mention the

availability of salt as one of its attractions although he was

eardley sediments of great salt lake utah 1319

fremont memoirs of myNY life ppap 236 430

beg ns 20

fa

nessl 0 0 these strata
probably underlie the bed of the great lake and constitute
the deposit from which it obtains its saltsaltosaitsaltesaite it was found
by us in the place marked by humboldt on his map of new
spain as derived from the journal of the missionary father
escalante who towards the close of the last century at-
tempted to penetrate the unknown country from santa fe of
new mexico to monterey of california but he does not seem
to have got further in his adventurous journey and this at
that time was far than the south end of the timpanogosTimpano
southeast of this lake is the chain of the wasatch mountains
at the place where humboldt has written montagnesmontaguesmontagneseMont deagnesaguesagneeasnes sel
gemmegemmelgemmet

journey

s

20

21

gos

sibilities
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familiar with two immediately available deposits captain

fremont commenting on the advantages of a military post in the

north end of the great basin in the bear river valley said
A military post and a civilized settlement would be

of great value here and cattleeattlecattie and horses would do well
where grass and salt so much abound the lake will furnish
exhaustless supplies of salt 22

fremontsfremont comment about salt may have had some influence

on the mormonscormonsMor inasmuchmons as theythem studied his reports prior to
3their trek west however the mormons obviously were much

more concerned over the fertility of the land and available

timber and water resources than theythoy were over the availability

of salt depositsodepositsdeposit

brevet captain john C fremont report of the explorexplore
ing expedition to the rocky ountainsmountainsmountains in the year 1842 and to
oregondregongregon and north california in the years 1843- 144 washington
DC gales and seaton printers 1845 po 160

p3
B H roberts A comprehensive history of the church

of jesus christ of latterdaylatter saintsday 6 vols provo brigham
young university press 1965 11II 521

andeattle

23

22brevet ex21or
itionaition roed jl ckycaky M

p

23b

So

22

pa
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CHAPTER IV

PIONEER EXPLOITS 184718801847

on

1880

october 29 1845 just eleven days after john co fre-
mont described the immense beds of salt drying on the southeast-

ern shore of the great salt lake and nearly four months before

the first pioneer contingent left nauvoo to cross the plains a

bill of particularsparticularstt was published in the nauvoo neighbor 1

the bill provided the citizens of nauvoo with an outline of what

a family of five would find necessary to reasonably equip

them for the pioneer wilderness journey included among the

various items on the list was 25 pounds of salt that amount of

salt was an ample supply for five people for one year however

many people were required to wait much longer than a year before

they could replenish their salt cellars from the salt beds de-

scribed by fremont

the mormons were unable to cross the plains during the

year of 1846 early in the spring of 1847 the mormonscormonsMor whilemons

camped at winter quarters iowa selected a pioneer or advance

party of 144 men to go to the rocky mountains the purpose of

the forerunners was to find a suitable route for the upcoming

migration and then prepare by building bridges ferries and

good roads for the thousands of mormon exiles who would follow

1nauvoolnauvoo neighbor october 29 1845

C

lakel

3TT
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2them the majority of the advance group entered salt lake val-

ley on july 23 and immediately began to prepare for the coming

winter and for those who were crossing the plains behind them

when brigham young entered the valley the next day five acres

of ground had been plowed and part of it planted to potatoes 3

great salt lake the most dominant feature of salt lake

valley must have been high on the list of prospective sites to

explore on july 28 brigham young and some of the brethren

made a special trip to the lake to satisfy their curiosity as

to the nature of this wellknownwell landmarkknown and to bathe in its
salty water william clayton reports the brethren were quite

impressed by the buoyant qualities of the water later their
attention turned to the more practical aspects of the lake

clayton wrote they suppose the water will yield 35 per cent

pure salt they gathered some off the rocksrooks which is as pure

white and fine as the best that can be bought on the market TT i

salt found deposited on the shore of the lake proved

to be as important to the pioneers as that found in the water

howard stansbury who surveyed the salt lake valley in 1849

described the shore deposits and the process of deposition

the southern part of the island antelope is connected
with the main shore by an extensive sand flatfiat which in the
summer is for the most part dry but is frequently flooded

2 roberts ap1p

A comprehensive historyhisto of the church of jesus
christ of latterdaylatter saintsdavday III111lil 53940539400539440539 40

33ibid5

400

ibid p 224

william clayton william claytonsclaytoniscraytonsClayclav journaltonstonis salt lake
city clayton family association 1921 p 325

sandflatfl

daysaints
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to the depth of eighteen inches the water of the lake being
driven over it by every gale from the north upon the ces-
sation of the wind the water recedes and then the depres-
sions of the beach are filled with pools of shallow water
which evaporating under the influence of the sun leave
extensive deposits of salt upon the sand the beach is at
all times sufficiently hard to allow the passage of wagons
from the main shore to the island

william clayton recorded in his

journal that the committee found a large bed of beautiful saltsait
six inches deep lying between two sand bars there appeared to

be enough pure salt in this bed to provide at least ten wagon

loads without any further refining

howard egan a contemporary of claytonclaytonsclaytona did not feel

that the salt brought back by the committee was as pure as

clayton declared it to be egan reported

two loads of salt arrived from the salt lake about 3

otclocko1clockoT itclock is the best kind I1 have ever seen being as
white as snow though somewhat coarsecoarseocoarsen the brethren who
brought it in remained on the shore of the lake for a day
or two boiling down the salt together with water in order

howard stansbury an expedition to the vaileyvalley of the
great salt lake philadelphia lippincott grambo and co
1852 ppap 15859158

william

59

L knecht and peter L crawley compilers
history of brigham young berkeley masscal associates 1964
ppap 787807 80

7clayton

8

william clayton journalJour pnailnall 343

arefilled

0 0
135

shortly after the pioneers arrived in the valley a com-

mittee was assigned to extract salt from the lake and deposits

similar to those described by stansbury they left august 9 and

returned august 13 having prepared 125 bushels of coarse white

saltsait and boiled down four barrels of salt water to one barrel

of fine white table salt 6

inthis
7

yo

s 3430

Claytons
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to separate it from the particles of dirt with which it
abounds underlining supplied

irrespective of the differences in reports pertaining to

the quality of the salt the saints seemed to be pleased at the

prospects of having such an abundant accessible supply to

ensure continued access to the lake the quorum of the twelve

issued an epistle directing the saints to build a bridge over

the jordan river while the water was still low in order to

procure a year supply of salt from the lake this epistle

further stated the lake would provide a pleasant place of

resort and its waters very healthy for bathing 1179

there seemed to have been no restrictions on the use

of the salt by the pioneers almost immediately after their
arrival in the valley they formulated a policy concerning the

use of natural resources no man should buy or sell land every

man was given a city lot and all the farm land he could properly

till there would be no private ownership in the water streams

and wood and timber would be regarded as community property 10

this philosophy also applied in theory to the salt deposits

although they were not specifically mentioned for years those

who required salt would simply drive to the lake and obtain it
others who were more enterprising could bring back an ample

supply and sell a heaping bushel for fifty cents shortly after

journal history of thejrhearhe church of jesus christ of
latterdaylatter saintsday compiled by church historianhistorians office salt
lake city utah august 12 1847

9 ibid september 9 1847

roberts A compreheComp nsiveasiverehe history of the church of jesus
christ of latterdaylatter saintsday 111lillii 26869268 69

sl lyIMP

8journal
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his arrival in the salt lake valley robert S bliss a member of

the mormon battalion gave the following description of this
method of gathering salt

nov 7 1847 the great salt lake is 20 miles from us
laying west and north from the town salt is so plenty we
can go to the lake and shovel it up and soon load wagons
and the water of the lake is so salt that four barrels of
water will make by boiling one barrel of fine table salt
as good as can be made 11

from these reports it can be safely concluded that the

majority of the salt harvested from the shores of the lake in

this early period was taken directly from the salt beds rather
than from boiling down the brine many of the residents near

the lake made excursions to the salt beds to procure their
annual supply even down into the 20th century although after
the 1880 this became a very minor means of filling the salt
needs of the utahnsutahna

there is some indication a salt boiler was set up on the

lake shore as early as the summer of 1847 possibly the salt
boiling apparatus used by the salt committee was left there to

be used the next year the following spring april 24 1848

thomas J thurstin joseph mount madison D hambleton albert
carrington jedediah M grant and william W potter while

exploring the great salt lake in a skiff reported that they

steered for the salt works passed the south point of antelope

robert S bliss the journal of robert S bliss with
the mormon battalion utah historical quarterly IV 1931 127
the authorauthors father born in 1890 remembers as a young man
going to the lake and gathering a year supply of salt after
bringing it home they would roll the coarse crystals under a
bottle on the kitchen table to produce fine table salt

harvestedfrom

1880s

llrobert

years

ll
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island and seeing no one at the salt works bore for the

city 12 this report confirms that a salt works of some sort
was located on the lake shore but in no way implies continuous

or permanent operation from a decision of the quorum of the

twelve given in may 1849 one would be led to believe that the

salt works previously mentioned existed only during the first
year or that it was of a very temporary nature the quorum

resolved

that a company of men be appointed to start as early
as convenient to explore the region near the north point
of the oquirrh mountains west of the valley to ascertain
its adaptability to farming purposes and also the ostmost
suitable point to establish a manufactory of salt

there is no indication of any report being brought back

to the quorum regarding the success of this mission howeverha

by

wever

1850 charley white had a saltboilingsalt establishmentboiling under

operation and it produced salt for many years

it is improbable that charley white was operating his

boilers before the spring of 1850 in the fall of 1849

lieutenant J W gunnison and albert carrington members of

stansburysstansbury survey party traveled to the area of great salt
lake known as block rock to erect a triangle for their survey

gunnison failed to report seeing a salt works yet he describes

the water of the lake and its buoyant powers and he wrote of

bathing in the lake 14 on april 23 1850 stansbury stopped at

iknecht12xnecht and crawley history of briham younyo ppap0 19190

13131bidj2ibid p 54

lieutenant J W gunnison atyt journal and notes survey
of great salt lake valley autumn of 1849 base line notes

MS located at bancroft library berkeley california

f

A
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black rock to perform what he called an experiment upon the

properties of the water of the lake for preserving meat 15

although half a day was spent waiting for the beef to corn no

mention was made of charley white or his salt boilers stansbury

first recorded the white family in his diary on june 23 1850

he wrote of sailing from stansbury island to black rock where he

found lieutenant gunnison discussing the spiritualwifespiritual doctrinewife

with charley whites wife 16

in gunnisons account of the salt works he reported that
white could boil 300 pounds of salt per day in his six 60gall60 onsaligallsail
kettles the salt boilers gunnison said affirm that they

obtain two measures of salt from three of the brine and they

have christened this sheet of water which is seventy miles long

with the name of the great briny shallow 17

white obviously was exaggerating in his assertion that he

could obtain two measures of salt from three of brine stansbury

had a sample of lake water analyzed and it was determined that
1 Q

the water contained 20.202020 per cent salt by weight accord

15stansbury15 anStansbury expedition to the valley of the greagreatt
salt lake p 171

ihoward16howardlhowardbhoward16 stansburyHowardhowand journal of howard stansbury may 29
to july 14 1850 vol 5 MS located at bancroft library
berkeley california june 23 1850

17j W gunnison the mormons or terdylatterdaylatterLat saintsdaydav in the
valley of the great salt lake philadelphia J B lippencott and
company 1856 p 19 dale L morgan the great salt lake
indianapolis the bobbsmerrillbobbs companymerrill 1947 ppap 38789387 the89

information taken from morgan was not available in the stansbury
and gunnison works cited above morgan indicated in his biblio-
graphical note that he preferred to quote from the original
unpublished journals of these men

18stansbury18 anStansbury expedition to the valley of the great salt
lake p 2122126212.6

1850

jy17

18

141850

2

gallon
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foiforroi about ten

years it became the first established salt company of record

to operate on the shores of the great salt lake

by early spring of 1853 white enlarged his operation in

preparing to expand his market area to cover the whole territory
he invited parties resiniresidingresidi in remote cities and settlements

wishing to become agents for the sale of fine saltsait in their
respective localities n to immediately contact him so that he

could calculate the probable annual consumption as early as pos-

sible he was producing three grades of salt fine coarse

and common advertised to be of the best quality which may be

had wholesale and retail due to the scarcity of currency in

utah territory white indicated a willingness to accept cash or

eattlecattleticattleeattie grain flour hams bacon cheese butter pigs sheep
1 Q

lumber poles or firewood as payment for his salt
john A bevan a lifelong resident of tooelethoele county

left a good description of the white family and their early salt
enterprise

I1 believe that I1 am the only person now alive in tooelethoele
county that saw mother white and this was in 1858 or when I1

deseret news april 16 1853

arisirig

voraboutforabout
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jungly on a weight ratio one unit of salt could be obtained

from five units of brine inasmuch as salt weighs twice as much

as water a volume comparison would make whiteswhiterwhlterwhitem assertion even

less plausible since the figure quoted by gunnison is so

grossly outputgut of line it could be suggested that white probably

was just overenthusiastic in his account

charley white operated his salt works forfonron

respectiveactive

19

19

ove-renthusiastic

Ti
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I1 say about this time mother white went amissingarnlssingamassing and
it was believed that she has been murdered by white men to
get her cattle it was also believed that the men that did
the killing lived in tooelethoele valley not in tooelethoele city as
some of her cattle were afterwards seen in their possession
As to her daughter it was said that she was taken east by
some of johnstonjohnstonsjohnstone army men it was generally believed that
mrs whiteswhitenswhiters body was sunk in the salt lake but in more
recent years it is claimed that a certain person who
claimed to knowknowl said that her body was not put in the lake
but was buried in the hills just south of where she was
killed which was at her home at black rock on the line
between salt lake county and tooelethoele county but so far as I1
know she was never heard of neither dead or alive I1
believe the theory that she was murdered for her property is
the correct theory

abortasort

manyofmandof

oralineoralive
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was seven years old it was when we were on our way to lehi
at the timettoeatoe of the move during the utah war

we were camped at some springs just beyond black rock
near where garfield is now she had her girl with her who I1
think was about my age mrs white and her husband charley
white had a good number of cattle on the range there at the
time and she was around among these cattle I1 remember that
she carried a double barreled shotgunshot withgun her she was a
rather large woman and seemed to be quite well acquainted
with my father as he had hauled firewood to their place to
bolibollboilboii salt with as they lived at black rock and made salt
which mr white hauled to salt lake and sold their house
was on the shore of the lake justdust opposite the black rock
and they used the black rock for a corral they had a sort
of highway made from the shore to the rock and when the
cattle was siclsielhicl there they could put up bars on the little
highway and keep them there so that this rock made a very
good corral both in summer and winter 0 0

As I1 remember mr white and his wife did not get along
together very well in their domestic and business affairs
judging from a conversation I1 heard between my father and
mr white and I1 believe they separated as man and wife mrs
white staying on the ranch with her girl and the cattle but
I1 dotdont know what became of mr white he was always known
as charley white

however probably about the year 1861 when johnstons
army abandoned camp floyd over in cedar valley many of his
soldiers went east to take part in the war of the rebellion

20

the tragic circumstances in the lives of the whites

brought to an end the first attempt at making commercial producprodueprodie

2020johnjohn A bevan events in the early history of tooelethoele
city typewritten manuscript at tooelethoele free public library
tooelethoele utah

there

whitestaying
alwaysknown

car
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tion of salt a profitable enterprise in utah

salt played a small but interesting role in the utah war

of 185718581857185801857 185818580 the officers in charge of supplies for the utah

expedition thinking there would be plenty of salt for the army

in utah did not include enough salt among the lists of supplies

needed for the expeditionexpeditiond D realizing their mistake upon encou-

ntering mormon resistance on the wyoming plains which would

possibly prevent them from entering utah prior to winter

johnston took steps to obtain salt at laramie unsuccessful in

their efforts the officers were continually reminded of their
poor planning after reaching fort bridger as the men began

m
grumbling in earnest over the insipid food

toward the end of november brigham young being advised

of the shortage directed that several muleloadsmule ofloads salt be

sent to the army it was his understanding that the army had no

salt and that there was enough salt to last them until spring

when the army should retrace its steps to the united states as

enter the mormon settlement it should not colonel johnston

was adamant in his reply writing that he could not accept the

salt sent by brigham young not for the reason hinted at in his

letter johnston went on in his reply to say that he could ac-

cept nothing from brigham young so long as he and his people
p

maintained a hostile position to the government

william preston johnston the life of general albert
sidney johnston new york D appleton and company 1878
p 218

ibidbid p 219

23rhri
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there was some indication that johnston refused the salt
thinking it may have been poisoned to this suspicion johnston

later replied so far as poison Is concerned I1 would freely

partake of brigham youngyoungs hospitality but I1 can accept of no

present nor interchange courtesies so long as he continues his
4present course TT

at the time brigham young sent the salt to johnston

bootleg salt was being sold to the soldiers for seven dollars a

pint senator sam houston on the senate floor in his defense of

the mormonscormonsMor intimatedmons with tongue in cheek that brigham young

had implied in his letter that he would sell him the salt if he

did not want to accept it as a gift 25

wilford woodruff later told how the value of salt had

appreciated during this period

during these trying circumstances in the army president
young sent some salt which they needed very much one of
the sacks of salt which was sent however was lost and
later picked up by a traveler who sold it to merchants for
twenty dollars they in turn sold it to the soldiers for
two hundred dollars ben simons a cherokee took to the
army nine hundred pounds of salt which he sold for two
dollars and a half a pound or a total of two thousand two
hundred and fifty dollars 26

the utah war did not stimulate the salt industryindustryin in utah

noticeably with the exception of a few enterprising merchants

little profit was made from salt as a result of the war

in 1860 the eighth census of the united states listed

ibid
25 ibid p 224

matthias F cowley wilford woodruff salt lake city
the deseret news press 1909 p 393

t124

6

241bido

251bid02

26matthias26
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only one saltmakingsalt concernmaking in utah since mrs white was not

listed as missing until 1861 it can be assumed that the salt
works reported in the ceneuscensus was charley whitens salt company

the report indicated the company had 4000 invested in salt-
making it paid 5000 for materials and 840 for the labor of

two men the salt makers produced 12000 bushels of salt valued

at 6000 or fifty cents a bushel 27

there apparently was no great rush to fill the void in

salt production left by the absence of the white company in

1870 the ninth census reports only one establishment producing

salt in utah the description of this salt works indicates a

difference between it and that owned by white the report de-

scribed the salt works as having two boilers of 200gallon200 capa-

city

gallon

two men were hired to run the establishment at wages of

300 forty cords of wood were used during the year to produce

1950 bushels of salt valued at 780 or forty cents a bushel 28

this salt works could have been one owned and operated

by the joseph griffith and william F moss families of E T

city lake point moss and griffith used their children to

help run the salt works by allowing them to gather greasewood

and sagebrush to keep the fires going under the boilers

elizabeth griffith related how one load of salt was taken to the

USusa department of commerce bureau of the census
eighth census of the united states 1860 washington do co
1865 p CXCVIII

28us28uS department of commerce bureau of the census
ninth census of the united states 1870 washington DC
1872 p 6226220

ceneus

27us1
DC
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I1solar evaporation in constructed ponds

the amount of salt taken by this method during 1872 was 450000

pounds salt consumed within the territory amounted to 40000405000

pounds the remainder being exported to wyoming colorado and

nebraska

there are several factors which account for the decline

of the salt boilers first utah salt had a reputation of hav-

ing a bad taste failure to extract the impurities would

account for the bitter taste of the salt second by 1873 the

great salt lake had risen to its highest point in recent geologygeolog

tooele county daughters of utah pioneers history of
tooelethoele countycogatbogat salt lake city dupoDUP tooelethoele county company
1961 ppap 274752747510274 7510

john30john

75

RRO murphy the mineral resources of the territory
of utah with mining statistics and mapemapsmade salt lake city james
dwyer 1872 p 10

salt lake herald february 1 18713lsaltsait

29tooelethoele

44

grantsvilleGrants coopcoville andop traded for a large number of old and mis-

matched shoes which her father mated up as best he could for his
29children

from the above description and that given in the census

report the moss and griffith salt works was a small home indus-

try most likely run as a sideline to a farm or ranch

the salt boilers did not last long into the 1870 decade

the advent of the railroad and improved methods of producing salt
brought new companies to the shore of the lake mineral re-

sources of the territoryTerri oftonytoEy utah reported in 1872 that the

greater portion of salt taken from the lake for commercial pur-

poses was obtained by

ounds 5p

30

31

territ

cupo
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ical history which diluted the brine by about one third As a

result of the diluted brine the boilers had to burn about one

third more wood to obtain the same amount of salt that was pro-

duced in the 1850 and early 1860 when the lake was at a

lower level and more concentrated third the railroads were

able to import salt much cheaper than the freighters adding an

expanded competitive factoro fourth the railroad provided cheap

transportation and the silver mills which required large amounts

of salt in the reduction of silver ore provided a new market

which induced the development of solar evaporation ponds which

produced large quantities of salt inexpensively the railroad
a new marketmarkets and advanced technology began to create a new era

in utah salt industry

toburn

1850s 1860s
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CHAPTER V

GENERALGENERALI TECHNICALTECHNIC AND ECONOMIC developments

186018951860

salt

1895

manufacturing during the pioneer period of utahsutatsstats
history was little more than a sideline supplying mormon com-

munities with hay livestock and table salt did not result in

highproductionproduction quotas nor did it stimulate new innovations

the industry received its first real impetus from the discovery

of silver in montana 0 beginning in the mid1860mid mining1860 camps

around butte experienced a boom the chlorination process for

the reduction of silver ore was developed about the same time

placing a heavy demand on producers to supply the mills with

enough salt to reduce the ores utah was in an ideal position

kansas salt fields were not developed until 1887 and those in

california were too far away to compete utah had the raw mat-

erial and an expanding market the key to its future success lay

in a transportation system capable of handling hightonnagehigh loadstonnage

cheaply railroads provided such a system As tracks were laid
to new markets the demand for salt increased which in turn

stimulated the search for improved methods of production and

refining

high product ionlon

munities

ALI

18601s
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significance of transportation facilities
judged by todaystoday standards means of transporting goods

in the mountain west in the 1860 and 1870 were primitive

before railroad lines and wagon roads extended into montana

pack mules carried salt to the mines at a rate of 200 a ton

As roads improved freight wagons hauled more tonnage at cheaper

rates for a few years subsequent to the joining of the central
pacific and the union pacific railroads at promontory summit

great salt lake was used to transport salt to corinne utah

terminus for the montana trade

oldtimersold intimers the salt trade say that a variety of barges

and boats constructed during the highwaterhigh levelwater of the lake

were used to haul salt it is believed that a small pier was con-

structed for this purpose near a salt works at north point a site
several miles north of morton salt companycompanys saltairsultair plant the

barges transported salt from the south shore of the lake up the

bear river to a pier where it was transferred to freight wagons

thomas G brown of corinne built a barge which was used primar-

ily to haul salt from a large bed along the bear river to

corinne 3

patrick E conner considered the father of utah mining

builtbuiltabulit a small smelter in corinne ore from the mines in montana

was hauled by freight wagons to his smeltersmeiter forfonron processing

lus 1 department of interior geological survey mineral
resources 1903 washington dcoDCaco government printing office
1904 ppap 49293492930492 930

myron2myronjmyron

93

L suttsuiton interview
ernice gibbs anderson the gentile city of corinne TT

the utah historical quarterly IX 1941 148

1860s 1870s
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after the mines on the oquirrh mountains began to develop conner

had a boat constructed to haul ore and salt across the lake to

his smeltersmeitersme andluerdlterd the salt was transferred to freight wagons which

had been used to haul ore from montana lake travel declined

after 1872 due to a drop in the lake level and the extension of

railroad branch lines into the intermountain market area

utah central railroad which ran between salt lake city

and ogden was completed on january 10 1870 this line became

an important means of hauling salt from the producers to the

junction in ogden in 1878 salt was reported to be the third
largest product in weight to be shipped almost three and one

half million pounds were shipped that year 6

the efforts of a mr F mitchell to enter the salt busi-

ness give an example of the effect railroads had on the industry

in the spring of 1871 only a year after the completion of the

utah central mitchell bought ten acres of land at lake side

davis county where he proposed to build a salt manufactory he

intended to produce one thousand tons of salt during that summer

and ship it to the states unfortunately a subsequent report

of his success has not been found

4 ibid p 147

leonard J arrington great basin kingdom lincoln
university of nebraska press 1958 ppap 27075270

H

75

L A culmer compiler utah directory and gazetteer
for 1879801879 salt80 lake city J C graham and company 1880
p 25

DS millenialmillennialMil starlenial march 28 1871 J cecil alter
utah the storied domain I1 chicago the american historical
society inc 1932 397
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after completion of utah central railroad officials of

the mormon church encouraged an extension of the railroad from

ogden to montana A railroad connecting ogden with brigham city

logan and franklin idaho would consolidate the northern mormon

settlements provide an outlet for their agricultural produce

and divert the montana trade from the gentile city of corinne

utah northern railroad as this branch line was called was

organized on august 23 1871 the first section of track fin-
ished january 31 1873 connected brigham city and logan the

road from brigham city to ogden was completed february 5 1874

the line to butte which connected utah salt producers with their
major market was completed in 1881 8

utah southern railroad running south from salt lake

city connected the rich tinticgintic mining area with the salt pro-

ducers on the lake by 1874 9 the tinticgintic mines proved to be a

welcome customer for the salt makers it was reporteddeported that salt
shipped over this line in 1878 amounted to 268696 pounds 10

utah eastern railroad a small branch line to the park

city mines was completed in 1880 and provided inexpensive trans-

portation for salt to the silver mills in that area 11

utah western railroad was running trains from salt lakedike

city as far west as garfield beach by 1874 this railroad pro

arrington great bas in kingdom ppap 28385283

9

85

ibid p 281

culmer utah directoryDirect andaoa gazetteernd for 1879 ajl8jl P 25

great basin kingdom p 347
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reportedthat
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vided transportation for the salt companies on the south shore

of the lake and encouraged new companiesemp toanies consider this area
12for future developmentdevelopmentedevelopmentsdevelop

railroads

mentemento

not only provided inexpensive transportation

to the silver mills but they opened up possible new markets for

utah salt for example orders came from as far away as omaha

nebraska although the long haul made the delivered price so high

it was still difficult for utah companies to compete with eastern

concerns

saltmakingsalt techniquesmaking

the opening of silver mines plus the development of

railroad lines to the important market areas in the intermountain
4

region brought about a new focus on quantity as well as quality

salt in 1869 when the railroad first came to utah housel and

hopkins salt company directed their attention toward an improved

product inasmuch as the quality of utah salt had acquired an

unfavorable reputation the firm had the salt analyzed and com-

pared with the highly regarded turks island salt which was pro-

duced on an island in the bahamas and exported to the united

states the results of the analysis were very favorable to the

utah product showing a 97.619761 per cent pure article as compared

with 96.769676 for turks island salt salt lake businessmen

encouraged by the report were able to secure special freight

wain sutton utah A centennial history II11 new york
lewis historical publishers 1949 82027820

13

27

reportreeo ofrt the governor of utah to the secretarySecret ofarv the
interior washington DC government printing office 1892
p 652

13

4 ortantoctant
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boilibaili rinerequired old ngmethods bofok boiling brine or harvesting the natu-

rally deposited salt along the lake shore were outmoded

although the salt from the lake shore was still an important

source of crude salt for the silver mills the men who intended

to stay in the salt business and be successful had to develop new

methods heretofore unused in utah

by 1873 the level of the lake had risen to such an extent

that many of the salt beds were covered with water the naturally

deposited salt that was left was not sufficient nor did it have

the requisite quality to meet the growing market one new method

was to build a dike across the entrance to a small cove and open

a dam when the lake water was high allowing the cove to fill with

brine another method was to build dikes along the shore of the

lake and let the natural rise and fall of the lake fill the dikedbiked

areas the northwest wind blowing across the lake had the

capability of raising the water on the southern shore of the lake

from one to one and onehalfone feethalf the early salt makers depended

on the wind for fresh brine the storms were not always depend-

able and some of the stronger winds caused the waves to wash

away the dikes and dissolve the salt that had been deposited

with experience salt makers learned that earth alone was

lsalt14saltisalt lake herald february 1 1871

mineral and water res ourcesburces of utah ppap 49395493 95

51

rates for salt and preparations were well under way to make salt
lake city the salt capital of america

As the market expanded a large quantity of pure salt was

0 14

J

15

15mineral resources15
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unsuitable for constructing dikes because the water washed it
away and planks would not bear the weight of the waves of heavy

salt water jeremy and company organized in 1870 successfully

constructed its ponds by driving cottonwood stakes into the

ground every two feet forming a long row A parallel row of

stakes was driven seven feet away from the first A latticework

of willows was woven on the stakes and backed by several inches

of tule the area between the two rows of stakes was filled with

earth making a substantial dike that proved effective
ponds from five to one hundred acres in extent were con-

structed in this manner it was estimated that the cost of co-
nstruction of this type of dike was one dollar per foot A head

gate was placed at a convenient location to allow the lake water

to enter the pond complex initially pumps were not used and

the ponds were filled by the wind blowing the water into them

A man was hired to watch the weather if a storm approached he

quickly went to the salt works to allow the brine to enter the

ponds by opening the dam in the canal connecting the ponds to

the lake before the salt was harvested the ponds were em-

ptied by reversing the procedure and allowing gravity to drain

them 16

serious businessmen found the natural rise and fall of

the lake too precarious for them to depend on as a means of

tus department of commerce bureau of the census
tenth census of the united states 1880 statistics and tech-
nology of the precious metals XIII 485 J P thomas state-
ment march 13 1955 obtained from myron L suttonsuttons personal
file

suttonts
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st ruction
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filling the evaporating ponds by the 1880 some salt comp-

anies were using steam or horsepoweredhorse pumpspowered to obtain their
brine by 1888 inland salt conpanycorpany had established a central
power source which ran the machinery in the mill and also pro-

vided power for a teninchten centrifugalinch pump 17

the quality of the salt still presented a problem to all
of the salt makers on the lake heretofore the evaporating

stages of the brine were not separated and each batch was

reduced to dryness as nearly as possible the product was a

damp bittertastingbitter masstasting caused by a high bitternsaltsbittern con-

tent
salts

A new method fractional crystallization involved the

use of a series of ponds by discarding the bittern at the

proper time salt was produced that was reported to have con
i 18tainedtatnedbained over 99 per cent sodium chloride

the origin of the use of this process is not clear
ponds built in the late 187 CPs and early 1880 imply the

builders had some knowledge of it however inland salt company

specifically built its pond system in 1888 to use the prin-

ciple 19

it is very probable the principle of fractional crystal-

lization was acquired from the california solarsaltsolar producerssalt

salt lakeherald november 14 1888 p 8 september 6
1890 p 8 myron L sutton interview

william E ver planck salt in california california
department of natural resources division of mines bulletin
175 san francisco march 1958 107

US congress house executive documents 6 part 2

51st cong 2dad sess 1890 p 891 mineral resources 1888
p 606

1880s

theproduct

1870s 1880s
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who had been experimentexperimenting ing with methods to improve their salt
the first attempt by the californians to upgrade the quality of

their salt came in 1862 john quigley built a salt works near

barrowsBarronbardon landingts in the vicinity of alvarado on the san fran-

cisco bay this company along with several other pioneer salt
reducersproducersroducers developed a saltmakingsalt techniquemaking that in principle

is followed today 20

the pond systems adapted to this principle varied

slightly with different companies but followed the basic pat-

tern salt water was brought from the lake by canal to a pump

which elevated it to a flume or canal where it flowed by grav-

ity to a series of ponds for settling concentration and

crystallization the ponds were constructed in a terraced fash-

ion if possible to enable the brine to flow from one pond to

another without pumping

it was first taken to the settling ponds where it re-

mained for five or six days to allow suspended matter to settle

it passed next into a series of concentration ponds the brine

was held there for about three weeks until it reached a conce-

ntration of about 26.6266 degrees be calcium sulphate and calcium

carbonate were allowed to completely precipitate out in the con-

centration ponds before the brine was transferred to the garden

ponds the evaporation phases of the calcium compounds and com-

mon salt overlapped As a result some sodium chloride formed

in the concentration ponds allowing a small amount of sodium

chloride to precipitate out in these ponds was necessary to

ver planck salt in california po 41

p
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remove as much of the calcium compounds as possible but there

was no salt buildupbuild inup the concentration ponds because the next

batch of weaker brine redissolveddissolvedre it
next the brine flowed into the garden ponds where sodium

chloride precipitated out in almost pure form the brine was

held there until a density of 29.5295 degrees be was reachedreachedorea dur-

ing

chedo

this period most of the salt crystallized out dropping to

the bottom of the pond here the crystals interlaced and grew

to considerable size the water was left in the garden ponds

until about 60 per cent had evaporated at that point the

water had a density of 300030030.0 degrees be about 12 per cent of

the sodium chloride was left in the brine but further evapora-

tion would cause contamination with the bittern salts which

remained in solution the bittern which was returned to the

lake contained the chlorides and sulphates of magnesium potas-

sium and sodium the bittern was replaced by a fresh batch of

brine from the concentration ponds

this cycle was repeated from april when pumping began

until the middle of september care was taken to drain off the

last of the bitterns before cold weather came in order to avoid

precipitation of glauber salt sodium sulphate which precipi-

tates out just before a freezing temperature from one to six

inches of salt were deposited on the floor of the ponds during

each season depending upon the weather and the care the pond
pi

man gave his job

salt lake tribune october 4 1936 p 2 kaufmann
sodium chloridechloidechloice ppoppapoap 9910099 myron100 L sutton interview
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the salt ponds were built on a ratio of one concentra-

tion pond to one crystallizing pond this ratio varied slightly
however depending upon the concentration of the lake at times

of low lake level the brine was pumped directly into the garden

ponds conversely when the lake was high the ratio might

change to 15to115 1 orto higher 22

utah salt makers developed the splitsplitttsplitts or cleavage plane

which was a unique procedure to assist in the harvesting of salt
they allowed the salt to build up to a depth of several inches

forming a rockhardrock floorhard on the bottom of the pond at the

beginning of each season a thin layer of very fine crystals was

deposited forming a split between the floor and the large crys-

tals of the annual crop the objective of this procedure was to

form a cleavage plane along which the upper layer of salt could

be loosened if a split were not made the crystals from the

new crop would interlock into the salt floor making a hard

continuous formation with no way of breaking it loose

two methods were used to make the split the early pond

men formed what they called a sun splitsplitttspiltsplitts by draining the pond

until a small amount of highly concentrated brine covered the

floor the split was created by precipitating a layer of very

fine crystals to the depth of oneeighthone incheighth over the large

jagged crystals below after the fine crystals were deposited

james L palmer solar salt companycompanys vicepresidentvice
in

president
charge of production interview held at grantsvilleGrants utahville

december 29 1967

leroy imlay former employee of several utah salt com-
panies interview held at grantsvilleGrants utahville september 16 1967

makersdeveloped

23
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fresh highlyconcentratedhighly brineconcentrated was brought into the ponds

the larger crystals of the annual crop built up on the fine salt
layer A mechanical split was made by dragging a rail across

the floor of the pond this process knocked the edges off the

crystals and formed a fine layer of salt to separate the floor
PU24from the ensuing crop

after a fivemonthfive growingmonth season the salt harvest

began the threetosixinchthree deepto layersix ofinch interwoven crystals

had solidified horse drawn single bottom moldboard plows

were brought into the ponds to loosen the salt A hole was

chipped down to the split with a shovel or grubbing hoe and the

plow blade inserted the plow share or cutting edge had to be

perfectly flat to follow the split or it would jump out and

require the man plowing to dig into the salt and start the plow

again at the beginning of each furrow a new hole was dug

efforts naturally were made to prevent contamination of

the salt by the horse A bag was strapped to his tail and hind

legs in an attempt to catch the droppings and in some cases an

alert boy was hired to walk beside the horse carrying a bucket

to use any time it appeared that the animal was about to uri-
nate 25

after the salt was plowed the men worked in pairs with

squaremouthsquare shovelsmouth to scoop up and load the salt into wheel-

barrows the wooden wheelbarrows could hold from five hundred

PU24 thayne imlay plant manager of hardy salt company
interview held at grantsvilleGrants utahville december 28 1967

leroy imlay interview
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to eight hundred pounds planks were laid across the ponds so

the iron wheels would not break through the thin floors the

salt was piled at the edge of the pond after it was three and

onehalfone feethalf high and forty inches wide scaffolding was

arranged for the wheelbarrows to allow workers to form a trun-

cated pyramid seven feet tall each man stacked an average of
Reight to twelve tons a day other methods of harvesting salt

have been used by different companiescom apanaes more detailed discus-

sion of which will appear in succeeding chapters

prior to 1890 most of the salt produced in the state
was sold as crude or pondrunpond saltrun very little salt refining
was done in utah until after the larger salt companies became

established in the late 1880 and early 1890 the larger
companies installed purifying and drying machines consisting of

large rotary kilns with suction fans to draw off impurities in

the form of dust they utilized crushers and screens to size

the salt and some even had block presses to provide salt blocks
27for livestock the refining process has not changed radically

since then although minor changes in individual companies will
be described in later chapters

economic revolution

between the

26

s 1890s

mid1880s

26ibid

27salt

1880 and the turn of the century an

economic revolution took place within utahs salt industry five

factors coincided during that fifteenyearfifteen periodyear to change a

ibid
27 saltsait lake herald november 14 1888 p 8 deseret

evening news september 24 1892 p 2

mid 1880s
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highly competitive business into one dominated by a monopoly

those factors were first a decrease in the silvermillsilver
market

mill

second an increase in the market for refined grades of

salt third available capital sufficient to construct large

plants geared to produce refined grades of salt fourth over-

production of salt during 1890 1891 and 1892 and fifth the

depression of 1893

initially the impetus to develop local salt resources

on a large scale came from silver mills in the intermountain

area they were the largest single customer for utah salt until
the early 1890 this market began to taper off in 1885 0

because of lowergradelower oresgrade mill and refinery owners at butte

were no longer making enough profit to buy salt in the quanti-

ties they had in the past they contended a profit could not be

made buying salt at five dollars a ton and paying twenty dollars
a ton freight rates 28 competition among salt companies for a

waning market drove the price of salt down from five dollars a

ton in 1885 to between one and threethroe dollars a ton through
291892 refined salt durinsduring this same period was selling for a

an
much higher price ten to thirtyfivethirty dollarsfive a ton the

higher prices paid for refined salt encouraged large companies

built later to install extensive refining facilities
by the early 1890 salt companies in utah could be

228mineralmineral resources 1885 apoppppo 47485474850474855474885474 85o

292

85
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placed in two general categories one the speculativetype
producer who had entered the business to take advantage of the

silvermillsilver marketmill with emphasis on tonnage rather than on

quality the other category consisted of larger companies with

huge production capacities which enabled them to produce for the

silver mills and fill the needs of the new market forror refined

salt the inland salt company and its successor inland crystal

salt company were such organizations

production statistics for the period 188518891885 show1889 an

increase in production with a corresponding decrease in value

per ton this trend can be accounted for in the depressed

condition of the silvermillsilver marketmill by 1890 inland salt
companyscompanytscompanycompanasComp firstanys harvest came on the market doubling the average

annual production for the preceding five years its successor

inland crystal salt company doubled and then tripled inlandinlands

production during the next two years respectively increased

production in a depressed market dropped prices from the 1885-

1890 average of 2.88288 to 1.88188 in 1892

lower prices and a glutted market resulting from the

huge production during 189018921890 coincided1892 with the depression

of 189318931 not only had utahs salt makers lost one of their big-

gest customers when the silver mills cut back but the depres-

sion stifled the market generally only 15200 tons of saltsait
were sold during 1893 A comparative increase is shown in the

value of the output in 1893 and 1894 due to the larger propor-

tionate production of the finer grades of salt 31 production

ibid 1894 ppap 65556655 56
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for the next few years shows a fairly stable annual output and

the fluctuations in the price of salt became less radical
the following table statistically illustrates the trends

in the salt market over an elevenyeareleven periodyear

TABLE 3

production AND VALUE OF SALT IN UTAH

188518951885

year

1895

1885
1886
1887
1888
1889
1890
1891
1892
1893
1894
1895

sold or used
by producers
short tons

15000
23000
45500
21250
28000
59850592850590850

135660
180946
15200
37546372546
41228411228415228

value

0i f

priceieelee

annual

434

214

2.25225225
1501.50150
2.14214
2.10210
1.87187187
1.88188188
8.55855855
5.56556556
2.95295

calculated from mineral resources 188518951885

production

1895

statistics on individual companies were not

published after 1892 making it impossiblepossiblelinJim to be precise in

evaluating the effect of the depression on them available sta-

tistics 5 however indicate that inland crystal salt company pro
32duceddeuced over half of the annual output during 1892 refined

grades made up a much higher percentage of salt marketed in 1893

than in preceding years therefore inland crystal must have

sold a proportionately greater amount of the salt marketed that

32report of the governor of utah 1892 p 403

5.00500
4344.34
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year since its refinery was capable of producing more the re-

fined grades of salt were selling for a much higher price than

crude saltsait so it logically follows that inland crystal salt
company received a higher percentage of the money paid for salt
during 1893

if these assumptions are correct the smaller companies

were faced with an economic crisis they were unable to

increase their gross profits appreciably through expanded pro-

duction during the lean years of 189018921890 the1892 average price

of salt was much greater during 1893 because the extensive

refined grades made up a greater portion of the total the small

companies with limited refinery capacity were still attempting

to sell crude salt in a depressed market the depression pre-

vented them from building or expanding refineries consequently

most of them went out of business or sold to the larger pro-

ducers

conclusion

stimulated by the discovery of a new silver ore reduc-

tion process utah salt industry grew as transportation

facilities expanded into the market area new production and

refining processes were developed as the pressure to produce

more highqualityhigh saltquality increased availability of sufficient
capital to build a salt works capable of meeting the needs of a

diversified market was the key to continued success during the

economic crisis of the 1890 the large salt companies on the

south shore of the lake had access to enough capital to build

f

utahs

18901s
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refining plants that produced the grades the salt market re-

quired and by the end of the decade the industry was under

the control of a monopoly that lasted for over twenty years

indus try
monopolythat
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CHAPTER VI

EARLY SALT COMPANIES ON THE SOUTHERN SHORE

OF GREAT SALT LAKE

the salt companies that developed on the southern shore

of great salt lake were more successful and endured longer than

the other companies on the lake shore this was due largely to

certain geographical and economic advantages the periodic

fluctuation of the lake level was significant in deterring the

growth of salt companies on the eastern shore between 1885 and

1905 the lake level dropped ten feet due to the lower angle

of the slope from the high ground to the waterwaters edge this drop

exposed a strip of shore land more than two miles wide at the

narrowest point of the eastern shore in contrast at the wid-

est point of the southern shore from the high ground to the

watermwatery edge only one and onequarterone milesquarter of shore land were

2exposed expense involved in extending canals and in moving or

purchasing additional pumps was a disadvantage to the eastern

shore producers

salt making on the northern shore was also adversely

affected by the fluctuation of the lake in addition the iso-

lation of this area from the market and labor force discouraged

pendixappendix II11

Pappendix 111IIIlii
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its extensive use

in the 1880s1888 and early 1890 larger and better
equipped salt works were being built on the southern shore

they were each capable of producing more salt than the total
production of all the companies from the other areas 3 the co-
mbination of better geographical placement and larger economic

investments placed the southern companies in a dominant position

in the salt industry

there were over twenty different companies producing

salt on the shores of great salt lake during the period from

1880 to 1915 the men who organized the companies were attracted
to the salt business by the ready market for crude salt provided

by the silver mills A good share of them invested no more cap-

ital than was necessary to scrape up crude salt deposited around

the lake and haul it to a shippingshishl pointpiang records from the

period reveal very little about them other than that they

existed the questionsquestionsyquesti whereonsy they operated who owned them

and the years they produced salt remain to be answered the

mineral resresourcesourcesees 1882 1892

records of salt production and salt companies existing
prior to 1880 are almost nonexistentnon theexistent first annual records
compiled by the government were those published in the mineral
resources series inaugurated by the geological survey data
for the years 188018811880 were1881 included in the first issue pub-
lished in 1882 A list of companies producing salt was not
included in the mineral resources until 1887 gazetteers
directoriesdirecto andniessriesS reports from the governor of utah have pro-
vided names of companies that produced salt from 1880 to 1915
A comparison of these sources shows that an accurate and co-
mplete list was not published by any one source the gazetteers
and directories have included names of companies that were in-
volved only in merchandising salt such as feed stores
inasmuch as the names of some of the companies listed do not

1890s

COMP anies

a

4

18821892

4records
1880are
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emphasis therefore will be placed on the companies on the

south shore of the lake that developed salt production into a

major enterprise

jeremy and companycomacowa
jeremy and company was one of the first to make a major

investment in the production of salt the company was organized

by thomas E jeremy jr levi reed and thomas J almy about

1870 the ponds were located at north point a portion of the

lake shore three miles north and east of the site of the old

saltairsultair resort 5 thisthitha company was one of the first to construct

artificial evaporation ponds rather than depend on the deposi-

tion of salt in small dikedbiked off bays and inlets
jeremy and company successfully experimented in dike

construction by using two parallel rows of cottonwood stakes

interwoven with willows and backed by several inches of tule
the area between the rows was filled with earth ponds from five

to one hundred acres in extent were built at a cost of one dollar
per foot the ponds thus constructed were filled with water by

using the natural rise and fall of the lake level that accomp-

anies the changes in wind direction and seasons 6

after the salt was harvested it was hauled to salt lake

indicate the nature of their business it is difficult to distin-
guish them from salt producersproducersoproducer

ulmer utah directory and gazetteer for 187918801879
p

1880
210 J P thomas statementstatementostatementssta

USJS61js61

temento

department of commerce bureau of the census
tenth census of the united states 1880 statistics and tech-
nology of the precious metals washington DC 1882 XIII
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city part of it was shipped to the silver mills in the inter-
mountain area as crude salt the rest was taken to the jeremy

plant at sixth west and north temple streets where it was

refined into various grades

government records show that jeremy and company harvested

over half of the salt produced in utah during the year 1880 8

with a constant annual production of 10000 tons it accounted

for only onesixthone insixth 1890 9 in the spring of 1891 jeremy and

company re reincorporatedincorporated as jeremy salt company that year the new

company produced 13000 tons of salt but the next year produc-

tion fell to 5000 tonsotons 1 individual production records follow-

ing 1892 were not published by the state or federal government

it is not known how much salt was produced from 1893 until the

company was sold to the inland crystal salt company in 1896

several things contributed to the decline of jeremy and

company and its successor jeremy salt companyocompanycompanioComp firstanyo the refin-
ing plant was inadequate built during the 1870 the plant was

unable to meet the growing demand for refined grades of salt
during the next decade second the price of crude salt was

decreasing the company failed to compensate for lower prices by

expanding its pond facility to increase production although over

ulmer utah directory and gazetteer for 187918801879
p

1880
21

enthcensus of the united states 1880 statistics
and technology of the precious metals 485

Q
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1400 acres of suitable land had been purchased third jeremy

and company faced overwhelming competition from a new company

inland salt company built in 1888 had a modern refinery exten-

sive salt ponds and aggressive plans for expansion by 189018901 it
had eclipsed the total amount of salt produced by all other salt
companies in the state 1 the statesstatedstatem saltsaitsaltproductionproduction during

1891 and 1892 was more than five times as great as the average

for the preceding six years which caused a glutted market and a

very small margin of profit fourth the depression of 1893

caused many of the silver mills to discontinue operations thus

eliminating jeremyjeremys largest market for crude salt this situa-

tion made it increasingly difficult for the jeremy salt company

to modernize its facility and produce refined salt in effective
competition with other companies

inland salt comancompany

inland salt company was organized november 21 1887 by a

group of mormon entrepreneurs james jack treasurer of the mor-

mon church was named president of the new company the other

officers of the corporation were john W snell G H snell
nephi W clayton and J E langford ten thousand shares of

stock valued at ten dollars per share were issued by the

company inland salt company was designed to become the largest

producer in the territory it was the predecessor of the inter

salt lake county recorderrecordertsRecord office deed record book
2 1I

report of the governor of utah 1892 p 403

the salt lake herald november 23 1887 p 8
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mountain salt company inland crystal salt company royal crystal

salt company and morton salt companycompanys utah branch

the leaders of the church of jesus christ of latterdaylatter
saints

day

and possibly the church itself became involved in the

inland salt company shortly after it was organized wilford

woodruff and george Q cannon members of the first presidency

of the church and L john nuttall secretary to the first presi
14dency had become leading stockholders in the concern by 1889

the historical climate at the time inland salt company incor-

porated would indicate the company may have been partially owned

by the church through a secret trust agreement with the ineorincorindor

poratorspora oftors the company

from 1862 through the early 1890 the federal govern-

ment had placed pressure upon the church to divest itself of

political and economic control in utah territory and discontinue

its practice of plural marriagemarria6k the morrill antibigamyanti actbigamy of

1862 in addition to the penalties against plural marriage con-

tained provisions which disincorporatedincorporated the church and stipulated

that the value of real estate owned by the church could not

exceed fifty thousand dollars the edmunds act of 1882 and the

edmundstuckeredmunds acttucker of 1887 were stronger laws passed by congress

along similar lines the resulting pressure from the government

caused the church to turn over most of its property to trusted
church members and local church congregations

141 john nuttall diaries of L john nuttall 188719011887
typed

1901
ms brigham young university library 1958 III111illlil 61
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the way nuttall purchased stock suggests he may have been

holding at least part of it in trust for the church he stated

in his diary

I1 received from brother james jack a certificate of
stock for one thousand shares in the inland salt company
of utah for which I1 am to pay him five hundred dollars
the shares are for ten dollars each I1 feel assured that
this will be a good investment for home manufacture and
with a view of helping it I1 take this stock 16

nuttall did not specifically state he was holding the stock in

trust for the church nor did he make any effort to explain why

he only paid five hundred dollars for ten thousand dollars worth

of stock regardless of the companyscompany actual ownership the hier-
archy of the church promoted its interests

inland salt company was the most progressive producer in

the territory financial backing from church leaders and tech-

nical knowledge from company officials john W snell and J E

langford who each previously owned salt works enabled it to

construct a pond system capable of using the most advanced methods

of salt making available

construction of the ponds began in 1888 they were speci-

fically designed to utilize the fractional crystallization process

of salt making although pond systemssystem of other companies built
prior to 1888 imply some knowledge of the process inland salt
company was the first in utah to design its system for the speci-

fic application of this principle initially one thousand

nuttall diaries of L john nuttall
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acres were laid out for the construction of ponds however during

the first year of operation 1888 only two hundred and fifty
acres were used two years later there were nine hundred acres of

1 Q

salt ponds

the salt makers demonstrated remarkable ingenuity in

treating the problems encountered during the initial stages of

construction as a result of the lake fluctuation an access

canal was dug from the lake to the mill where the brine was

pumped into a conducting canal during the year 1889 due to the

recession of the lake the pump was moved onehalf mile to the

lake edge of the previous year and a flume was constructed to
20carry water the additional distance to avoid the expense of

maintaining an additional engine at the pumprump site the ends of a

rope were connected to form a circuit fashioned after the same

principle as the modern fan belt the rope was placed around the

fly wheels of both the engine and the pump and suspended from pul-

leys mounted on a framework which spanned the onehalfone milehalf dis-

tance the power plant drove the rope through the circuit at the

rate of sixty miles per hour the pump thus connected to the

power source was capable of raising the water from the canal to

the flume at a rate of fifteen thousand gallons per minute at

that rate it took three months to fill the nine hundred acres of

nuttall diaries of L john nuttall

nuttall diaries of L john nuttall 11 III111lillii 58
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piponds

inlandinlands refining system was the largest and most modern

of any in the state after the salt was harvested and placed in

pyramidshapedpyramid stacksshaped at the edge of the ponds it was shoveled

into muledrawnmule tramdrawn cars which ran from the ponds to the mill on

portable tracks at the mill the tram cars were hoisted up a

trestletrest andiellel the salt was dumped into a large stackstacko initially
the salt from this stack was shoveled into an elevator run

through a crusher and discharged into a hopper ready to be

sacked later a rotary drier was installed to increase its
purity the drying process consisted of forcing currents of

frictionheatedfriction airheated through a revolving cylinder the salt was

then crushed and sacked from the time it left the large stack

until it had gone through the refinery machinery did most of the

processing resulting in a very inexpensive operation with
23this system the mill capacity was fifty tons per day

production statistics during the companycompanys duration 1888

to 1890 indicate its successful entrance into the intermountain

salt market in 1888 the first year of operation five thousand

tons of salt were produced by 1890 it was producing twothirdstwo
24

thirds

of the sixty thousand tons marketed by utah companies

the montana silver mills were inlandinlands largest customers

salt lake herald september 6 1890 p 8
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proposal was considered but rejected because the owners felt
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purchasing more than half of the annual production in order for

the company to keep up with the marketmarketsmanket demands the mill had to

increase production to one hundred tons per day in the light
of its promising future it is difficult to understand why the

companyscompany ownersts decided to sell the salt works

toward the end of 1890 james jack and nephi W clayton

informed the first presidency of the church that kansas city ca-
pitalists had offered to buy the inland salt company after con-

sideration of the proposal it was decided they would not sell
for the timetim being negotiations continued during the first
three months of the next year 26 for some unexplained reason a

commitment to sell was made to the group from kansas city over

the objections of nephi W clayton L john nuttall george Q

cannon and joseph F smith nuttall wrote in his journal how he

felt about the pending sale of the company

we are in hopes something will transpire to break up
the trade As a people we have opened up many enterprises
and as soon as they begin to pay the outsiders come along
and buy them for half their value I1 am opposed to such
things but if the company sells I1 will be obliged to so
so alsoaiso 27

before the sale was finalized nephi W clayton offered a

counterproposalcounter toproposal selling he suggested that the other salt
works around the lake be leased for a term with a view to pur-

chasing them and then to control the salt market

ill 275
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they could not go back on the commitment to the kansas city
28group

the midwest buyers represented by mr F W meegan of-

fered to pay 200000 for the salt company if the deal were

29closed before march 1 1891 the other stipulations of the sale

were that the kansas city group would pay 100000 cash 50000

in one year at 8 per cent interest and 50000 worth of stock on

a valuation of 2000002001000 for all the stock the inland company

was to have on hand piledplied up in good condition 30000 tons of

salt after several days the decision was made to sell mr

meegan agreed to the conditions of sale and proposed coming to

utah to take over the property on or before april 1 1891 1

in the fall of 189218921 money from the sale of the inland

salt company was used to develop a resort and a new salt works on

the shore of great salt lake saltairsultair resort saltairsultair railway

and intermountaininter saltmountain company resulted from this investment

inland austalcrystalcustal salt company

on july 1 1891 inland salt company was reincorporated by

the new owners from kansas city its name was changed to inland

crystal salt company and the valuation of the property was in-

creased to one million dollars 33
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several significant changes were made by the new offi-
cials first one of the worlds largest rotarynotary kilnkiinklin driers was

installed in the mill as a result of a 50000 renovation program

the drier was fortytwoforty feettwo long nine feet high and five feet

in diameter salt was dried by being revolved two hundred times

under 240degree240 heatdegree and purifiedurifiedunified by a suction fan that drew off
34dust containing sulphates of calcium magnesium and sodium

the second change was the introduction of the brand name

royal crystal which appeared on the table anciandancl dairy grades of

salt this change was not significant because of any impact the

brand name had on the market but because of its historical dura-

tion royal crystalCrys salttalttalItait has been sold by inland crystal salt
company and its successors including morton salt company until
the present time 3

the new company also developed a process for making salt
blocks for livestock consumption salt was molded into fifty
pound blocks by means of a patented adhesive substance and then

placed in kilns and subjected to 250 degrees of heat for several

days plain and sulphur blocks were produced both reported to
3 r

be solid as ordinary rock salt
As a result of the growing market and renovation of the

refining facilities total production of the company during 1891

its first year in operation was 90000 tons 50000 tons more

than the inland salt company produced the previous year output

deseret evening newsnewso september 24 1892 p 2
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for the state during the threeyearthree periodyear from 1890 to 1892 was

unusually high the previous decades annual production grew

from 12000 tons in 1880 to 28000 tons in 1889 increased pro-

duction from inland salt company and inland crystal salt company

pushed that amount to 60000 tons in 1890 136000 tons in 1891

and 180000 tons in 1892 37 the huge surplus of salt coincided

with the depression the following year silver mills signifi-
cantly reduced their purchase of salt As a result production

for the state dropped to 15200 tons in 1893 output following

1893 picked up the ascending trend of the prepne 1890s1890ts with an

annual production of 42000 tons although records on individual
companies were not published after 1892 it can be assumed inland

crystal salt company continued to produce at least half of the

statemstated salt until its merger with intermountaininter saltmountain company in

1898 38

intermountaininter saltmountain company

intermountaininter saltmountain company was organized october 1 1892

under the leadership of james jack president nephi W clayton

vicepresidentvice andpresident general manager and isaac A clayton secre-

tary and treasurer all original owners of the inland salt
39company profits made from the sale of the inland salt company

were invested in the new salt works

report of the governor of utah 1892 p 403

3 mineral38mineral resources 189318981893
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the refining mill was built in salt lake city east of the

jordan river between loth and lith west and between north and

south templetempie streets according to a newspaper report it was

the largest salt refinery in the west

the refining methods were designed along similar lines to

inland crystal salt companycompanylsCompacompanys system the mill was capable of
4341producing thirty tons of marketable salt each tenhourten dayhour

since the depression had stifled the silvermillsilver marketmill inter-
mountain salt company entered the salt business at a time when it
was forced by customer demands to produce a diversified refined

product about fourfifthsfour offifths the salt that was sent through the

refinery was sold as table salt due to its emphasis on the re-

fined grades of salt intermountaininter wasmountain able to stay in business

through the depression utah table salt was of a higher quality

than that produced by its outofstateout competitorsof thisstate enabled

intermountaininter tomountain expand its market area at a time other utah comcorneom

up42panics were faced with an economic crisis c

intermountaininter saltmountain company developed its pond complex

directly east of the property owned by the inland crystal salt
company some of the ponds and parts of the canal system are

presently being used by the morton salt company

intermountaininter saltmountain company operated successfully until
march 2 1898 when the plant burned to the ground the reported

40j P thomas statement march 13513 1955

deseret evening news october 26 1893 p 1

ld
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loss amounted to eighteen thousand dollars only onethirdone ofthird
which was covered by insurance the initial plan of the company

was to immediately rebuild on a larger scale its plans were not

carried out however due to the consolidation of the inter-
mountain salt company with the inland crystal salt company later
that year 441111

stockholders of the intermountaininter saltmountain company bought a

controlling interest in the inland crystal salt company in 1898

the name of the latter company was retained but the principal

officers of the company were reorganized the new officers were

joseph F smith president john long of kansas city vice

president isaac A clayton secretary and treasurer and nephi W

clayton manager 45

some major changes took place during the first decade

after the merger the company abandoned its pond complex and

enlarged the salt ponds that were formerly owned by intermountaininter

salt

mountain

company the expanded system covered eleven hundred acres of

ground the company also constructed a new mill and installed
modern refining equipment finally electricity replaced steam

power following a fire that destroyeddestroy the miilmillmili in november

1908 46

following the 1908 fire new innovations and advanced

machines were used in the reconstructed plant the rotary kiln

deseret evening news march 2 1898 p 8

inland crystal salt company incorporation papers

mineral resources 1911 p 923
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driers in use for the past twenty years were abandoned in favor

of a new dryingdryan system unrefined salt was divided equally

between two driers each drier was one hundred feet long twelve

feet high and seventeen inches wide it consisted of six hori-

zontal troughs along which the salt was drawn by paddles con-

nected to a continuous chain the salt was scraped back on the

trough below by the returning paddles this process was repeated

until the salt came out of the sixth trough to maintain a high

temperature throughout the drier a suction fan kept a current of

hot air blowing across the salt A second fan attached to the

drier carried off some of the impurities in the dust an analysis

of the salt thus refined showed 99.8279982799827 per cent purity

after the merger with intermountaininter saltmountain company in 1898

inland crystal salt company was not faced with a successful co-
mpetitor on the south shore of the lake however in 1901 two

companies the diamond salt company and the weir salt company

attempted to establish salt works in the area

diamond salt company

diamond salt company was incorporated february 2 1901

with plans of establishing a sanitarium bathing facility amuse-

ment park and salt manufacturing business it appears the com-

pany intended to become competitive with saltairsultair in the resort

business and break the monopolistic hold inland crystal salt
company had on the salt market within a year after the company

leroy A palmer refining salt from the great salt
lake utah the mining world july 3 december 25 1909 22526225 26
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was incorporated ponds were built north of the salt lake and los

angeles railway line and west of the salt works owned by inland

crystal salt company if construction was started on the resort

there is no physical evidence remaining to indicate to what

degree it had progressed most likely it went no further than

the planning stage the company sold its holdings to E L

sheets company which in turn was purchased by inland crystal

salt company in 1915 48

weir salt company

weir salt company began its operation about the same

time diamond salt company entered the industry its works were

located at the site presently occupied by hardy salt company at

lake point utah the ponds were south of the present location

of the hardy plant

the weir company had problems from its inception during

construction of the long ditch from the waterswater edge to the pum-

ping station it encountered the rockhardrock stratahard of sodium sul-

phate that underlies the shore land around the lake by drilling

holes with steam and blasting out the sodium sulphate with dyna-

mite a canal was constructed one thousand yards long another

problem was the ground water that seeped into the canal and

diluted the brine after weir completed one hundred acres of

ponds and pumped water into them it was discovered the floor of

the ponds was composed of a porous material and much of the brine

salt lake county recordersrecorder office deed record book
10 N 11 ppap 38182381

LLQ49lioleq
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would seep out before the salt concentrated to the point of dep-
osition an attempt was made to dig seal trenches around the

ponds but the company went out of business before this problem

was solved

weir also began construction of a plant that was designed

to produce twentyfivetwenty thousandfive tons of salt per year it was to

have a battery of new boilers with sixty horsepower each and en-

gines of one hundred horsepower an open pan was installed to

bollboil the brine to obtain a more pure salt 52 before the plant

was completed however it was discovered the foundation extended

onto railroad property and construction of the facility was never

finishedeinifini 53shedO

the record is silent as to the actual duration of the

weir company the above problems would indicate a very short

term deseret livestock company later purchased the property and

began construction of its salt works in 1949

the salt monopolymoboMono

the

Roly

merger of intermountaininter saltmountain company and inland

crystal salt company marked the end of an era in utah salt
industry heretofore it had been characterized by numerous

small companies vying for the market gradually the small com-

panies went out of business or were purchased by the two levlalevia

leroy5oleroycoleroy imlay interview
the dailydallydaliy tribune july 11 1901 p 5

c leroy imlay interview
53tooelestooelestroeleSTo countyoele daughters of the utah pioneers history
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thans who dominated the market for nearly a decade their merger

in 1898 established a salt monopoly that was not significantly

threatened until morton salt company extended its influence into

the intermountain region twenty years later
the role of the mormon church in utah salt industry

grew steadily through the decade prior to 1898 until it became

the dominant influence in the emerging monopoly the exact rela-
tionship between the church and the company is not known how-

ever the information available suggests an increasing rate of

church involvement until after the merger of intermountintermountaininter amount in salt
company and inland crystal salt company at that time the

church owned a significant amount of stock and joseph F smith

a member of the first presidency was president of the company

in the spring of 1899 isaac A clayton a leading stock-

holder in the company met with the first presidency and invited

the church to buy his interest he explained that he was in

financial trouble and felt it to be his duty to inform the presi-

dency of his intentions since his actions would affect control

of the company the first presidency and the quorum of the

twelve after considering claytonclaytons offer proposed that they

buy two thousand dollars worth of the offered stock including a

portion of common stock they agreed to purchase the balance of

his preferred and common stock when it was released from the
54bank where it was being held as security although the church

did not own a controlling interest in the company until after the

purchase of claytonclaytons stock company policy was dictated by the

journal history april 1 1899 p 2
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church beforeberone and after it was obtained

shortly after the merger efforts were made by the church

dominated company to maintain and strengthen its monopolistic

position nephi W clayton and james jack met with the first
presidency and discussed a proposed purchase of the syracuse

utah salt plant owned by D C adams it was recommended that
adamsadamsr salt works be obtained since it was the only company

competing with their firm it was also suggested a syndicate be

formed for the purpose of buying out competitors there is no

evidence to indicate the two proposals were ever acted upon

failure to follow through on them came primarily from lack of

need rather than absence of purpose

minutes of a meeting of the first presidency and quorum

of the twelve in the spring of 1899 illustrate the lack of co-
mpetition existing at that time discussion centered around the

possibility that the oregon short line railroad would force the

saltaltsaitait company to ship salt exclusively over its road it was

concluded however that if the railroad were to do this and in-

crease the rates the company could raise the price of salt it
was also stated they could raise the price of salt for their own

benefit if they chose to do so without fear of successful

55 journal history november 2 1898 p 2

utah and nevada railroad used by the inland crystal
salt companyCon waswanypany one of eight railroads to consolidate as the
oregon short line and utah northern railroad company in 1889
this company went into receivership and on february 6 1897 was
incorporated as the oregon short line railroad company all of
the property that had been in receivership was transferred to
the oregon short line on march 15 1897 interview with mr C R

rockwell union pacific railroad public relations office salt
lake city utah august 26 1969
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competition

in the late 1890 possible sites for competing salt
works around the lake were of more concern to the stockholders

than competition from existing companies to permit buying uptipuipulp

the shore land a proposal was made for the company to increase

its capital stock wealthy church members were invited to buy

the new stock issue to prevent nonmormonsnon frommormons obtaining stock 58

corporate records do not indicate whether the stock was increased

to facilitate purchase of the shore lands 9 but county deed

records show the inland crystal salt company was active in land

purchases during the next two decades 5

not completely successful in their efforts to ward off
competition by buying lake shore land the company faced a three

pronged assault in 1901 diamond salt company and weir salt com-

pany constructed their facilities on the south shore of the lake

sears utah salt company the third company organized that year in

opposition to the monopoly was located on the east shore of the

lake near syracuse utah 0060

57 journallournal history april 21 1899 p 2

58 ibidbid september 7 1899 ppap 3 4

the churchchurchs interest in the land bordering the lake
was shared by others who were attempting to establish salt works
on the lake shore much of the land that was ideally situated
for salt works was between the meander line and the waters
edge this land termed relectionselection land was unsurveyed appli-
cants attempted to have the land surveyed and placed on the ma-
rket resulting in a sevendecadeseven controversydecade over its ownershipowners
this

hidohipO
dispute which will be covered more completely in chapter

XIII has affected not only the salt industry but allailali other in-
dustries with plans to extract minerals from the waters of
great salt lake the daliydailydalindally tribune may 19 190119012 p 4

SO july 9 1901 p 5
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there is no evidence that inland crystal salt company

interfered in any way with the diamond or weir salt companies

this was not the case however with the sears utah salt com-

pany it is reported that inland employees tied several sticks

of dynamite to the supports of the flume which brought water from

the lake to the ponds of the sears company lit the fuse and ran

mr sears who was living at the plant and serving as the night

watchman started running toward the flume with a gun the van-

dals attempted to get away but found themselves in a perplexing

situation sears thinking the men were still at the flume con-

tinued to run toward the dynamite not wanting to cause mr

sears any personal harm the inland men yelled at him in an effort
to divert him from his course upon hearing the shouts sears

stopped and began shooting toward the sound of the voices un-

nerved his antagonists lost all their concern for his safety and

fled fortunately only minor damage was caused to the flume

and mr sears was unhurt 1

the sears incident was not the only occasion where vio-

lence was resorted to in relation to the monopoly three salt
lake businessmen owned a small salt plant near syracuse utahs

adjoining a strip of inland crystal salt company property the

salt works of the independent company were located some distance

from the lake since the inland company land had a natural fall
from the lake the independent company built its canal across the

land and constructed a pumping station on it on a saturday

6lthis61thisalthis information was obtained by the author from an
authoritative private source who must at this point and for
personal reasons remain anonymous
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morning the foreman of the inland company and four of his men

went to the syracuse works and began filling in the section of

the canal that crossed the inland property the men from the

independent company asked them to stopstopoostopo the inland men refused

and after an altercation the independent men withdrew returning

with an officer who arrested the inland men on the charge of

malicious mischief

these men were released on bondbondt but returned the follow-

ing monday evening with twenty men and resumed their task of

filling the canal the independent men again ordered them to

cease their work but left when they received a negative reply

it was reported that within a short time rifle balls began

whizzing around the men at work in the canalocanal the riflemen fired
about thirteen shots from a distance of two hundred yards and

scaredsoaredseared off the inland men if there was any subsequent action
p

taken by either company it was never reported

in addition to strongarmstrong tacticsarm the inland company

eliminated competition through its ability to control the price

of salt charles A smurthwaite and richard J taylor were a

case in point after they had invested heavily in property and a

salt plant their banker suggested they talk to joseph F smith

president of inland crystal salt company before proceeding any

further with their project president smith gave them notice

that they must not compete with his inland crystal salt company

by manufacturing salt and that if they tried to he would uinruin

62 journal history may 30 1901 p 6

askedthem

62
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thenthem I1 an editorial in the deseret evening news gives an in-

teresting counterpoint of view to that of smurthwaltets during

the interview president smith

expressed his doubts as to their success in competition
with a company that could control the market this was
evident to others from the fact that there were serious
obstacles in the way of their success by reason of local
difficulties that rendered salt making expensive at the
place selected 64

smurthwaltesmurthwaite and taylor attempted to sell out their holdings to

the inland company but their offer was rejected because of the

supposedly inflated value they had placed on them

utahs salt monopolymonopo emergedlv during the trustbustingtrust
era

busting

of the 1890 A local newspaper report reflected the anti-

trust feeling of the nation in an article expressing approval of

a salt company being built to break up the salt trust 65 how-

ever any trustbustingtrust feelingbusting that may have been engendered

locally was never followed through with any legal action to keep

the officials of the inland company from establishing a firm

hold on the utah salt business

there seems to be a relationship between the confidence

with which company officials pursued their monopolistic course

and the decision rendered by the US supreme court in the

yhlht&aszht case 1895 the decision held that the mere purchase of

property even if it made for monopoly and the restraint of

frank J cannon and harvey J 0 ohigginsbiggins under the
prophet in utah boston the C M clarkdark publishing company
1911 apoppppo 32224032224322 240

des64deseret64

24

eretDeseret evening news april 20 190519050

the65 dallyralydaliydailyramy tribune july 11 1901 p 5
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trade was not in itself illegal further that manufacture and

production were no part of interstate commerce As a result of

this case there was a temporary relaxing of the trustbustingtrust
spirit

busting

nationally which was reflected on a local level by ob-

vious efforts to establish a salt monopoly by company officials
during the first two decades of the twentieth century

the inland company maintained its position as the major salt pro-

ducer in the state other small companies produced salt in utah

during this period however the monopoly was not significantly

threatened until morton salt company moved into the area in

1918

conclusion

A factor which contributed to the success of the large

salt companies was the ability to raise enough capital to invest

in a salt works that could produce a refined diversified product

in large amounts many of the small companies that depended on

the silver mills to purchase their crude saltaltsaitait went out of busi-

ness after the depression of 1893 these companies not only lost
their chief market but were unable to obtain financing to co-
nstruct adequate refineries

the trend in utah toward consolidation of salt companies

which resulted in monopolistic practices before and after the

turn of the century was typical of a national trend in 1880

there were over two hundred and sixty salt companies in the

country by 1900 there were about one hundred and fifty the

trend toward consolidation continued until in recent times

the

s bus I1
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forty major companies own nearly all of the saltproducingsalt facil-
ities

producing

in the united states 67 during the early 1880 utah had

fifteen companies this number was reduced to five by 1900 68

today three of the seven companies in utah are owned by national

salt firms

kaufmannkaurmann sodium chloride p 6416410

robert68 sloan 1utah 4gazetteer and directoryDirect 1884ou saltsall
lake city herald printing and publishing company 1884
p 299 sutton utah A centennial history III111ill 872

1880s utahhad

67kaufmann
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CHAPTER VIIvil

EARLY SALT COMPANIES ON THE EASTERN SHORE

OF GREAT SALT LAKELARE

the land area referred to as the eastern shore of great

salt lake includes the shore land of bear river bay south to

the southern extremities of farming on bay at the present

time due to the recession of the lake the majority of this
area is no longer inundated marsh lands and mud flats occupy

the former lake bed the bear river bay is no longer covered

with water and with the exception of a small freshwaterfresh armwater

of the lake extending into farmingtonmingonFar bay that area is now

exposed along the east shore line the narrowest strip of land

exposed by the receding lake is two miles wide in many places

these exposed lands are six or more miles wide

the recession of the lake has had a greater adverse

effect on the salt industry in this area than any other single

factor the expense encountered in extending canals to the lake

and maintaining pumping stations made salt making a hazardous

and shortlivedshort undertakinglived

one of the first salt works on the eastern shore was

built in 1880 by george payne his salt ponds were located on

the south side of the syracuse road southwest of syracuse

pendixappendix III111liilil

VII1

farmington
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E miller the great salt lake its history and
economic developments unpublished phd dissertation univer-
sity of southern california 1947 p 231
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utah accordingtoaccording to davis county deed records payne was buying

and selling land in that area all during the 18801s1880u by the mid-

dle of the decade large tracts of land were sold to william W

galbraith apparently those land sales marked the termination

of his salt operation 3

william W galbraith bought up additional shore land in

the vicinity of the land purchased from george payne galbraith

organized the syracuse salt company and constructed ninety acres

of salt ponds southwest of syracuse utah the water from the

lake was supplied to the ponds by three steam enginesenginesoenglengiensi theneso fresh

water used by the engines was supplied by artesian wells drilled
near the site of each pump fuel for the engines was hauled from

ogden utah 5

the method galbraith used to harvest salt varied from

that used by other producers in that salt was first shoveled into

piles inside the pond and then wheeled to the side of the pond in

wheelbarrows later horsedrawnhorse cartsdrawn were used to haul the salt
to the side of the pond most of the salt was shipped directly

to the silver mills without refining some of the purest salt
was taken to a small mill located where the old syracuse resort
was later built this salt was ground and sacked in three and

leroy imlay interview

avis county recordersrecorder office deed record book I1

2

nud

4

thepurest
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fivepoundfive sackspound 6 the syracuse salt company listed in the

mineral resources for 1887 and 1888 produced twelve thousand

tons the first year and two thousand tons the next 7 according

to government records there is no indication that the syracuse

salt company produced salt after 1888

davis county deed records indicate galbralthgalbraith sold over
Q

half his acreage to the adams and kiesel salt company by 1887

A question remains as to whether the production figures quoted

above refer to galbraithgalbraiths operation or the adams and kiesel

salt company mistakenly referred to as the syracuse salt
company 0

the adams and kiesel company was incorporated may 17

1886 the 100000 stock issue was divided into four thousand

haresshareshadesi valued at 25 each the officers were D C adams

president and director fred J kiesel vicepresidentvice andpresident

director william W galbraith director these three men each

held 33300 in stockstocko theodore schanzenbackschansenbackSchansen treasurerback secre-

tary and director and william schanzenbackschansenbackSchansen directorback each held

50 in stock 9

the adams and kiesel company builtbulit a resort commonly

referred to as the syracuse resort TT in addition to the salt

miller the great salt lake

po 708 deed record book J p 293
Q
adams and kiesel salt company incorporation papers

salt lake city office of the secretary of the state of utah

8his

companybuilt
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works and resort the company was also involved in cutting and

selling cedar posts the principal place of business was located
10in ogden utah it possibly served as a business office and a

retail outlet for the salt and cedar posts sold to the local ma-

rket

from the source material available there is no indica-

tion that the company owned an extensive refining operation if
it had one at all the company was primarily concerned with

shipping crude salt to the silver mills salt production cou-

pled with the resort trade created enough traffic to justify
the building of a spur to the lake by union pacific 11 from 1889

to 1892 production records indicate the adams and kiesel salt
company was selling 15000 to 20000 tons a year if the unu-

sually large inland salt company is not used as a basis for

comparison the adams and kiesel plant would have been consid
12ered one of utah larger producers

the company continued the production of salt through the

decade although it was adversely affected by the receding lake

the depression of 1893 and competition from the larger salt com-

panies on the southern shore of the lake the level of great

salt lake dropped ten feet from 1886 to 1905 exposing up to two

miles of shore land around the salt works the expense of

ibid

miller the great salt lake

the governor of utah to the secretary of the
interior 1890 p 652 1892 p 403
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extending the intake canals and possibly adding new pumps and

building flumesblumes was compounded by the depression of 1893 and the

resulting decline in the crude salt market the adams and kiesel
company had been producing between 15000 and 20000 tons of salt
annually prior to the depression during 1893 the company was

forced to compete for a market that consumed 15000 tons of salt
with two companies capable of individually producing five or six

times as much as the market required by 1898 the amount of

salt produced by the adams and kiesel company was not significant
enough to justify the inland crystal salt companycompanys buying the
company to eliminate it from competition

on april 19 1899 william B clarke of kansas city

missouri purchased the adams and kiesel salt company for 30000

the purchase included all the salt on the premises the wheel-

barrows planks shovels and other implements and appliances

used in the manufacture of salt the agreement of sale included

the pump and pump house but no mention was made of a refinery or

refining equipment presumably none existed from the avail-

able records there is no indication that salt was produced from

this salt works by mr clarke

after the utah central railroad was completed between

the inland crystal salt company produced 90000 tons
during 1891 the other companies produced 58000 tons collec-
tively individual production records were not published for the
intermountaininter saltmountain company however its production capabilities
were similar to inland crystal salt company sudrasupra ppap 787978

15

79

suprasudrasmera ppap 838483

davis

84
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ogden and salt lake city in 1870 the portion of the lake shore

southwest of farmington utah became a primeprim site for salt works

the mingonfarmingtonFar bay angles off from the main body of the lake in a

southeasterly directiondirectionodirectionsdirect duringionolonolone the highwaterhigh markwater in the early

1870 the lake reached the tracks of the utah central railroad
transportation facilities bordering the lake attracted frederick

mitchell to the area he purchased ten acres of land at lake

side davis county with the intention of producing one thousand

tons of salt during the summer of 1871 unfortunately the

success of his operation was not subsequently reported

in the year 1883 a spur of the utah central railroad was

built to the lake park resort in davis county an extension of

the spur induced the deseret salt company to build a salt works
1 Q

on farmingtonFar baymingon southwest of farmington utah the company

was incorporated october 9 1883 with a capital stock of

150000lS divided01000 into 15000151000 shares 19

information available on deseret salt company leaves a

confusing picture the company was incorporated in 1883 but it
was not listed in government reports until 1889 e during this
period two of the company incorporators george Y wallace and

charles W lyman who also owned a forwarding company were

listed as two of the biggest salt shippers in the state to

17 J cecil alter utah the storied domain 3 vols
chicago the american historical society inc 1932 1I 397

mineral resources 1888 p 606

deseret salt company incorporation papers salt lake
city office of the secretaryofsecretary of the state of utah 1883

mineral resources 1883 18841884218843 p 884

1870s
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industriesdistyjes of salt lake citycily
salt lake city the trade and commerce publishing company

1890 p 63

PP the expense entailed in making salt with this type of
system was about 1000 per 10000 tons of salt the coal used
to run the steam pump cost 6 per ton 12 tons of which were used
in pumping the brine for 10000 tons of salt the engineer was
paid 75 per month for operating the steam engine which made up
the cost of 1000 the cost of harvesting the salt shoveling
the salt into wheelbarrows and wheeling the salt to the side of
the ponds varied with the thickness of the salt but the usual
contract price for that period was about 0.40040 per ton if the
salt were six inches thick the total expense for harvesting
10000 tons of salt would be 5000 from 1883 through the
decade the margin of profit narrowed drastically in 1883

96

add to the already confusing picture a report was issued in 1890

to the effect that the deseret salt company was incorporated that
year george Y wallace was listed as the manager and the com-

pany was reported to have a capitalization of 50000
A possible explanation of the foregoing might be that the

deseret salt company was producing salt from 1884 to 1892 but

the production was being reported by two of the company direc-

tors lyman and wallace who were shipping salt through their
independentlyowned shipping company since the deseret company

was listed in production reports from 1888 through 1892 the

report of the incorporation in 1890 of that company was either an

error or the report referred to a possible re incorporationreincorporation of the

company

after the deseret company was initially organized in

1883 it invested 20000 in several large ponds these were

separated from the lake by a wide bank A steam pump was used to

force the water from the lake into the ponds A railroad siding
22was laid on an embankment running lengthwise through the ponds
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the deseret salt company produced crude salt for the

silver mill markets reports from the period however indicate

they had intentions of producing a highqualityhigh tablequality salt
during the 1880 large quantities of refined salt were being

imported into utah from syracuse new york and liverpool eng-

land the imported salt with its greater purity was superior

for making butter it was reported in 1885 that a salt plant

near farmington presumably the deseret companyConcob waswanypany attempting

to manufacture salt using the liverpool process its superin
23tendent was an experienced salt maker from england later a

homeindustryhome enthusiastindustry wrote salt is now manufactured at
farmington davis county which is said to be superior in every

respect to the far famed liverpool salt and is sold at half the

price two years later however the deseret company was

still trying to improve its product to compete with the liverpool

salt as the following statement indicates

there is no good reason why absolutely pure table and
dairy salt should not be made from the salt lake in great
quantities and the success of the refining works at
farmington where liverpool salt is being made of great
purity is confidently looked for 25

the deseret salt company was still producing crude salt

salt was selling for about 6.50650 per ton the following year the
price dropped to 4 per ton then to 2 in 1886 and 18878871 in 1888
the price ranged from 1 to 2 per ton mineral resources 1890
p 606
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for the silver mills in 189018901 when a report stated that a derin
3ery would soon be added whether the company ever was able to

produce a refined salt before it discontinued operations is an

unanswered question

the deseret salt company is not referred to after 1892 in

any of the records consulted competition from larger more

mechanized companies the depression of 1893 and the receding

lake level led to its decline the company could not have pro-

duced salt economically after 1900 if it still existed the lake

dropped three feet from 1900 to 1905 exposing four to seven miles

of shore land around the company property d

other small salt companies on the eastern shore of the

aakebakeblake that emerged in the late 1880 were chiefly interested in

harvesting crude salt and were either unwilling or unable to

risk further investment in a salt refinery one of those

gwilliam brothers salt company was first listed in the governors

28report to the secretary of interior in 1890 the company was

located about two miles north and west of william galbralthgalbraiths

syracuse salt company gwilliam brothers changed the company

name to solar crystal salt company in 1892 the records do not

indicate how long they produced salt during the 1890 before dis-

continuing operations in 1901 george W gwilliam incorporated

2 26descriptivedescriptive review of the industries of salt lake city
p 63
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the solar crystal salt company for the second time 30 the incor-

poration papers described the company holdings as less than one

hundred acres of property tracks a pump an engine a building

salt ponds roadways dams ditches and tools the company

was reorganized no doubt with the intention of successfully

competing with the inland crystal salt company by selling its
salt at a lower price how long the company was able to operate

in competition with the larger company is not a matter of record

competition with the inland company involved two salt
companies on the east shore of the lake in separate acts of vio-

lence employees of inland attempted to fill in the canal of a

syracuse salt works owned by messrs payne chesney and bills
the intruders were finally driven off whenwhe someone began shoot-

ing at them 3 not enough damage was done to interfere with the

operation of the salt works however the company did not endure

long enough to be a successful competitor with the inland

crystal salt company

the sears utah salt company had its flume dynamited by

inland company employees the sears operation was located

between syracuse and kaysvillewaysvilleKays utahville A newspaper article im-

plies the company moved its works from a site near lagoon to one

further north the sears company was still listed along with

solar crystal salt company incorporation papers salt
laklake city office of the secretary of the state of utah 1901

ibid
32 journal history may 30 1901 p 6

33 supra ppap 84 85

the dailydallydaliy tribune july 9 1901 p 50
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several others in 1903 3 how long it lasted after that Is

unknown

for a short time a salt company owned by A H nelson

operated near brigham city utah it was listed in the
governors report of 1890 the company did not report its pro-

duction in 1891 and discontinued its operation in 1892189 the

nelson company is typical of dozens of small companies that

entered the salt business to take advantage of the market forfox

unrefined crude salt in some cases the companies were simply

harvesting the salt deposits on the lake shore where the only

investment required was their tools and transportation costs to

the nearest shipping point

typically companies on the easternstern shore lacked invest-

ment in modern facilities the most significant factor discour-

aging large expenditures in this area was the shallow depth of

the great salt lake off the eastern shore from 1875 to 1905

with the exception of a threeyearthree upsurgeyear in the lake level
373after 71883 the lake was in a thirtyyearthirty decreasingyear cycle

the vacillating nature of the lake did not give the salt makers

any assurance of a future unaffected by changes in the lake

level hence large investments in a permanent salt industry on

the eastern shore were not made

salt lake city directory 1903 salt lake city R L
polk and company 1903 p 1153

report of the governor of utah 1892 p 403
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CHAPTER VIII

MORTONNORTON SALT COMPANY

inland crystal salt company did not share its dominant

position in utah salt industry with any serious competitor u-
ntil morton salt company leased a potash plant at burmester utah

in 1918 and established a competitive foothold in 1923 morton

salt company purchased controlling interest in the inland company

from the mormon church by 1927 the remaining stock was

acquired and inland crystal salt company was re incorporatedreincorporated as

a whollyownedwholly subsidiaryowned under the name of royal crystal salt
company morton salt company produced salt from its plant at

burmester and also from its subsidiary plant at saltairsultair until
1933 at which time production and refining facilities were com-

bined at the saltairsultair location although both companies operated

from the same plant the separate identity of royal crystal salt
was maintained until that company was dissolved in 1958

morton salt companycompanys move into utah was prompted by

plans to establish a nationwide system of distribution which
i

made it necessary to set up plants located to serve contiguous

areas the companyscompany history antedates its expansive move into

utah by many years joy morton became involved in the salt

myron L suttsuiton interview inland crystal salt company
incorporation papers salt lake tribune july 17 1960
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industry in 1879 as a young twentyfouryearoldtwenty businessmanfour

he

year

purchased

old

a 20 per cent interest in eo I1 wheeler and company

a salt brokerage in chicago after the death of wheeler morton

purchased his late partners interest in the company he took

his brother mark morton in as a partner and changed the name of

the company to joy morton and companyocompanycompanioComp afteranyo the panic of 1893

morton expanded into the production field by purchasing and rent-

ing salt plants in the newlydevelopednewly hutchensondeveloped kansas4 salt
field and in wyandotte michigan

shortly after the turn of the century joy morton became

involved with the international salt company a large new york

based salt combine he was placed in charge of the western group

of operators which were known as the international of illinois
in 1910 morton bought the michigan and kansas properties and

businesses from the combine and formed morton salt company the

stockholders of the new company were joy morton president and

principal stockholder his brother mark morton vice president

his son sterling morton secretary and daniel peterkin

treasurerotreasurerTreasur three others co S ostrom A G warren and preston

mcgrain all employees of long standing completed the list of

directors 3

after this company was organized morton put his techni-

cians to work developing a betterqualitybetter saltquality they found that
by adding two per cent magnesium carbonate a chemical which is

healthful to the human body they could eliminate the problem of

skew salt the fifth element ppap 13065130
3
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salt clogging or packing down in damp weather in order to ca-
pitalize on the freeflowingfree tableflowing salt morton initiated a

nationwide advertising program to provide nationalnati serviceonalanalonai the

company expanded its facilities in michigan and kansas and

acquired new operations in utah texas and california 4

morton became involved in the utah salt trade through a

lease agreement with salt lake chemical company a subsidiary of

the diamond match company the chemical company had been in

operation since 1916 extracting potash from the lake brine as a

war industry the method used to produce potash from lake water

was simply an extension of the process used to extract salt and

resulted in a large amount of salt being produced as a by-

product some of this salt was being harvested refined and

sold by salt lake chemical company the remainder was redissolveddissolvedre

and returned to the lakelako 135

at the time the potash market began to wane at the con-

clusion of world war I1 morton salt company negotiated the lease

agreement with the salt lake chemical company from 1918 to

1923 the potash company operated the shop managed the pond sys-

tem harvested the salt and delivered it to the mill for refin-
ing during that period morton salt company was limited to the

operation of the mill potash production was phased out in 1923

and morton salt company operated the entire facility until the

burmester plant closed in 1933 although the burmester site

bid
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remained inactive after 1933 it was kept under lease until 1950

when morton purchased it from uniform chemical company a succes-

sor to salt lake chemical company 6

morton salt company moved into an established production

system when it leased the burmester complex salt lake chemical

company had installed a keroseneburning pump at the end of a

two and onefourthmileone woodenfourth pipelinemile to bring the brine in

from the lake morton installed a power line and an electric
pump As the lake receded from its 1923 peak they dug a canal

threefourthsthree offourths a mile beyond the pipeline and installed another

pump due to further recessions of the lake the canal was ex-

tended another onehalfone milehalf to allow the brine to flow into the

pumppumpopampo the canal and wooden pipeline paralleled the western

pacific railroad rightofwayright untilof itway reached the pond complex

the brine then flowed into a canal going south under the railroad

tracks into the concentrator ponds after the brine reached sat-

uration point it flowed north under the tracks again to allow

the salt to crystallize out in the garden ponds

until 1923 methods used to harvest salt at the burmester

plant were typical of the harvests described in earlier chapters

machines subsequently were utilized after experiments proved their

feasibility tractors were introduced by ed cassidy a morton

employee who brought his farm tractor to the ponds to replace

the horses in pulling the plows previously a horse or team of

horses and a single moleboardleboardmoldboardmo walking plow were used to break

myron L sutton interview
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the salt loose from the pond floor machinery had notriot been used

in the past because of the fear of its weight breaking through

the thin salt floor following cassidyscassidy successful venture

however the company purchased some fordson tractors with which

to plow the salt handwork was still used after the salt had been

plowed men with shovels and wheelbarrows piled the salt along

the edge of the ponds as it had been done for decades begin-

ning in 1929 a blade attached to a tractor scraped the salt over

a trestle and dumped it into the hopper of a portable conveyor

the conveyor stacked it parallel to the railroad tracks for con-

venience in shipping during the later years of burmestersburmester

operation a gaspoweredgas scooppowered shovel was used to load salt into
open railroadilroadmilroad cars to be hauled to the mill the shovel was

Q
moved to saltairsultair after 1933 and was used there forror years

the refining system at burmester was unique in that the

kilndrierkiln complexdrier consisted of three separate rotary kiln

driers each on a different floor of the mill the driers were

located in tiers in order that the salt after passing through

the uppermost kiln could drop to the kiln below A boiler

located outside each kiln forced steam through coils located in
a panel at the end of each drier strong fans distributed the

heat throughout the kiln and drew off the impurities the three

tiered steam drier was replaced in the middle twenties by a coke

drier which in turn was replaced by an oilburningoil drierburning in 1930

or 1931 the latter drier was operated until 1933 when the bur

8 ibid
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mester plant shut down then it was dismantled and transported to

the plant at saltairsultairSal thetair coke drier was also taken to the salt
air plant and converted into a cooler both driers are still in

9use at that plant

production was consolidated at the saltairsultair plant to reduce

the overhead involved in operating two plants the economic con-

ditions were such as a result of the depression that both

plants were running at half capacity or less after an unsuccess-

ful economy drive with no prospect of increasing sales the

decision was made to combine the two operations the burmester

plant with its larger capacity was initially favored over the

saltairsultair location pressure from the salt lake garfield and we-

stern railroad caused the company to reconsider the railroad
which derived much of its revenue from the saltairsultair plant would

have suffered financially if that plant were shut downdowne rumors

that the railroad would establish a competing company placed the
10saltairsultair location in a preferred position

subsequent to the consolidation in 1933 the two comp-

anies retained independent status although they shared the same

production facilities utah sales offices for morton salt
company remained apart from royal crystal salt company they paid

taxes separately and operated in competition with each other

the two companies were separate entities although royal crystal

salt company was authorized to control the payroll for both com-

panies the two sales offices were brought together only when J
A clements vicepresidentvice inpresident charge of sales came to utah from

9 ibid ibid91bid loibid
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the main office in chicago to chair scheduled meetings daniel

peterkin president of morton salt company was also president of

royal crystal salt company isaac A clayton jr a holdover

from the inland crystal salt companyCoricorr waspany vicepresidentvice andpresident sales
manager of royal crystal salt company and served in this position

from 1935 to about 1955

the saltairsultair plant produced a brand of salt for each com-

pany royal crystal salt and mortonnortonmortonmonton salt the sign on the

mill at saltairsultair carried the name royal crystal salt company

until 1949 when the plant burned down after being rebuilt in

195019501 the mill carried the name saltairsultairSal salttair plant royal

crystal salt company was dissolved in 1958 as a result of anti-

trust litigation brought against it three years earlier after
this dissolution the plant became morton salt company

radical changes were made after 1933 to keep abreast of

new techniques being developed in the salt industry until the

consolidation salt had been harvested by hand even though the

use of tractors had proven successful at burmester the delay in

changing over to a machineorientedmachine harvestoriented at saltairsultair can be

explained by the companyscompany desire to revamp its pond system to

handle the available machines and those that would be developed

in the future the ponds in use in 1933 were originally designed

with a six or seveninchseven saltinch floor twice that depth would be

required to sustain the anticipated weight of the machines to

accommodate the deeper floor earth fill was placed between plank

11ibid on may 10 1965 morton salt company changed its
name to morton international inc
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framework to raise the height of the dikes eighteen inches

during the three years required to build up the floor and

reconstruct the dikes light tractors with scrapers or tumble

bugs were used on the ponds to harvest the salt the tumblebugtumble

was

bug

constructed in such a way that the salt could be scraped up

into a small bin which was then pulled across the pond to the

stockpile A builtinbuilt pivotin assembly permitted dumping the con-

tents

these tractors were abandoned in 1936 in favor of eight

new machines that were designed and constructed in the machine

shop at saltairsultairSal thetair machines called hootin nannysdannys1 were

fords on tractors with a threequartertonthree capacityquarter scoopton attached

to a framework in frontfronto the scoop was lowered to the salt
floor pushed along until full and then raised while driven at a

rate of fifteen miles an hour to the pond side where the salt
was dumped into a stacking conveyor

the hootinhooting nanny was replaced in 1949 by another

machine also designed by local salt men called a jackrabbitJack TTitrabbit

the new machine was built around an aircooledair enginecooled co-
nstructed more like an automobile than a tractor it could hold

more salt and was faster than the hootihootinbooti nanny n

the jackrabbitJack wasrabbit replaced during the late fifties by

a commerciallymanufacturedcommercially machinemanufactured called the scoop mobile TT

which was a largerlangerlarserlarglarsians morepr powerful machine than the jackrabbitJack itrabbit

with a hydraulic scoopbucketscoop inbucket front it was the first com
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merciallymercmere developediallybally machine that proved to be superior to those

built by the local salt men in their machine shops

the scoop mobile was replaced in 1964 by a revolution-

ary new machine called the palmer richards salt harvesting com-

bine n the combine employed a new concept of embodying several

aspects of the harvest into one operation and was developed

locally by james palmer and A zo richards jr of the solar

salt company A blade on the machine cut through the salt to the

split excavated it and conveyeditconveyed it into a truck which hauled

the salt from the ponds to a central stockpile this eliminated

the miles of stockpiles along the edge of the ponds and the nece-
ssity of moving the salt the second time from the stockpiles to the

mill 14

fluctuations of great salt lake have posed problems for

morton saltsallsaitsailsali company as they have for every other producer on the

lake the intake system originally installed by the inter-
mountain salt company in 1893 and consisting of a canal pump

and flume has been used with some modification ever since the

system was located on the east side of the site occupied by the

old saltairsultair resort in 1935 a pipeline was extended onehalfone

mile

half
from the flume by 1951 the lake had risen and the pipe-

line was abandoned in 1957 the intake canal was extended

onehalfone milehalf into the lake to ensure a permanent brine supply

the canal was extended shoreward in 1965 and a new fiberglass

pipe replaced the flume

13 ibid ibid
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in recent years mortonmortem salt company has become increas-

ingly concerned about the changes in salt content of great salt
lake there Is a greater need for salt to serve an expandingexpand

market

ineinqlne

but at the same time the south arm of the lake is becom-

ing less concentrated As a result construction of more conce-

ntrator ponds is required to evaporate the water at present

half the water must be evaporated before the solution becomes

concentrated enough to put into the garden ponds the change in

density has been attributed to the combination of two factors

the construction of a causeway by the southern pacific railroad
across the north arm of the lake and the periodic rise in the

lake level the salt companies claim the causeway has inter-
rupted the normal circulation patterns of the lake As a result
the northern portion of the lake has become more dense while the

southern arm has become diluted

takingTakin intogr account the natural dilution resulting from

the rise in the lake level a comparison of the salt content

before and after the causeway reveals a disproportionate change

for example the concentration of the lake in 1969 was 15 to 16

per cent salt at a corresponding lake level before the cause-

way it was 24 per cent salt As a result the morton company

added three hundred acres of concentrator ponds during the winter

of 196819691968 and1969 more ponds are on the drawing boards for the

future 16

some of the more significant changes at the saltairsultair com

imyron16myronjmyron L sutton interview deseret news january 28
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plex came about as a result of two fires after the inlandlilland crys-

tal salt company mill burned in 1926 the site was changed from

the west side of the pond complex to the east side moving the

location of the mill required reorientation of the railroad

tracks in the ponds the new refinery was located on the salt
lake garfield and western right of way and the company tracks

connected directly into its line some of the tracks on the west

end of the ponds were used to form a spur connecting into the

western pacific railroad these connections provided transporta-

tion over two competing lines to local and intermountain marketswarketswarkens 17

theth new building constructed of fireproof corrugated

transite board was five stories high with a cupola on top that
housed the elevator head shafts the mill able to handle fifty
thousand tons per season was larger than its predecessor but

the refining system was not radically different from that used in

the past

although the system was relatively unchanged the equip-

ment placed in the plant was modern and new techniques were

adopted where possible the rotary kiln was heated to 300

degrees by an oil burner which replaced a cokeburningcoke kilnburning the

salt too hot to be put directly in wooden bins passed into a

cooler constructed much the samesaneeanesanm as a drier but uninsulated

the old kiln drier from the burmester plant was adapted to serve

as a cooler after the consolidation new sacking and packaging

equipment was installed paper bags were introduced as a packag-

ing material in 1948 and the following year a press was pur

myron L suttsuiton interview

wankwarkmankets
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chased to print the various brand and trade names on the bags

the manually operated hydraulic block press was replaced in 1964
18

with an automatic hydraulic block press

again on january 25 1949 fire destroyed the plant the

new building was similar in appearance to the previous one with

the exception of the elevator head shafts which were placed under

the roof eliminating the cupola the new plant capacity nearly

doubled the 50000tonsperseason50000 figuretons ofper theseason 1926 refinery

the building had 68608 square feet of floor space the ground

floor housed the loading dock block press warehouse kiln

driers and cooler the packaging and bagging facility and the

printing shop were located on the second floor the upper floors
19had the crushers screens and bins for sizing the salt

in 1965 a new addition on the south side of the building

for more warehouse space became necessary A saltwashingsalt
machine

washing

was also installed to increase the purity of the salt
these improvements coupled with three hundred acres of ponds

constructed in 1969 were part of a 12.5125 million expansion pro-

gram conducted at all of the morton salt company plants in the
n

united states
growth of the saltairsultair facility enabled the morton company

to retain a dominant position in the intermountain market its

thomas B brighton salt making on the great salt
lake journal of chemical educationeducatjeducato IX january 1932 40715407
myron

15
L sutton interview

salt lake tribune marchmanch 12 1950 myron L sutton
interview

deseret news march 24 1969 p b4B myron4 L sutton
interview
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near monopoly faced a temporary threat from several new develop-

ments around the lake during the late 1930 and early 1940

howeverha nonewever of the new companies endured more than three or

four years it was not until the late 1940 and early 1950s19503

that a strong competitive challenge was offered lake crystal

salt company deseret livestock salt company and stansbury salt
company gained a foothold in the salt business and retained it
fortunately these new companies organized at a time when the

market was expanding in the decade following 1950 the market

increased 50 per cent it doubled again in the next ten years

although mortonmonton salt company now shared the market with three

other companies production still increased in spite of co-
mpetitive pressure

during the course of the companyscompany history it became

involved with the state and federal governments over three dif-
ferent legal problems the first and longest in duration was the

question of who owned thetho relection lands surrounding the lake

its second problem which developed during the early 1930 and

continued into the 1950 concerned royalty payments to the

state for salt extracted from the brine of great salt lake

violation of the sherman antitrustanti acttrust constituted the third
problem inasmuch as this litigation involved other salt comp-

anies around the lake more details will be discussed in chapter

XIII

since its entrance into the state in 191819181 morton salt
company has been successful in maintaining its position of domi

minerals yearbook 195019601950 1960

1930s 1940s
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nant salt producer in utah inherited from inland crystal salt
company it has met the challenge of a changing technology

endured the economic stress of a depression and built from the

ashes of two fires new plants which enabled it to maintain a

strong competitive position in the intermountain salt market
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CHAPTER IX

SOLAR SALT COMPANY

growth patterns of solar salt company and its predeces-

sors were typical of other locallyownedlocally utahowned salt companies

until it merged with or sold to larger corporations capital

was insufficient to start a major saltmakingsalt complexmaking capable of

meeting the market demands in quantity or diversity of product

the local owners followed the philosophy of enlarging the facil-
ity as profits from the harvest became available an immediate

and obvious change was discernible when capital was invested in

the complex by national corporations larger amounts of money

made it possible for the new company to expand the production

facility into a major salt works capable of competing effectively

for the intermountain market

A unique feature in the history of the solar salt company

and its predecessors was the influence of the local personnel

experience and ingenuity of the men in the field coupled with

technical assistance of an engineering fm whose owners were

stockholders in the salt company brought about a revolutionary

new harvesting machine and developed one of the finestrinest salt works

in the west

firm
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crystalcrvstalcrestal white salt company

crystal white salt company was organized in 1938 by mr

ray B elderkin with the intention of producing salt for the cal-

ifornia market completely naive about salt production he was

encouraged to go into the salt business by his brother in law a

salt salesmansalesaie insatan a midwestern company elderkin organized the

salt company with the help of nephi W clayton jr and james K

miller clayton an experienced salt man had been involved with

inland crystal salt and royal crystal salt companies for years

millermillers services were obtained because of his experience as the

pond man for the old inland crystal salt company

after much investigation into the ethical economical

and practical feasibility of producing salt at a new location on

the lake the new company selected a site six miles from grants

ville on the mud flats south of stansbury island the west side

of the lake was selected because of the purity and concentration

of the lake brine the accessibility to the railroad and the

character of the flats samples of brine taken from the proposed

pump site when compared with the brine at saltairsultairSal showedtair one

per cent denser solution near stansbury island rivers and salt
lake cityscites sewer system all entered the lake on the east side

giving credence to the thought that the west side of the lake

would have a denser and purer brine

1aaa Z richards jr exvicepresidentex ofvice operationspresident for
solar salt company interview held at salt lake city utah
september 20 1968

2 Z richards jr salt unpublished BS thesis
university of utah 1939 ppap 151715 17
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before the final pond site was determined a road connect-

ing highways 405040 and50 the southern tip of stansbury island had to

be built A good stable road was vital to the success of the

company since a haul of six miles was required to bring salt from

the ponds to the future plant
seven miles of road construction for a new company with

limited funds was too large a project to handle alone tooelethoele
county agreed to align the road clear off the brush and prepare

the subgrade on the condition that the salt company would surface

the entire seven miles with a blanket coat of gravelogravelcravelo the agree-

ment was satisfactory with the salt company and the county pro-

ceeded with the work in july of 1938 an eighteenfooteighteen roadbedfoot

was constructed over the high spots but two and onehalfone mileshalf of

low mud flats were left untouched required to finish the job

alone the companyconiconl acquiredpany roadbuildingroad equipmentbuilding and proceeded

with the project thirteen thousand cubic yards of material for

the roadbed with an additional 40004200045000 cubic yards of gravel for

the surface coat were used before the project was completed

an engineering firm made a detailedtailedtalleddo study of the general

area selected for the pond site before the specific location was

determinededetermineddetermine in the feasibility study four factors were listed
as necessary for the success of a salt operation

1 permanence due to the fluctuation in lake levels
the ponds should be located on ground high enough to be
protected against a future rise which is inevitable also
the site of the ponds should be safe from the direct flow
of flood streams which might develop on the mainland or on
the flatsfiats during a rainstorm

3 ibid
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2 ground both the surface and the underlying ground
should be impervious to water so that no loss will occur by
seepage which prevent the formation of a hard salt bottom of
the gardens

3 availability of water the site of the ponds should
be such that water can be economically conveyed to it

4 proximity of railroad the ponds should be so lo-
cated that costly transportation will be eliminated 4

on the basis of the above recommendations the ponds were

located on land ten feet above the lake level and three and one

half miles from the lake construction of the ponds began in the

late summer of 1938 by the following year thirtyfivethirty acresfive of

ponds had been constructed three eightacreeight gardenacre ponds and an

elevenacreeleven concentratoracre during the winter of 1938193993819391938938 more1939

than 260 piles were driven into the lake bottom to support the

pump house and a wooden pipe that would extend one mile inland

from the pump A two and onehalfone milehalf canal was built from the

end of the pipe to the ponds the system was in full operation

by june of 1939 5

the lake had reached saturation point during the summer

of 1939 which caused problems with the pump james palmer

plant manager of solar salt companyCompa relatednyl the following human

interest experience he had as a young man maintaining the pump

while an employee of crystal white salt company

during the first summer water was pumped into the ponds
the lake was at a saturated condition the pump accum-
ulated so much encrusted salt it was necessary to flush it
out with fresh water this task was accomplished by
removing the foot valve from the pump and soaking it in
fresh water to replace the valve I1 tied a rope around my
waist with a heavy piece of steel tied to the end in
order to reach the pump I1 was submerged up to my chin in
the brine after the foot valve was replaced one hundred

5 ibid
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gallons of fresh water was backflushedback throughflushed the pump to
clean out the encrusted salt this process was repeated
every eleven hours through the summer season 0

the dikes built around the ponds were constructed with

hand labor oneinchone byinch eight inch lowgradelow lumbergrade was used to

make the dike facing the dike faces were placed about thirty
inches apart and the space between was filled with mud shoveled

in from the adjacent ground the completed dikes were thirty
inches wide by forty inches high

harvesting methods employed by crystal white salt company

were slightly different from those employed by other producers

instead of plowing the salt which had been the usual practice

the salt was scarifiedscarifierscari thisfied method used a blade attached to the

rear of a rock sled and worked on the same principle as a carpen-

ter plane the scarifier was pulled by a caterpillar tractor

after the blade loosened the salt the men scooped it up with

shovels and hauled it to a central stockpile in wheelbarrows

during the first summer less than one thousand tons of salt
Q

were produced most of which was marketed as road salt
crystal white salt company went out of business in 1941

two factors affected the discontinuance of the company lack of

capital and the death of mr elderkin the company had been

unable to construct a refinery or organize a sales force because

of the limited resources with which to operate after elderkinelderkins

death in 1939 his brotherinlawbrother camein fromlaw texas and tried to

james palmer interview
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salvage what he could of the company after several unsuccessful

attempts to keep the company solvent including the sale of mrs

elderkinelderkins jewels it went into receivership the site of crystal

white salt company lay dormant until the incorporators of the
9stansbury salt company reactivated it

stansbury salt company

the properties of the defunct crystal white salt company

were sold at a sheriff auction june 21 1948 to mrs mary

godbe gibbs for 2500 mrs gibbs of salt lake city purchased

the abandoned ponds and all of the remaining rights if there

were any the stansbury salt company was organized by mrs gibbstgibbsgibbet

husband lorin W gibbs willard B richards jr A Z richards

sr A Z richards jr and alton H sorensen willard B

richards provided the capital and the technical engineering

assistance was provided by A Z richards sr ao Z richards

jr and mr sorensen

A refinery was built in 1950 on the north side of the

intersection of US highways 405040 and50 the stansbury island

road old railroad ties and other used material went into its
construction the plant was originally designed to produce

10000 tons per year by operating twentyfourtwenty hoursfour a day the

plant increased production to 40000 tons in 1956 when it was

ibid A Z richards jr interview

A Z richards jr interview A Z richards sr
A Z richards jr and alton H sorensen had been involved
with the crystal white salt company through their engineering
firm the roads ponds canal and pipeline had been designed
by themtheme
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abandoned the equipment initially installed like the build-

ing evidenced a lack of capital the bagger consisted of a

hopper that allowed salt to be poured into a fivegallonfive cangallon

where it was measured by volume before being placed in paper or

burlap bags the paper bags were handstapledhand shutstapled and the bur-

lap bags were closed by hand sewinssewing using needle and thread

the rotary kiln drier three feet in diameter and eighteen feet
long was capable of producing only three tons per hour it was

replaced in 1956 by a new kiln capable of producing ten tons per

hour 12

lack of a block press severely limited growth during the

first few years the company faced a great deal of resistance

from customers who wanted to buy a full line of products from one

source to compensate for this deficiency an attempt was made

to buy blocks from morton salt company even at retail prices in

order to sell a full line the morton company however refused

to sell blocks to a competitor to alleviate the problem a

used handoperatedhand pressoperated was purchased althoughitalthough it provided

the company with salt blocks it was so slow and expensive to

operate that very little profit was made

chemical salt production companycoppa

requiring more capital than was available stansbury salt
company made limited progress until it was contacted in 1954 by

minerals yearbook 1950 p 1066 A zo richards
jr interview

james palmer interview

ia Z richards jr interview
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representatives of chemical companies from the northwest hooker

electro chemical company and penn salt chemical company both

large users of salt in the portland and tacoma areas investi-
gated the possibility of acquiring salt from utah the two

companies used over 600000 tons of salt a year in making chlorine

and caustic soda

prior to 1954 they had been getting their salt from

leslie salt company of san francisco and the world market the

chemical companies felt it would be advantageous for them to get

another domestic source each time leslie negotiated a contract

the price of salt went up it had gotten to the point the com-

panies felt where leslie was taking advantage of them then

too the world market was not completely reliable A war for

instance would severely interrupt delivery from foreignproducingforeign

areas

producing

the use of foreign salt required stockpiling large amounts

at the plant sites which proved expensive salt from the world

market was shipped as ballast which entailed a certain vagueness

of delivery thisithisathis condition limited the desirability of its use

As a result of the abovedescribedabove situationdescribed the chemical com-

panies considered themselves in a trapped position if they con-

tinued status quo therefore they elected to go into the salt
business for themselves

the hooker and penn chemical companies organized chemical

salt production company and engaged stansbury salt company as

ibid

ibid james palmer interview salt lake tribune
june 6 195619560 0
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agent to build a large saltevaporatingsalt complexevaporating adjacent to the

stansbury property the agreement provided that stansbury would

acquire the land and design and build the facility stansbury

operated under a management contract and the northwest company

agreed it would not sell salt on the open market in competition

with the utah corporation if and when the larger facility could

produce salt cheaper than the small operation stansbury would be

entitled to buy salt at cost plus ten per cent the new salt
works were designed to produce 100000 tons of salt per year for
the northwestnorthwes firm

from 1954 until 1956 both companies were operating on

the lake although no salt was produced by chemical salt produc-

tion company pending completion of its facilities in 1955 the

chemical companies invited the stockholders of the stansbury

company to merge the offer was accepted in december 1956

stock was divided on the basis of 35 per cent for each of the

chemical companies and 30 per cent for the utah stockholders

the new combine was incorporated under the name solar salt
company 77 T E moffett general manager of western operations

of hooker electro chemical company became the first president

the presidency of solar salt company fluctuated between mr

moffett and fred shanaman president of western operations of

penn salt chemicals company

A Z richards jr interview salt lake tribune
september 30 1954 june 12 1955 august 24 1955

17 A Z richards jr interview salt lake tribune
november 20 1956
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solar salt company

solar salt company was initially incorporated with the

intention of shipping salt to the chemical firm in the northwest

the new operation was completed in 1960 and favorable freight

rates were negotiated with the western pacific railroad antic-
ipating that the northwest would absorb 100000 tons each year

the ponds were designed to produce 160000 to 2000002005000 tons of
1 0

salt annually however no more than 50000 tons of salt per

year were shipped to the chemical plants after incorporation of

the solar company circumstances changed within the chemical salt
market that had a direct effect on the utah producers

in 1958 or 1959 mr D K ludwig owner of nationalNation bulk

carriers entered into a contract with the northwest companies to

furnish salt at a slightly lower price if they would buy in large

quantities ludwig was able to ship salt from his salt operation

in baja california via his large oceangoingocean vesselsgoing and

could sell it cheaper than either leslie salt company or the utah

producers consequently national bulk carriers was provided the

chemical salt contract for the northwest in order to prevent the

economic reversal that accompanies overproductionover theproduction northwest

owners of solar salt company continued to purchase 50000 tons of

salt annually which was the minimum amount necessary to maintain

the preferential freight rates by 1965 the intermountain ma-

rket expanded to the point solarsolars increased capacity was esse-
ntially absorbed making continued shipments to the northwest

salt lake tribune november 17 1959

18
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enlarged capital resources made available through the

1956 merger enabled the local employees to express their initia-
tive in the development of novel ideas for salt production the

old ponds built by crystal white salt company were abandoned in
favor of the new pond complex constructed for the chemical salt
production company the new ponds were designed to fit into a

radical new production system the pond arrangement dike co-
nstruction harvesting equipment and central stockpile comprised

an integrated operation to minimize handling of salt thus

lessening production costs

the method of constructing dikes out of a mudfilledmudfillmud

lumber

filled
framework was abandoned in favor of embankments which

could serve as roadways these new dikes were built with the use

of a dragline to heap clay material in the center to form a non-

porous core which was covered by crushed rock the sides were

covered with rip rap to prevent erosion wood was used in the

bridges culvertslvertscu and water gates cement was used in some

headgateshead andgates weirs however the use of cement was restricted
due to the deteriorating effect salt had upon it

one of the newest and most radical developments in the

salt industry was a saltharvestingsalt machineharvesting developed by solar

salt company james palmer primarily responsible for the design

A Z richardsRichardriehardrichand jr interview james palmer inter-
view deseret news july 23 1965 p b6B minerals6 yearbook
1960196619601966161960

2

1966

A Z richards jr interview james palmer inter-
view
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of the revolutionary machine had started out in the salt busi-

ness as an employee of crystal white salt company after being

hired by the stansbury salt company he tried new methods in an

effort to make the harvest more efficient lack of capital
meant cannibalizing parts from old machinery in fabricating the

experimental implements with the mechanical assistance of joe

peterson a fellow employee a machine was developed that loos-

ened the salt excavated it and conveyed it directly into

trucks driven alongside mr A Z richards jr one of the

owners of stansbury salt company and coownerco ofowner caldwell

richards & sorensen inc helped redesign and improve the

machine

in the latter part of 1957 mr M A montgomery who

managed the machinery division of the engineering firm designed

and built the first palmerrichardspaimerpalmer saltrichardsricharde harvesting combine

this machine was designated model A its design was based on

the existing machine developed by mr palmer and mr richards

the palmerrichardspalmer machinerichards has proven its efficiency and is
being marketed internationally

following the building of the model A combine addi-

tional machines were designed with varying capacities since the

various pond systems on which the combine was to be used had dif-
ferent soilbearingsoil characteristicsbearing it was necessary to furnish

several types of supporting wheel or track assemblies later
models were designed with different driving arrangements and hop-

pers for controlling the salt being discharged into the

dri
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trucks 21

the new salt harvester enabled solar salt company to

transport salt directly to the mill in trucks A central stock-

pile was formed by using a new stockpiling machine purchased in

1958 the stockpiler employed a horsepower40horsepower40 stephensadamsadamsadame on

shipt7shiptiship trimmer to throw the salt at a rate of 300 tons an hour

the pile thus created was forty feet high and one hundred feet
22wide at the base

to increase the marketability of the salt a washer was

added the basic idea for this device was provided by the local
employees of the firm A detailed design was drawn by caldwell

richards & sorensen inc the washer utilized an endless belt of

wire woven around hickory straws TT the straws were used to de-

water the salt as it moved in a continuous operation under high

pressure brine sprays 23

the promising local market and the production capacity of

the ponds made it feasible to expand the refinery the new

3200003201000 plant completed in 1965 more than tripled the capacity

of the company included in the refining process was a powerful

90000 block press together with a new airflowair bagflow packer with

five times the capacity of the former beltfedbelt machinefed the

J ibid caldwell richards & sorensen inc palmer
richards salthaltsaithait harvesting combine advertising brochure salt
lake city caldwell richards & sorensen incincoinelne 1968 ppap 121

salt

2

lake tribune december 14 19589
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refinery also installed a gas fired rotary drier and two milling

machines that reduced the salt to desired granulations 24

in 1967 mr ludwig of national bulk carriers
approached solar salt company with an offer to buy the entire
complex ludwig was being criticized by the west coast salt
producers for selling large quantities of salt from a foreign

source because of these accusations ludwig found it desirable

to have his own salt operation on united states soil he in-

sisted on purchasing the entire operation and made such an

attractive offer the chemical companies who owned over two

thirds of the stock accepted the utah stockholders did not

want to sell their sharessharos in the company they had helped to build

but they reluctantly went along with the majority 2

the salt complex on the southern end of stansbury island

has progressed from the undercapitalized crystal white salt
company to the second largest salt producer in utah the solar

salt company through the initiative of its local employees

developed one of the most effective salt harvesters in the indus-

try like other salt complexes on the lake the stansbury opera-

tion started out as a locallyownedlocally companyowned and became affiliated
with large national firmsfirmfirmefira it is presently owned by an inter-

national salt production corporation

PU24A 0
Z richards interview james palmer interview

salt lake tribune july 23 1965

A Z richards jr interview
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CHAPTER X

HARDY SALT COMPANY

salt has been produced from the waters of great salt lake

near lake point utah since the pioneer period salt boilers
were set up as a small home industry to supplement the meager

income derived from nearby farms or ranches subsequently half
a dozen companies have used the location in an attempt to make a

profitable enterprise out of salt extraction

historical overview

salt production using the solarevaporation process at

the lake point site was first introduced by weir salt company in

1901 nearly fifty years of dormancy followed weisweirswels abortive

attempt to enter the industry before deseret livestock company

reactivated the site in the spring of 1949 1 the livestock com-

pany was prepared to invest nearly two million dollars in build-

ing a firstratefirst saltrate complex its intention to make such a

sizable investment differed from the practice of many salt com-

panies who started out small and gradually built up their opera-

tions however due to a controversy with the state of utah over
2royalty laws less than half that amount was actually spent

leroy imlay interview

ibido utah economic and business review march 1952
P 5 salt lake trabuneibune november 16 1952

solar evaporation
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in late 1952 or early 1953 ownership of deseret live-

stock company including the salt works was sold to david freed

and david robinson knowing little about salt production they

offered that part of their holdings for sale council mcdaniel

a former executive in a west coast salt firm purchaspurchased the com-

pany in 1955 for the sum of 3000003002000 the salt works while

owned by the deseret livestock company was known as deseret

livestock salt company mcdaniel deleted the word livestock

from the title and incorporated under the name deseret salt
company mcdaniel operated the salt works until the latter

a
part of 1958 when he sold to leslie salt company

in 1961 leslie salt company largest salt producer on

the west coast was charged by the federal trade commission with

creating a monopoly the complaint alleged that leslieleslieslesile acqu-

isition of deseret salt company tended to create a monopoly in

the production and sale of salt in the west the proceeding was

settled through a divestiture order requiring leslie to sell its171.7

utah holdings on november 2 1965 hardy salt company of st

louis missouri purchased leslieleslieslesile lake point plant

pond system

the pond system constructed by deseret livestock salt
company cost about 8000008001000 A series of fifteen ponds was laid
out on high ground south of the mill later ten more ponds

leroy imlay interview salt lake tribune december 6
1958

salt lake tribune january 13 1961 november 3 1965
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were constructed on the relection lands between the mill and the

western pacificpacis railroad subsequent owners have added ponds in

both locations increasing the pond area to nearly five hundred

acres 5

the original canal dug by the weir company was deep-

ened it brought the lake water threefourthsthree offourths a mile to the

first pump station located on the north side of the western pa-
cific railroad tracks at this point the canal was twenty feet
deep the pump raised the water six feet and dumped it into a

second canal that allowed the water to flow by gravity to the

second pump at this station water was elevated thirty feet to

a canal that fed the upper ponds all the water from the upper

ponds flowed by gravity through the lower ponds and back to the

lake 6

porous soil underlying the floor of the ponds has pre-

sented problems to the salt producers at the lake point site
since 1901 weir salt company encountered this condition and

the resulting seepage of brine from the ponds was a contributing

factor in the demise of that company the upper and lower ponds

had unique features in the underlying strata that had to be

treated separately

the upper ponds are underlaid by a softsof porous clay mud

A person could take a small rod and stick down into the mud a

leroy imlay interview thayne imlay interview

thayne imlay interview

roy imlay interview
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distance of fiveiverivelve feet with very little erforteffort A salt floor
eighteen inches thick was required to support the heavy harvest-

ing machinery the porous salt allowed brine to seep out

through the dikes before a floor could build up to counteract

this problem trenches were dug three or four feet in depth to

an impervious clay under strata by creating a bond between the

dike material and the clay a seal was achieved that prevented
8seepage

the leakage problem in the lower ponds was more severe

they were underlaid by three feet of sand and a fourfootfour layerfoot

of sodium sulphate glauberglaubersglaubert salt seal trenches two feet in

width were dug through the sand and glauberglaubers salt to the clay

below impervious clay excavated from another location was

dumped into the trenches forming a waterproof barrier the

sand was then pushed back on either side of the clay to form

the sides of the pond

after the seepage problem was corrected the lower ponds

proved to be a better site the combination of sand over the

solid layer of glauberglaubers salt made a firm bed upon which to build

a salt floor A floor six to eight inches deep was all that was

required

A second problem more annoying than critical was the

small freshwaterfresh springswater seeping into the ponds the water

thayne imlay interview
9 ibid

10 ibid ray W garrard employeeexemployeeex of deseret salt com-
pany interview held at provo utah july 8 1970
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dissolved the salt floor in the vicinity of the spring creating

a hazard for the harvesting equipment As a solution the har-

vesting equipment skirted the area allowing a deeper floor to

build up or a hole fiverive to ten feet in diameter was dug

around the seep and filled with cement the latter procedure

did not seal off the seep but dispersed it enough that the dilu-

tion of the brine was held to a minimum allowing the natural

deposition of salt to seal it off 11

harvesting and refining procedures

As with other salt makers men at lake point experimented

with different methods of production initially deseret live-

stock salt company followed the traditional method of plowing up

the salt A two bottom moleboardleboardmoldboardmo plow was first used but it
was later replaced by a disc plow when the plow did not prove

completely satisfactory a ripperrippenrip waspenypery used this implement

consisted of a footshapedfoot pieceshaped of metal the sole of which cut

down to the split and broke up the salt the ripper was pulled

back and forth across the pond loosening the salt at twofoottwo

intervals

foot

the ripper proved to be too slow and was replaced by

a new disc plow larger and heavier than the earlier one the

discs which were about two feet in diameter worked2 off the

hydraulic system of a case tractor pressure placed on the plow

by the hydraulic system cut down to the split very effectively
one of the first saltharvestingsalt machinesharvesting used at lake

point was designed by the salt company and built by the rocky

11 ibid ibid

fivelve

Jlt

12

11ibid 121bid
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mountain machinery company it was a selfpropelledself combinepropelled co-
nsisting of a blade about six feet long that dug through the pre-

viously loosened salt As the salt passed over the blade

rotating metal paddles pushed the salt back onto a fifteen to

twentyfoottwenty longfoot conveyor belt that elevated the salt and dropped

it into trucks which were driven behind the combine

the machine described above was replaced by a carryall

that carried out the complete harvest operation manipulated by

one man the carryall was a johnson 619 selfloadingself elevatorloading

scraper that cut a swath ten feet wide and loaded fifteen tons

of salt a minute

deseret livestock salt company began using a central

stockpile and each of its successors has followed suit the

salt was placed in piles fortyfiveforty feetfive high by a radial

stacker which placed sixty to seventythousandseventy tonsthousand of salt in

a hollow openendopen stackend A salt thrower attached to the stackertacker
threw additional saltsait into another pile against the outside of

the first from the stack it was taken into the refinery for

further processing

after the salt was harvested but before it was stacked

it went through a concentrated brine spray to wash off the dirt
and foreign salt adhering to the surface of the crystals the

undesirable solution was skimmed off into a waste ditch and

returned to the lake 16

13bibidibid 141bidoibid
15thayne15 thayne imlay interview ray W garrard interview
16lbid161bidlo161igligibidlo
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after the salt was brought eromfrom the stack to the plant

it was cooled screened and stored in bins according to granule

size A bagger was constructed on tracks below the bins which

allowed it to be moved from one bin to another an automatic

electric scale measured the amount of salt that dropped into

each bag

improvements made by each company

hundreds of thousands of dollars have been invested in

the refinery facility at the lake point salt works deseret

livestock company invested 160000 in the building and equip-

ment used to refine salt the first salt washer used in utah

was installed by this company its plant was a threestorythree

structurestruc

story

constructedturel over railroad ties some of the storage

bins and other materials used in this building were salvaged

from the defunct solar salt company in clearfield utah 18

neither growth nor improvements were noted during the

interim the company was owned by freed and robinson council

mcdaniel purchased the company in 1955 and built a small cinder

block warehouse a storage shed for equipment and a maintenance

shed unable to install a block press with his limited capital

his company was unable to reach its full potential before it was
j g

sold to leslie salt company

iray W garrard interview

1desidesadeseret news and telegram april 28 1953 leroy
imlay interview thayne imlay interview ray W garrard
interview

19thayne imlay interview
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after purchasing the company leslie invested 200000

in a block press a building to house it in and a new warehouse

the press was shipped in from leslieleslieslesile newark california plant

and was converted to automation it became the first automatic

block press in utah the warehouse was constructed from cement

blocks with overhead arch suspension to support the roof thus

constructed the warehouse covered fourteen thousand square feet
of uninterrupted floor space 20

hardy salt company invested 200000 in a major expan-

sion project after it purchased the plant in 1965 part of the

investment went into several hundred acres of new evaporation

ponds other improvements included a new salt washer drier
coolers and a mineralsmixingminerals systemmixing to provide for the various

types of salt blocks the market required 21

factors affecting growth of the complex

growth of the salt complex at lake point was limited by

four factors physical limitations inherent in the site prob-

lems due to frequent changes in ownership lack of capital and

legal problems the additional expense incurred in correcting

the leakage problems in the pond was not a continual drain on

the companyscompany resources once the dikes were built the cost

of maintenance was no greater than that of competing companies

howeverhow theeverseverl large initial expense of construction discouraged

an increase in the capacity

salt lake tribune december 24 1959

ibid june 11 1966

200 000ooo

affectipzgrowth
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frequent changes in ownership were much more significant

in depressing the growth of the operation each time the company

was sold old customers were absorbed by competitors lack of

capital was a severe problem with owners prior to leslie salt
company because they were unable to produce a full line espe-

cially salt blocks customers who required diversified grades
Pfilled their orders at other plants

litigation has caused a great deal of concern to the

owners of the lake point facility As early as 1940 officials
of deseret livestock company began negotiations with the state
land board over royalty payments on the minerals in the waters

of great salt lake they maintained such minerals were free
goods and could not be taxed by the state A utah state supreme

court ruling however held that state ownership of the lake bed

carried with it ownership of the minerals in solution 323
4 this

opinion established the precedent upon which the land board based

its lease policy royalty payments initially set at thirtyfivethirty
cents

five

a ton were considered restrictive to the salt industry

deseret livestock company was unwilling to pay the high royalty

and suit was brought against it
As a result of the statesstatedstatem action uncertainty was

given by the deseret company as a reason for its decision in the

early part of 1952 to discontinue plans for a proposed one mil-

lion dollar processing plant and to limit present plant activity

thayne imlay interview

deseret livestock company v state of utah et al
171 p2dpad 401 1946

22

reason

22thayne
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24to processing coarse salt only reduction of the royalty to

ten cents a ton in november of 19s41954 had no apparent influence on

freed and robinson to invest more in the company however it
could have encouraged council mcdaniel in his plans for the pur

pc25chase of the plant

in 1955 a federal grand jury indicted morton salt com-

pany royal crystal salt company deseret livestock company and

deseret salt company as conspirators in violating the sherman

antitrustanti acttrust named as co conspirators but not defendants

were council M mcdaniel and stansbury salt company the indict-
ment charged that since 1953 the defendants had engaged in an

unlawful combination and conspiracy to stabilize and control the

price and terms of sale and to eliminate distributors who sold

at less than agreed prices the defendants were found guilty of

the charges deseret salt company was fined 3000 other than

the fine any repressive effect this suit may have had on the
P ftgrowth of the company was minimal if it had any at allailali

three

26

years after leslie salt company moved into the

intermountain area the federal trade commission issued a co-
mplaint against it alleging that the acquisition of deseret salt
company had tended to create a monopoly in the production and

sale of salt in the west company officials countered with the

salt lake tribune march 11 1952 november 16 1952
deseret news march 11 1952

25 saltsait lake tribune september 19 1954

226unitedunited states v morton salt company jgjt al cr38CR

1955
38

information obtained from US district court clerkclerks
officeorficeorrice post office and court building salt lake city utah

19 53

25salt

et26United
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defense that acquiring the lake point properties was undertaken

for the purpose of permitting the company to enter into compet-

ition in the rocky mountain area they contended that it had

fostered and in no way lessened competition or promoted monop-

oly 27 leslie salt company lost the case and was required to

sell the utah salt complex A valuation of 600000 was set for

the company by the federal trade commission and leslielesile was

given five years to find a new purchaser one of the provisions

of the ruling stipulated that if leslie failed to find a buyer

within six months the price must be reduced to 4500004500001 exclud-

ing sales commission 2

the FTC ruling however did not prohibit leslie from

marketing salt in the intermountain area leslie announced in
1962 that the firm would build a one million dollar solar

evaporation plant on the shores of great salt lake in the event

present facilities were sold although the plant was never

built the proposal was made with the intention of having the new

buyer supply leslie with salt at cost for two years following

purchase this proposal would enable leslie to continue to ma-

rket its product in the area with very little disadvantage 2

in november of 1965 hardy salt company bought the plant and
an

agreed to supply leslie with salt products to sell in the area 3

27 saltsait lake tribune january 13 1961

ibid january 18 1962

ibidbid january 19 1962

ibid november 3 1965
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contacts made with company officials indicate hardy agreed to
supply leslie with salt for a fiveyearfive periodyear rather than two

31years as reported in the newspapers

conclusion

hardy salt company and its predecessors have established
a firm position in utahs salt market that should remain secure

in the future its growth will depend on factors shared by other

utah producers such as increasing dilution of the lake adverse

weather conditions freight rates and development of marketable

salt from the newlyestablishednewly mineralestablished industries on the lake

thayne imlay interview

31
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CHAPTER XI

SALT COMPANIES ON THE EAST AND NORTH SHORES

OF GREAT SALT LAKE

three sites around the east and north portion of the

lake have been used for salt production spring bay on the

extreme north end of the lake promontory point and the mud

flats west of syracuse utah irregardless of the longtermlong

objectives

term

of the companies using these sites their reticence

to make substantial investments in the initial stages of their
operations committed them to supplying the peripheral needs of

the salt market rather than supplying a complete line of prod-

ucts in competition with the larger companies on the south shore

problems associated with the rising or receding lake level which

directly or indirectly led to the abandonment of several salt
works could have been overcome if the men developing the pond

systemssystem had invested enough money in the necessary equipment and

materials to construct adequate dikes and canal systemssystem

salt companiesManiesmanlesLo on the eastern shore
of the lake

from the turn of the century until 1939 there was no

significant activity on the eastern shore of the lake inland

crystal salt company and its successors morton salt company and

royal crystal salt company were firmlyestablished producersfirmly established
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providing the market with the diversified products it required

and jealously guarding their position in the industry much of

the horeshoreshode land around the lake adaptable for use by salt comp-

anies had been purchased by the inland company or the morton

company making it very difficult for competitors to locate on

the lake 1 from 1910 until 1930 the lake was high leaving no

2relection land below the occupied uplands available forrorron use

ritz salt company

by 1939 the lake had become stabilized at the bottom of

a fifteenyearfifteen decliningyear cycle exposing large areas of relection
land available shore land encouraged C J call to organize the

ritz salt company promise of a ready market supplying salt to

0 P skaggs company prompted call to petition davis county for

access across morton salt company land to the lake with a pro-

vision that call build a road to the lake the county condemned

a right of way after the access road was completedcomplecompie abouttedO

fiftyfivefifty acresfive of ponds were constructed and filled with lake

brine A thin floor was deposited and 5000 to 6000 tons of

salt were harvested that fall plans were made for the construc-

tion of a salt refinery but they were never brought to

fruition 4
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morton salt company believing in the riparian right of

the upland owners threatened to bring suit against the ritz
salt company for trespass call was financially unable to pur-

sue the case or he felt his position insecure either way he

sold his holdings to morton salt company in 194119410
135

unwilling to give up his interest in the salt business

call moved to the eastern tip of promontory point and built a

few ponds between the lake edge and the tracks of the southern

pacific railroad there is no record available on how muqitmuchMUCIL

salt was produced from this site or how long he was able to

operate it can be concluded however that since the lake

started into its rising cycle in 1945 his ponds would have

been washed out by 1950

callcalicailcalis attempt to get into the salt market in either
location would have benbeen unsuccessful without a large expend-

iture had he won the case with morton salt company over the

property at the syracuse location the rising lake level ulti-
mately would have washed his ponds away the only course call
could have followed successfully at the locations he selected

was to construct retaining dikes of sufficient height and

strength to hold out the rising lake water and this would have

entailed considerable expense

estenskowesten theskow economic development of davis county
p 16816810

thayne6thayne imlay interview
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solar salt company

A T smith owner of smith canning companycorpany in clearfield
utah became interested in producing salt for his cannery and for

sale on the regular market he employed leroy imlay a past

employee of morton salt company to supervise construction of the

ponds and mill with an investment of about 20000 fifty acres

of ponds were built and a small mill was constructed 7

the ponds were located a mile below the meander line
straight west of syracuse A canal was dug from the lake and a

gasolinepoweredgasoline pumppowered elevated the water from it into the ponds
Q

dikes were constructed with wooden shoring filled with clay

three thousand tons of salt were harvested during 1940

that year the salt floor in the ponds was so shallow that planks

were required to support the harvesting equipment after the

salt was excavated it was hauled in trailers to the side of the

ponds and stacked trucks transported the salt to the mill

located in clearfield 9

the mill small in comparison with others in the state

contained a rotary kiln screens and a roller for crushing the

salt into smaller grades the kiln drier had been purchased from

a brewery in ogden where it had been used to dry out the mash

used in making beer at the time the kiln was purchased it con-

tained four inch stainlesssteelstainless pipesteel which was removed and

sold for enough to pay for the kiln and for transporting it to

clearfield 10

7royaroy imlay interview 8ibld81bid 9ibid91bidebibid ibidloibide
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during its operation the company built up a small ma-

rket among canneries stock raisers and uranium mines however

its success was hampered by the lack of an adequate labor force

men in the clearfield area not involved in world war II11 werewevewene

employed in the canneries or on farms and were not available to

work on the salt harvest until after the perishable crops were

harvested and canned the salt beds often wereworewenewone frozen in before

all the salt could be harvested resulting in a loss of hundreds

of tons of salt the labor shortage was a problem dealt with

patiently by the company the coup de grace which caused the

demise of the company came in 1945 rising waters washed away

the dikes and 20000205000 tons of salt were dissolved the syracuse

site subsequently has remained inactive as a saltproducingsalt
area

producing
11 in 19491049 the small mill was dismantled and used in

constructing the deseret livestock company salt plant at lake

point utah 12

salt companies on the northern shore
of great salt lake

in addition to the common problems encountered by salt
makers in other locations around the lake the north shore has

never been considered a prime area for a salt operation due to

its remote location however the north end of the lake offered

some promise shortly after the transcontinental railroad came

through utah in 1869 at that time corinne looked like it might

develop into an important railroad junction and city of commerce

11ibidilibid ibid121bid

areal
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housel and hopkins salt company encouraged by corinnescorinnecorinnee

future constructed its ponds east of locomotive springs on the

shore of spring bay A newspaper report indicated it was operat-

ing during 1871 although no further disclosure was found to
1 3

determine the duration of the company some of the relicsreliesreiles in

the area shed light on the method this company or possibly other

later companies used to pump lake water into their ponds A

cement dam was poured at locomotive springs to raise the water

level high enough for it to flow into a ditch which carried it
about four miles to the vicinity of the salt ponds where it
paralleled a canal bringing brine from the lake A water wheel

powered by the pressure of the freshwaterfresh flowwater turned a water

wheel that raised the brine from the intake canal and poured it
into the ponds 14 with the exception of housel and hopkins no

information hshashae been found of any other salt works using this

site until the late 1930s19301s

quaker crystal salt company

organization of the quaker crystal salt company in 1939

came about as a result of a severe earthquake at the base of

monument point on the northern shore of the lake three warm

springssprangs of undetermined depth began to flow these contained

from 11 to 15 per cent saltosaltsaitosait analysis of the spring water

revealed grades of salt suitable for cheesemakingcheese andmaking other

salt lake herald february 1 1871

jim wood owner of quaker crystal salt company inter-
view held at garland utah december 31 1969

13

13

14jim

sprangsspraggs
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uses for which salt was being imported into utah the combin-

ation of a pure source of salt from the springs and the lake

close at hand for conventional salt production provided the

stimulus necessary to organize the company 15

the company was not consistent in the use of brine from

the springs at times spring water was used exclusively in mak-

ing salt during those times it was placed in a holding pond

until it reached 18 per cent concentration it was then trans-

ferred to a concentrator pond until it reached 26 to 27 per cent

salt after the water was transferred to the garden ponds it
remained there until it evaporated dry the salt makers felt
the spring water contained a pure salt solution without contam-

inating minerals therefore the bittern was not drained off

when lake water was used conventional methods of saltmakingsalt
were

making

employed 1

the ponds initially constructed by the company were

located adjacent to the waters edge which allowed the brine to

be pumped directly into them from the lake subsequently and

as a result of the receding lake level it was necessary to co-
nstruct a canal two miles long the company did not use a conve-

ntional pump but employed a paddle wheel powered by a gasoline

engine to elevate the water from the lake into the canal 17

different types of salt harvesters were used by quaker

the salt lake tribune january 28 1940

jim wood interview
17 ibid

9

16

15

16jim
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crystal salt company the first employed an eighteeninchwideeighteen

cutting

inch

bar

wide

that loosened the salt down to the split salt was

drawn into a boot attached to the cutting bar and elevated on a

belt to a truck driven behind during the last harvest from

this location the salt was cut pushed into fourfoothighfour ricksfoot

or

high

ridges to dry and placed in trucks with a frontendfront

loader

end
18

the mill built in 1939 or 1940 consisted of an open

shed eighty feet wide and one hundred and sixty feet ionglonglongo an

old CCC barracks was converted into storage bins refining

equipment comprised an oil burning rotarykilnrotary drierkiln and

screens to segregate the salt into four different grades one

of the problemsproblem encountered in the refining process was the

shortage of bags consequently the company used whatever it
could get paper cotton burlap or army surplus sand bags

lack of equipment required all of the bags to be filled and sewn

by hand in spite of the drawbacks of the small refinery it
19had a capacity of two and onehalfone tonshalf per hour

production under those conditionsconditionsdid did not pose a signi-

ficant competitive threat to the other companies but the owners
nwere able to market all of the salt harvested each season

inconveniences encountered in the refining system were

troublesome to the company but the most expensive problems

resulted from lake fluctuations and petty vandalism some of the

ponds constructed early in the companycompanys history were built on

ibid ibid ibidbid

20

181bid 191bid 201bid201
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the lower land near the lake in 1947 or 1948 after the ponds

had been filled with water in the usual manner a strong south

wind blew the lake water over the dikes filling the ponds to

overflowing A few hours later the wind changed direction

allowing the lake to recede pressure from the water in the

ponds burst the dikes and large sections were washed away more

ponds were built but they too were washed away in 1952 the

third set of ponds builtbulit higher on the shore were safe since

the lake went into a declining cycle after 1952

most of the work accomplished at the salt works was done

during the ownersowner spare timetimeo this situation left the equipment

unattended for long periods jim wood described the conditions

as follows

we bought a tractor with a back hoe and took it out
there when we returned a couple of weeks later someone
had stolen a pump off the tractor we had to go back to
town to buy another one in the mean time some thing else
was stolen this type of thing was going on all the timetimeo 22

the climax to the troublefilledtrouble existencefilled of the

company came on labor day 1965 as a result of a fire that
destroyed the mill vandalism the reputed cause of the fire
and expense resulting from fluctuations of the lake had depleted

the companycompanys resources to the point that continued operation

could not be justified on the basis of anticipated profits

lake crystalgastal salt company

during the late 1930 and early 1940 great salt lake

had become stabilized at a historically low level concentration

ibid ibid ibid

21

latersomeone

23

1930s 19401s
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of the brine had reached saturation point and salt was deposited

on the bottom of the lake salt thus deposited was being recov-

ered and marketed by joe sharp the site used by sharp eorfor his

small enterprise was acquired in 1946 by investors who intended
24to make salt production a serious business lake crystal salt

company was incorporatedincorporatincorporate in 1947 by howard F pence bulo B

suttlemyre and harold D pence the production and refining

operations were located at promontory point the sales and stor
25age facilities were in osdenogden

the inexperienced owners found themselves involved in a

major setback before they were able to construct a suitable salt
works coincident with the building of the ponds on the shore

the lake entered a rising cycle and washed out the dikes the

ponds were successfully relocated on higher ground after the

company became larger and could afford adequate machinery it
pc26rebuilt the ponds on the lower shore

lake crystal salt company had an advantage not shared by

competing salt companies on the lake due to the concentrated

condition of the north arm of the lake the total pond acreage

of 300 acres was devoted to garden ponds this providedprovideda a sig-

nificant savings in initial pondconstructionpond expenseconstruction compared

with other companies who have more than half their acreage

delbertDeIbert pence owner of lake crystal salt company
interview held at ogden utah june 16 1970

lake crystal salt company incorporation papers salt
lake city office of the secretary of the state of utah

delbert pence interview

ed

ininitial

25ijake
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devoted to concentrator ponds 27

the harvesting procedures of lake crystal have gone

through several changes as more experience and capital have been

obtained initially the salt was harvested with an apparatus

similar in appearance to a rock sled with a blade attached to the

front the blade in a horizontal position cut down to the

split and loosened the salt A road patrol with rippers Is now

used to break up the salt after the salt Is loosened front
end loaders scoop it up and dump it into trucks which haul it to

the side of the ponds where it Is stockpiledstockpilerstock topiled supply the

needs of the mill a secondary stockpile is maintained at the

mill site 28

construction of the mill began in 1947 refining equip-

ment consisted of a kiln drier creensscreensbreens and rollers which

provide a variety of grades for the market since a block press

had not been installed all of the salt blocks must be purchased

from one of the other producers in the state recent sales have

increased to the point a new kilnkiinklin drierdried with a twentyfivetontwenty

capacity

five

was

ton

installed the new warehouse and sales office were

built in ogden during 197019700 29

the marketmanket area covers seven western states primarily

those in the northwestnorthwestynorthwestenorth butwesty expansion into the eleven western

states by 1971 is anticipated 30

lake crystal salt companycompanys prospects for the future are

as good as the market being a smaller company its ability to

27 ibid ibid ibid ibid

s

kilndrier
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absorb financialin setbacksancial is not as great as the larger comp-

anies to the south nor does it have the support of parent com-

panies to assume part of the stress during troubled times As

a small homeownedhome companyowned it entered the salt industry at a

time when others were failing however from all indications

it has firmly established itself in utahs salt industry

summary

the north and east shores of great salt lake have not

become a major saltproducingsalt areaproducing due to several geographical

and economic conditions ownership of strategicallylocatedstrategically
upland

ocatedlocated

property by morton saltsait company has discouraged compe-

titors from moving into potential saltproducingsalt sitesproducing although

morton salt company did not acquire comprehensive coverage of

the lake shore its properties were located where access to the

lake was possible market areas were close by and suitable land

for development into a salt works was available in recent

years however much of the land on the eastern shore of the

lake has lost much of its value as possible saltproducingsalt sitesproducing

the receding lake has placed the waterwaters edge too far from shore

to make a salt works practical and inflowing streams have

nearly freshened the water south of the antelope island causeway

distance from the salt works to the local market becomes

a factor in computing the success of any potential site inas-

much as salt has such a low intrinsic value freight rates often

place isolated companies at a competitive disadvantage this is
especially true of the area around the north arm of great salt

f

propertyby

anypotential

SUMMarx
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lake other drawbacks are lack of power source unimproved

roads distance from a railroad facility and high wages

lack of capital and an insufficient labor force have

been significant factors in retarding the growth of the salt
industry in the area problems which accrued through lack of

capital were twofold one inability to construct a pond system

capable of withstanding the natural hazards of a vacillating

lake two the companies did not build production systems of suf-

ficient size to compete in the market with a full line of prod-

ucts thus placing themselves in the position of supplying the

peripheral needs of the market

the final factor in many ways interrelated to those

described above was the fluctuation of great salt lake the

riseriese and fall of the lake not only placed the pond system in

danger of being washed out but the length of the intake canal

and location of the pumps were subject to change with each vacil-

lation of the lake the problem was compounded by three types of

lake fluctuations periodic nonperiodic and temporary wind

caused changes the annual riseandfallrise cyclesand arefall termed

periodic fluctuations 31 the upsurge in the cycle comes as a

result of the large spring inflow from rivers and streams the

decline in late summersumersugersugen and fall is the result of evaporation and

the decrease in freshwaterfresh inflowwater nonperiodic cycles due to

climatic and other factors influence the lake over extended

periods during the last one hundred and twenty years the ele

gilbert lake bonneville ppap 23839238 2434424339 44

fa ilityclity I1c h gh

uctss
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vation of the lake has varied as much as twenty feet although

this variation marks the extreme tenfoottenteh fluctuationsfootroot during a

twentyyeartwenty cycleyear are not uncommon the nonperiodicnon fluctua-

tions

periodic

would not be critical to the salt producers if the basin

of the lake were not so shallow the average slope of the lake

shore is one foot per thousand and a tenfootten risefoot or drop in

the lake could expose or inundate several miles of shore landlando

temporary vacillations of the lake due to wind storms

have had a positive and a negative effect upon the industry

through its history some salt makers have reported a rise of

as much as three feet within a period of a few hours during a

strong wind

A hostile environment and a demanding market have elim-

inated dozens of producers from the north and east shore of the

lake during the last hundred years lake crystal salt company

stands as the lone survivor unique in its continuance as well

as its ownership of the four companies on the lake it is the

only one that has not been engulfed by large national salt
concerns

appendix II11

33 state of utah v united states of america before the
special master of the usoUS supreme court october term 1969
noo 31 p 23 brief of the united states with respect to the
navigability of the great salt lake copy obtained from the
clerk of the US supreme courtcourtscourte

32
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33
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33state
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CHAPTER XII

SALT production FROM SOURCES OTHER THAN

GREAT SALT LAKE

sources of salt production other than great salt lake

have been rocksaltrock formationssalt in central utah and deposits on

the bonneville salt flats east of wendover the mines primar-

ily owned by local investors have developed over a period

roughly parallel to the lakeshorelake companiesshore production of

rock salt however has not reached the proportions of the solar

salt industry impurity of product and distance from the market

account for the disparity in the successuccess of the two industries

salt has been produced on a limited scale from surface

deposits near wendover since 1913 1 salt from this location has

usually been a byproduct from potash recovery projects in 1958

utah salt company purchased salt from bonneville limited and

sold it for road and livestock use production from this opera-

tion has been high enough to have ranked it as the second larg-

est producer in the state 2 methods used to recover salt from

the desert are similar to those used by the lake producers

mineral resourcesresource 1913 p 304

mineral yearbook 1959 III111 9979970 0

s

imineral s
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rock saltsait product ion nephi utah

the journaljournabourna of the escalantedominguizescalante expeditiondominguiz into

utah in 1776 mentions the saltaaltsait deposits in the mountains east of

nephi including a comment that the indians mined their salt
from that location it was not until the mormon pioneers moved

to the area that the deposit was exploited

timothy B foote was one of the firstiret white men to mine

the salt deposits in 1854 he built a toll road to his salt
works and charged twentyfivetwenty centsfive for every wagonload of lum-

ber or wood hauled over it four years later david salisbury

richard jenkins and thomas booth began mining salt from a cave

they located about seven miles north and east of nephi the

trio was able to crush 9 boil and dry about five hundred pounds

each day selling it for six cents a pound because of indian

trouble in the area the plant was moved to nephi in 1862

after the eureka mining district opened up thousands of tons

of salt were mined and hauled in horse or muledrawnmule wagonsdrawn to

the shoe bridge mill for use in refining ore however rock salt
from nephi was used primarily for livestock consumption with

small amounts boiled down and sold as table salt 3

A corporation of nephi residents organized the nebo salt

auerbach father escalantesescalante journal with related
documents and maps p 39

ice paxman mccune history of juab county 184719471847
springvilleSpring

1947
utahville juab county company of the daughters of

utah pioneers 1947 ppap 959695

cac5

96

nephi centennial historical committee nephi centen-
nial jubilee 185119511851 nephi1951 utah nephi centennial
historical committee 1951 p 33

1
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manufacturing companyCom withparry the intention of producing a pure

salt from the waters of a salt spring located in salt creek can-

yon the company brought water three hundred and fifty feet
from the spring to a twentybyfortyfoottwenty buildingby constructedforty

to

foot

house the boilers evaporators and other saltmakingsalt
machinesmachi

making

the

6
nesO

brine was converted into table dairy and packing

salt analysis taken from a random sampling showed the salt to

be 99.17299172 per cent pure according to a newspaper report

it was the only saltsait made in the state which can be
successfully used in preserving butter or in packing
meats about 12 tons a day goes as fast as it is
made and it is sold as far east as colorado and as far
west as california

its unusual purity was accounted for according to

another report by the fact that it was evaporated by steam

0 0 the lime and other minerals held in solution by the brine
9

are precipitated out by the steam pipes

the nebo salt company operated for about four years

before intermountaininter saltmountain company purchased it in 1897 to elim-

inate competition

salt has been mined intermittently from the nephi loca-

tion until about 1942 there have been no reports of activity

bid

he blade nephi july 13 1895

deseret news july 24 1897 as quoted in mccune
historhistorybistor of juab countecounty ppap 959695

eseretdeseret

96

evening news august 27 189718971
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from this site subsequent to 1943 in fact any information of

salt production from nephi is rare after 1897

rock salt production redmond utah

salt from subterranean deposits near redmond have been

used since prehistoric times indians with their grubbing

sticks poked out enough salt to maintain their subsistence

needs the mormon pioneers used the salt from the time they

first settled the sanpetesappetesappett area during the late 1870 the

pioneer locators of the salt formation took a stock interest in

the sevier valley salt company and operated the concern for moremove

than thirty years the gunnison valley salt company acquired the

property in 1909 and mined salt until 1926 when it was sold to

the great western salt company the lastnamedlast companynamed invested

1000001001000 in a branch line of the railroad to the mine a new mill
building and machinery A block press able to exert 1000 tons

of pressure to mold fiftypoundfiftyiftyriftyefty saltpound block was noted as part of
1 2the new machinery

six or eight other companies or individuals were produc-

ing salt from the formation east of redmond from the 1870

through the 1890 in 1902 william poulson after a great deal

of prospecting opened up a mine on the west side of the valley

in a location containing a higher grade salt poulsonpoulsonspaulsons sons

france john and albert later bought him out and changed the

name to poulson brothers salt company albert poulson left his

minerals yearbook 1943 p 1537

deseret news march 21 1927

11
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brothers in 1920 and organizedorganizeda a company named after himself

hefiejie sold it to royal crystal salt company later in the decade

goujonpoujonfloujhonflou workedJHon the mine for royal crystal until 1964 when he

bought it back since then he and his sons have operated the

company

wallace jewel and blaine sons of john poulspools on ac-

quired poulson brothers salt company from their father and

uncle and managed it until 1965 when it was sold to the redmond

clay and salt company this company and the albert poulson com-

pany are the only two rocksaltrock workssalt producing in the state
the other salt companies ceased operations during the 19403

the smaller companies were either absorbed by great western salt
company or they went out of business because of too much over-

burden to maintain an openpitopen minepit and decreasing purity of

salt 14

methods used in the rocksaltrock industrysalt to discover and

mine salt deposits provide an interesting contrast to the farm-

ing techniques used in the solarevaporationsolar processevaporation prospec-

tors in sanpete valley roamed the area looking for a red soil
usually an indication of rich halite deposits after finding

likely spots they drove long metal rods onehalfone inchhalf in diam-

eter and twenty feet long into the ground to test the depth of

13 saltsait lake tribune september 29 1961 albert poulson
owner of albert poulson salt company private interview held at
redmond utah september 30 1967

imilo14miloamilo bosshardt coownerco ofowner redmond clay and salt com-
pany private interview held at redmond utah september 30
1967 albert poulson interview

13

poulson

ceasedoperations

13salt september
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the overburden and the quality of the salt the threaded collars
on the rods allowed several sections to be added sledge hammers

were used to drive the rods into the ground water was used to

soften the dirt and allow deeper penetration if the test holehoie

indicated a highqualityhigh saltquality at a depth economically feasible
to mine the overburden was removed with horsedrawnhorse plowsdrawn and

scrapers

excavating the salt was done by hand double jacking

was one of the methods used prior to modern air hammers to

drill holes in the salt for blasting charges holes one and

onehalfone tohalf two inches in diameter were drilled by two men with

sledge hammers hitting the sixfootlongsix drillfoot bitslong in succes-

sion each man turned the bit an eighth of a turn after hitting

it after the bit had been turned completely around a long

steel spoon was inserted to clean out the dust this process

was repeated until a hole six feet deep was drilled two quarts

of black blasting powder were used and the resulting explosion

blew out large chunks of salt 1

double jacking was replaced by one man using a badger

claw bit this bit had four prongs on it two rotated to the

left and two rotated to the right cutting a threeinchthree holeinch

even though this bit was operated by hand one man could cut as

morving larsen an oldtimerold fromtimer redmond who worked in
the local salt mines private interview held at redmond utah
september 30 1967

1 16morvingserving larsen interview albert poulson interview
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much as two men by double jacking

other methods successfully used were churn drills and

oj auwersaugers A man with a churn drill sat on the ground with

the bit between his knees and churned it up and down water

was added and when soup formed it was scooped out with a long

spoon over forty years ago handsockethand coalsocket augers were

twisted manually into the salt during world war II11 a four

inch hole was drilled with an auger rigged to a gasoline ensineengine

eleven quarts of black powder placed in a hole blasted out fifty
1 ftto one hundred tons of salt

after large chunks of salt were blasted out of the halite
formation men with the use of gads a chisellikechisel toollike and

sledge hammers broke them into smaller lumps weighing 100 to 150

pounds the larger lumps were loaded by hand into wagons and

hauled to the shipping point to be sold as salt blocks for live-

stock lumps too small for use as stock salt wereweye taken to the

refinery where they were placed in large wooden vats filled
with water two pounds of saltsait per gallon of water were placed

in the vats after the salt dissolveddissolve the dirt settled to the

bottom and the purer salt water was tapped near the top and run

off into boilers the boilers metal vats ten feet long with

100gallon100 capacitygallon were heated over wood fires until the salt
precipitated out of solution and settled to the bottom the

salt was scooped out and placed in baskets to dry after which

17 ibid
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it was run through steel rollers to produce a fine table salt
young girls and womenwon placed the salt in five ten and twenty-

five pound bags they had sewn themselves the women who bagged

the saltsallsait did so as a family endeavor rather than as an occup-

ation however at times they were paid for their workworko burlap

and cotton bags became so expensive that very little salt was

19produced after 1915

one of the more troublesome problems encountered by the

rocksaltrock producerssalt was seepage water collecting in the pits
the earlydayearly minersday bailed it out with buckets pouring the

water into barrels to be hauled out of the pit on horsedrawnhorse

sleds

drawn

some miners removed the water with the use of barrels

hoisted from the pit with derricks in modern times gasoline

pumps can remove 380 gallons per minute a process requiring
nrepetition two or three times a month

following world war I1 crushed livestock salt was intro-
duced as a product after stockmen complained that the hard rock

salt was breaking off their animalsanimals1 teeth after the salt was

broken up into small pieces it was placed in a crusher which

consisted of an outer layer of corrugated steel within which

a square bolt would turn and crush the salt against the corru-

gated ribs A horse was used to turn the bolt approximately
2.121one or two tons per day were produced in this fashion

ibid irvin L warnock thru the years a centennial
histgrhistoryhister of sevier county springvilleSpring utahville art city publish-
ing company 1947 ppap 280281280
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for the stockmen who liked the mineral content of the

salt but not the hard lumps nor the easilydissolvedeasily crusheddissolved

saltsait a new line of blocks was produced A block press capable

of exerting three thousand pounds per square inch was pur-

chased 22

the two companies presently operating in redmond follow

basically the same system for mining and marketing as the old

timers but they have replaced the hand methods with modern

machinery air hammers are used to drill holes nitroncitron powder

blows out the salt and large caterpillar tractors with front

end loaders scoop it up and load it into trucks the salt is
hauled to the mill where it is crushed passed through coarse

medium or fine mesh screens and mixed with various chemicals

to give the customer a variety of grades from which to choose 3

albert poulson added a new innovation to his salt proj-

ect in 1967 by selecting the purest vein of salt and cutting a

tunnel into it plans were to leave a thirtyfivefootthirty capfive

overhead

foot

and follow the formation several thousand feet or

until the purity of the salt changed redmond clay and salt
company installed a new 50000 crusher at its mine site to

increase production from two tons per hour to forty tons per

hour 24

the two mines in redmond are producing about ten thousand

morving larsen interview
3 ibid albert poulson interview

albert poulson interview
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tons of salt annually salt is shipped as far away as canada

arizonaAriarl andzonal nebraska the largest customer is the state high-

way department for icecontrolice usecontrol on the roads the second

largest category is the livestock producers 25

the amount of rock salt produced annually in utah has

not varied a great deal over the years the output in 1888 was

5000 tons this amount has vacillated but it is doubtful

if annual production has exceeded 10000101000 tons throughout the

history of rocksaltrock miningsalt in utah minerals yearbook reported

600061000 tons produced in 1952 and production in 1968 was 10000

tons As a comparison during 1968 the production from all
sources within the state was 4050004051000 tons 28 A little over two

per cent of the salt in utah is taken from the mines in redmond

As the statistics indicate the rocksaltrock industrysalt is
not large mainly it has been a familyownedfamily andowned operated

enterprise and from present indications it will remain that
way

utah salt company

salt production from the vast salt beds in western utah

is unique inasmuch as it has been marketed as a byproduct from

the solarevaporationsolar pondsevaporation established primarily for the recovrecob

25 ibid deseret news may 26 1968

mineral resources 1888 p 622

minerals yearbook III111ili 1963 101210120 0 deseret news
may 26 1968

2 28mineralsminerals yearbook 11II 1968 970

ipp

in1888
26 is

27 dur ing

25ibid

26mineral

27minerals

26

27

28Minerals
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edwedO before the potassium

precipitates out of solution a caterpillar tractor with a ripper

alonzo jeffs foreman of utah salt company private
interview held at utah salt company plant near wendover utah
july 28 197019700

itatesitavespreciaprecip

29aionzo
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ery of potash

bonneville limited and its successor kaiser aluminum

and chemical company have constructed hundreds of miles of

dikes throughout the salt flats runoffrun fromoff precipitation

and water pumped from wells dissolves the various salts within

the bikeddiked area the brine Is collected in canals and circulated
through evaporation ponds which cover thousands of acres since

sodium chloride must be removed from the brine before the potash

precipitates vast amounts of salt have been deposited and

allowed to build up in some cases to depths of six to twelve

feet thisthilschils relatively pure source of salt attracted the atten-

tion of the organizers of utah salt company and they entered

into negotiations with the potash company under the agreement

reached in july of 1958 the potash company controls the pond

system completely and the salt company harvests the salt from

ponds designated by them

the harvest system Is slightly different from that em-

ployed by the producers on the lake all harvesting operations

conducted by utah salt company are done in waterfilledwater pondsfilled
the potash companycompanys prime concern is the potassium dissolved in

the highlyconcentrated brine after the salt precipitates out

of solution the brine is left in the ponds to continue conce-

ntrating until the potassium is depositeddeposit

the

29

highly concentrated
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loosens the salt to a depth of about four inches quite fre-

quently it will be found that a natural split has formed at the

fourinchfour depthinch marking the annual deposition after the salt
has been loosened the caterpillar with a dozer attachment is
used to push the salt into sixfootsix winnrowswinnfoot torows drain before

being hauled to the mill 30

transferring the salt is a simple procedure A truck

with a fortytonforty capacityton dumpbeddump trailerbed is driven into the

brinefilledbrine pondsfilled to the winnrowwinbrowwinn therow truck driver loads the

salt with a frontendfront loaderend and hauls it back to be dumped iononlon

the stockpile at the mill 3

utah salt companycompanys refining system contains elements in

common with the other solarsaltsolar companiessalt in the state the

salt is crushed to eliminate any large lumps and dried in a

rotary kiln from the drier it is elevated to the top of three

steel bins and passed over screens that segregate the salt into

three general grades hay and stock water softener and road

salt from the binsbine the salt is conveyedconveyedto to the block press
32bagging department or it is shipped in bulk form

the market area covers most of the western states utah

nevada idaho washington arizona colorado and north and south

dakota A small amount of salt is also marketed in british

columbia 33

3ibid301bidbibid
ibid3libid personal observation of the author

32 ibid
alonzo jeffs interview
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an advantage utah salt comparryconpanycorpanyCom hasparrypairy over the companies on

the lake is the overabundanceover ofabundance extracoarseextraoxtra saltcoarse crystals

the extracoarseextra gradecoarse of salt is very desirable for use in

water softenerssoft theeners vacuumpanvacuum operatorspan in the east are unable

to produce a large crystal and have to manufacture a salt pellet
to satisfy this particular market need until recent years the

producers on the lake had an advantage over eastern companies

because of their inexpensive source of extracoarseextra saltcoarse how-

ever the marketmarketsmanket demand for this grade sometimessometimsometime exceeds the

lakeside companiescompaniestcompa abilityniesT to produce and at times they have

had to purchase from utah salt company to fill their orders 34

two years aeterafter utah salt company was organized the

refinery complex was leased to wendover specialties incorpo-

rated under the lease agreement utah salt company harvested

the salt and continued to sell crude salt wendover specialties
operated the refinery and produced all the finished products

onethirdone ofthird the shares in the new firm were owned by richard E

mcleod vicepresidentvice andpresident general manager and his brother

robert who was sales manager utah salt company owned 15 per

cent and the remaining shares were held by van waters and rogers

a seattle washingtonbasedwashington distributorbased of chemical products 35

wendover specialties catered to the specific needs of

individual stockmenstocklenstoc primarilykmen through the production of salt
blocks it was the first manufacturing effort in the united

3lbid
salt lake tribune april 24 1960

es

afterutah

3 1 ibid
35saltsait
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states directed at bringing salt mineral and2 protein blocks

essential for the better feeding of range livestock to the cow

on the range if a rancher had too much halogeton larkspur

or grass tetanus on his range or if he wanted a special formula

made up that would contain elements to treat those specific prob-

lems the company made it up in any quantity desired van waters

and rogers assisted the rancher with a formula and checked it out
q c

to see that it would not be harmful to the animals

wendover specialties added a new innovation to the salt
industry by purchasing a special block press costing 75000

which would produce blocks of varying degrees of hardness it
also developed a protein block which would not dissolve in rain

or melt in the sun and a soft block covered with a protein cap

on three sides the advantage of the soft block was the reduc-

tion in the amount of time it took to lick the block to get a

37eowcow daily salt quota

after six years wendover specialties gave up its lease

the refinery was subsequently leased by bonanza salt company

from 1966 to 1968 utah salt company retained ownership through-

out the entire period and supplied salt to the lesseeslessels in

1968 utah salt company resumed operating the refinery and has
38been

36

producing

ibid

salt since that time

3 p

ibid alonzo jeffs interview
37 ibid
OQ

alonzo jeffs interview subsequent to 1968 bonanza
salt company retained its position as a distributor in the area
obtaining its salt from solar salt company

if

36
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an abundant and inexpensive source of salt has enabled

utah salt company to compete very favorably with the other pro-

ducers it was the second largest producer in the state in 1959

and in 1960 it was listed as the third largest 39 although

production statistics on individual companies are not published

estimates from a comparison of several sources would rank utah

salt company as the third largest producer up through 1969 0

one of the factors limiting the growth of utah salt com-

pany is the purity of its product morton salt company produces

a consistent 99.5995ggs to 99 7 per cent pure salt compared with utah

salt companycompanylscompanys product which fluctuates between 97 and 99 per

cent pure lack of control over the pond system accounts for
most of the impurities since salt is being produced as a by-

product the potash company does not make an effort comparable

to the solarsaltsolar companiessalt to assure a product free from con-

taminating elements the impurities in the salt prevent utah

salt company from marketing several grades of salt requiring a

high degree of purity 4

the utah salt company project could be considered a pilot
study in the future success of the efforts to market salt by the

chemical companies now constructing husehuge solarevaporationsolar

3

evaporation

mineral yearbook ill111liilil 1959 997 1961 102910290

minerals yearbook 196019681960 utah1968 state land board
land board royalty schedule salt lake city utah state

capitol salt companies taking salt from the great salt lake are
required by law to report their tonnage to the state land board
these figures were made available to the author by the land board

myron L sutton interview alonzo jeffs terviewinterviewterviel

favorablywith
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plants on the shores of the lake millions of tons of salt will
be produced as a byproduct annually by these companiescon fourrpanies

factors will determine the success of their efforts purity of

the salt diversification of their products cost to produce

them and the rate at which the market will grow to accommodate

the tonnage produced

considering the amount of salt that has been sold in the

past by utah salt company in competition with the other salt com-

panies its future in the industry should be as promising as the

market during the last twenty years the market has expanded

rapidly enough to absorb the added production of each new com-

pany that has entered the field and yet allowed them to grow

individually if the increase in population and growth in indu-
strial uses for salt continues the market will accommodate the

expected production of the future

w111

allowedthem

wa
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CHAPTER XIII

litigation PERTINENT TO THE SALT COMPANIES

ON GREAT SALT LAKELAXE

there are four major legal issues in which utah salt
companies have been or will be involved first is the contro-

versy over ownership of relection lands exposed by the receding

waters of great salt lake the second issue concerns royalty

payments for minerals extracted from the waters of great salt
lake the third issue involved the salt companies on the south

shore of the lake in violation of antitrust laws and a monopoly

suit legal action being taken on the fourth issue consists of

a lawsuit against southern pacific railroad the salt companies

are holding southern pacific railroad legally responsible for

the change in the chemistry of the brine as a result of the

lucin cutoffcut causewayoff

relection lands controversy

the relection lands controversy primarily involves morton

salt company because of its ownership of a large share of the

private land adjacent to the lake

US congressCon housegressl committee on interior and insular
affairs great salt lake re le lands hearinsarinsdearinsHe before a sub-
committee of the committee on public lands house of representa-
tives on HR 1791 and HR 6267 89th cong 1stist sess 1966
p 69 see appendix 111IIIlillii

priI1 marily

626710

hearl
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A briebrief review of the major issues involved in this con-

troversy will help to establish its relevancy to the history of

the saltaltsaitait industry1.1

assuming that the lake is navigable the state of
utah obtained title to the bed of the lake on january 4
1896 as an aspect of statehood

the real title questions arise in attempting to deter-
mine what constitutes the bed of the great salt lake and
therefore what ownership the state of utah obtained at state-
hood it is reasonably clear that the bed of the lake
included everything up to the mean highwaterhigh markwater at the
time of statehood it is not an easy task to determine
where that line was some of the gauge readings of the lake
at the time placed the water level at approximately 4202
feet above sea level but the actual water line is not nece-
ssarily the mean highwaterhigh linewater the mean highwaterhigh linewater
should be that point on the shore of the lake which the
water reaches in its ordinary fluctuations so that it is
reasonably discernible from the absence of vegetation or
from erosion or other factors this line is difficult to
determine on the great salt lake because it is so shallow
that minor fluctuations in water level can expose substa-
ntial areas of shore lands therefore while the elevation
of 4202 feet above sea level may not be too difficult to sur-
vey the real boundary mean waterlinewater wouldline be almost
impossible to ascertain

in any event a line was surveyed and was accepted by
the surveyor general for the great majority of the lake and
this line is commonly referred to as the official surveyed
meander the date 1855 will be used to identify the govern-
ment survey

the government meander line as surveyed and as approved
by the surveyor general was platted on the official records
of the offices of the county records in the counties located
along the lake 0 0 0

while there are some exceptions the federal governmentvermentGo
the state of utah and the private persons who owned lots
adjacent to the meander line all assumed that the state
owned title to all lands below the meander that were exposed
by the receding waters of the lake

the present dispute concerning ownership of these lands
was brought to a focal point in 1959 when the federal govern-
ment notified the state land board that it intended to

f maj or is sues

s

0 0 0 Is 0 0 0 0 a a 0 0 0 0 16 0 0 0 0 6.6 0

0 0 0 & 0 0

surveyedand

inthe
alongthe

0 0

consequently the state land board assumed control and
management of the lands situated below the survey meander
and issued many leases to applicants and sold certain of
these lands

assumedcontrol

0 1

0 0 0 0 it Q

troversy
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complete the survey of a certain area of the lake as a basis
for a waterfowl withdrawal and advised that the intent was
to establish a contour representing the height of the lake
on january 4 1896 asserted to be 4200.84200842008 which was the
date on which utah was admitted to the union the
area administrator subsequently determined that the surveyed
meander was not a proper boundary between state and federal
ownership and concluded that the correct boundary was a
fixed elevation representing the level of the lake at the
date of statehood subsequently the director of the bureau
of land management reversed this decision and con-
cluded that the boundary between state and federal ownership
fluctuated with the changing water level of the lake and
that the correct boundary should now be surveyed along the
present waterswater edge because it was impossible to establish
a mean highwaterhigh markwater on a lake as shallow as the great
salt lake

it is estimated that approximately 40 per cent of the
land adjacent to the surveyed meander line is still held and
owned by the united states and approximately 60 per cent
has been patented by the united states to private ownership

due to problems raised by the uncertain location of the

mean highwaterhigh markwater an act was passed in 1966 by congress

establishing the lake boundary to coincide with the 185518561855

surveyed

1856

meander line the act also provided the settlement of

a second question that of ownership of the lake bed utah ac-

quired ownership of the lake bed at statehood determined on the

assumption the lake was navigable the navigability of the lake

has since been questioned and the federal government and private

landowners whose positions are parallel also claim the lake

bed including the relection lands A provision of the act

allowed utah to purchase at fair market value all lands claimed

by the federal government thereby making its claims to the relec-

tion land secure or they could maintain an action in the supreme

court of the united states to secure a judicial determination of

2 ibid

ownership

2

claimthe

ownersh

3 9

orthe
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the right title and interest of the united states in the lands

conveyed to the state of utah the latter course has been foll-

owed by the state and the case has been heard by a special

master of the supreme court of the united states who made a

recommendation in favor of the state of utah A decision by the

court on this case was scheduled for june 1971 see appendix VI

it must be remembered that the issue decided by the

supreme court was whether the lake was navigable at the time of

statehood if so the state would own the land it claimed since

189618960 if not the state could purchase the relectedreelectedrelec landted lying

below the federallyowned upland location of the mean high

water mark and the disposition of the land claimed by the

federal government were determined by congressional act and are

now being reviewed by the court legality of that act and any

claims to relection lands pursuant thereto must be settled by

future suit
morton salt company a major landowner among the private

parties around the lake filed suit on june 20 1966 in the

US district court seeking to have a federal court determine the

rights of the various landowners and determine if the lake was

navigable or nonnavigablenon andnavigable what the legal consequences of

the land ownership would be in june 1967 it was ordered by

judge willis W ritter who had heard the case that it be

uso congress senate an act to authorize conveyance
of certain lands to the state of utah based upon fair market
value pub L 8944189441589 4415 89th441 cong

3
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stayed or in other words any determination of this suit be

postponed until after the supreme court had a chance to hear the

matter

the position of morton salt company and the other private

landowners in the case is summarized as follows

the private landowners point to the basic law regulat-
ing the right of ownership of littoral upland which is
if the body of water involved is not navigable an owner of
upland owns nothing if the body of water is navigable 9 the
samesawsaa rule applies except the lower boundary of the upland
ownership stops at the water line wherever this may be or
wherever it may move A state or the united states during
territorial times as the sovereign government has posses-
sion of the remaining watercoveredwater bedcovered this latter pos-
session however exists only to protect the rights of
citizens to navigate upon the water consequently it is not
an ownership of a feefeelreelreet or absolute nature it is a limited
trusteeship and the sovereign government does not have
the right of fee ownership and the area is not fixed

upland owners further point out the absence of any speci-
fic grant of great salt lake lands to the state of utah the
federal government has never claimed right of possession of
the watercoveredwater lakecovered bed other than that which the prevail-
ing law gives a sovereign when utah became a state it did
become the sovereign government but with no more possession
of the bed of great salt lake than had theretofore been held
by the united states thus no sigificancesignificance attaches to the
position of the water line of great salt lake at the time
utah became a state 0

6

since the state of utah has assumed ownership and control

of all relection lands since 1896 morton salt company has not

had the use of or benefits from the land it claims as a littoral
upland owner this being the case if after the supreme court

decision the suit before the USuso district court is pursued and

lost the company will have lost nothing but a claim to the proppro

don B alienallenailen member of ray quinney & nebeker law
firm representing morton salt company interview at law office
salt lake city utah june 10 197019700

US6us congress house great salt lake relecterejectedrelente lands
ppap 757675 76
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bilityability of the lake morton salt companycompanytscompanys suitts against the state
would have sought recognition of its claim to the relection land

from the meander line to the thread of the lake which is an

imaginarymag lineinary drawn down the middle of the lake with similar

imaginary lines drawn between the meander line and the various

islands of the lake ownership of the relection lands would be

appendix IV don Bt alienallenailen interview
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erty and benefits that may have accrued therefrom if morton

salt company wins the suit it will be awarded the judgment on

the basis of the supreme court decision regarding the navig-
ability of the lake the company will follow one or the other

lines of reasoning outlined below depending upon that decision

since the lake was judged to be navigable morton salt
company could seek a judgment that would recognize its claim to

the relection land the upland owners claim strips of land from

their property to the water edge no matter where that edge

may be at any specific time the projection of the boundaries

would be determined by taking a line from the corner of the prop-

erty on the meander line and survey in such a way that the line

intersects the waters edge at right angles forming a perpendic-

ular line morton not only claims ownership to the relectedreelectedrelec

lands

ted

fronting its property but rights to the use and profits of

themtheml including the right to extract minerals from the waters of

the great salt lake fronting its reelectedrelectedrelec landsted the company

also claims to have been deprived of the money collected by the

state from those who have been allowed the use of the property

if the supreme court had ruled in favor of the

thelake

waterts

7

non navigagaviga

ownership

7appendix
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determined by running perpendicular lines from the corners of the

upland property to intersect at right angles with the thread of

the lake the lake being nonnavigablenonon thenavigable position of the

waterswater edge becomes irrelevant because ownership of the land

would take in everything from the meander line to the middle of

the lake if the judgment had been in its favor morton salt
company could have asked the court for a decree ordering the

state land board to rescind all regulations cancelcaneel all leases

options to lease easements and royalty agreementsagreement and to

account for any and all monies collected by the state from mo-

rton

nor-

ton watercoveredwater landscovered the state would have been further

directed in the decree to turn over to morton all monies collected

from those sources with interestterest thereon to the date of pay-

ment

the primary difference in the twoaspects of the case is

that morton salt company would have had more to gain if the lake

were considered non navigablenavigableo it could have sued for the

recovery of the land as well as the monies derived from the

reelectedrelectedrelec landted and the minerals in the lake

salt royalty controversyontrovera
ownership of the lake bed was one of the key issues in

the controversy over the statesstatedstatem right to levy a royalty on salt
produced from the lake since statehood utah has assumed owne-

rship of the lake bed water and minerals in solution but it was

Q

don B alienallenailen interview morton international inc v
state of utah et al C 127 1966 court action was not yet
completed typed ms obtained from don B alienallenailen appendix V
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not until 1933 that a law was passed to provide for a royalty

payment on salt production dissolved minerals were considered

essentially free goods until then at that time an opinion

from the state attorney generalgenerals office on the law determined

several principles directly affecting the taking of salt from

the lake his opinion stated
great salt lake the bed underlying the lake and all

the minerals in the water belongs to the state of utah
to be administered by the state land board for the benefit
of the public mineral rights cannot be acquired by
a mineral filing or appropriation through the state engineer
in order to acquire the right to extract the minerals in
solution a mineral lease must be secured from the state
land board and rentals and royalties paidraidraldraidoraldo abutting
property owners do not acquire any right to use of such
water by reason of being an abutting property owner the
common law doctrine of riparian right has been totally
abrogated in the state of utah private owners on antelope
islandislanisian cannot acquire rights in the waters of great salt
lake 9

in march of 1941 the state legislature passed two laws

that amended the 1933 law and a subsequent law passed in 1939

the amendments stipulated that before the state land board

entered into a contract for the sale of salt from navigable lakes

it must require evidence that an application for the appropria-

tion of water had been filed with the state engineer before

that office approved the application the applicant must file
with them a copy of the contract for the payment of royalties to

10
the state of utah

in december 1940 prior to laws passed in 1941 the

deseret livestock company filed an application with the state

deseret news december 2 1933

deseret livestock v state of utah 171 p2dpad 402

rigatsghts
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engineersengineer office for the appropriation of twentytwotwenty secondtwo

feet of water from great salt lake for the purpose of recovering

salt and mineral content therefrom on march 7 1941 the state

land board filed a protest to the granting of such application

the following august a hearing was held on the application and

the protest theretother andetol on february 19 1943 the state engineer

approved the application subject to the filing with him of a

royalty contract as provided by utah law

deseret livestock objected to this condition and filed
for a plenary review of the state engineers decision in the

third judicial district court of the state of utah in which it
alleged that its application was not subject to the provisions

of the 1941 laws because its application was filed prior to the

enactment of the acts and neither of the provisions in the acts

was made retroactive it also alleged that the state did not

own the salt carried in solution in the water subject to appr-
opriation and therefore the actacts seeking to give the state the

right to sell such salts or minerals and requiring the filing of

a royalty contract before the approval of an application by the

state engineer were unconstitutional the district court ruled

in this case in favor of the state engineer and the decision
12was appealed to the utah supreme court

there were two questions that would determine the out-

come of the case first were the laws passed in 1941 constitu-

tional and valid enactments second was the state the owner of

111 ibid ibid
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the salt carried in solution in the waters of great salt lake

in order to make this determination the court had to decide if
the hajtsajtsalthalthait in solution was an inseparable part of the water or if
it was a mineral valuable for its own sake A mineral was

defined as any natural substance having sufficient value to be

mined quarried or extracted for its own sake or its own speci-

fic use under this definition the court reasoned that salt
found in the waters of great salt lake because of its quantity

was a mineral11mineral and was valuable for its own sake in fact it
was because the salt found in the water was valuable for its own

sake that deseret livestock company sought to appropriate the
13water and extract the salt from it

the state made a distinction between water appropria-

tion of which has no fee and minerals in solution in that water

according to law the only manner in which water could be appro-

priated was to be placed in beneficial use if deseret livestock
company owned salt and were seeking an application to appropriate

water to carry it the company would be placing the water to

beneficial use and could appropriate as muchmueh watermaterasas it needed

for that purpose however deseret livestock company did not own

the salt in solution in the lake the court took judicial notice

of the fact that great salt lake was a navigable body of water

and in the opinion of the court the state as owner of the beds

of navigable bodies of waters is entitled to all valuable miner-

als in or on them since the state was the sole owner of the

13 ibid
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salt contained in the waters of great salt lake it followed

that deseret livestock company was in no position to appropriate

water until it acquired rights to the salt therein from the

state land board 14

the second aspect of the case the validity and consti-

tutionality of the 1941 laws was upheld on the grounds the laws

took no right which could have been acquired by the filing of an

application for the appropriation of water before their enact-

ment they merely provided a method by which rights to the salt
could be acquired from the state land board and thus placed one

in a position to put the water to a beneficial use they also

provided a check with the state engineer so that water could not

be appropriated from navigable bodies of water for the sole pur-

pose of taking the minerals

following the 1946 supreme court decision deseret live-

stock company entered into negotiations with the state land board

for an equitable royalty lease the company officials claimed

that after receiving verbal assurance from the land board of fair
treatment they spend half a million dollars developing evapora-

tion ponds canals and seal trenches near the lake to get into

the salt industry subsequently the land board decided to get

tough and establish royalty payments of from ten to twelve and

onehalfone perhalf cent of the value of the salt or a maximum of

thirtyfivethirty centsfive a ton A contemplated saltprocessingsalt plantprocessing

near lake point costing about 900000 was postponed by the

ibid ibid

the

is

141bide 15ibido
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company pending the outcome of the lease dispute

the royalty dispute centered around two points of argu-

ment first the royalty payment would reduce the small margin

of profit on sales in the outlying regions of the market area to

the point that continued service would be an economic strain
if the market area were contracted production would be lowered

which in turn would reduce the profits and the capability of

the company to compete effectively with outofstateout companiesof

second

state
morton salt company had not been paying a royalty on salt

extracted from the lake but merely paying 10000 per year for a

grazing permit this fee was equivalent to about eight cents per

ton of salt deseret livestock companycompanytscompanys positionts relative to

the inequity of the situation was made clear by its attorney

david lawrence mckay when he said the company realizes it must

and is willing to pay royalties but werewee not going to pay more

than morton salt company

morton salt company had been paying the state a grazing

fee from 1946 through 1951 in 1952 the state drafted a new

mineral lease contract and refused to accept rental payments from

morton in lieu of royalties morton salt company and deseret

livestock company both objected to the high royalties and refused

to sign the new contract consequently the state land board

requested attorney general clinton D vernon to take appropriate

action against the companies in order to effect compliance with

deseret news march 1111 1952 march 13 1952 april 20
1952195 the livestock company changed hands during 1952 or 1953
and the proposed processing plant was never constructed

17 salt lake tribune march 11 1952

16
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utah royalty laws A suit was brought against the companies

but it was later dismissed after an agreement was reached on the

amount of royalty payments to be made to the state under the

agreement morton salt company paid 24429 for salt extracted
during 1952 and 1953 or an equivalence of ten cents per ton

it agreed to pay ten cents per ton of dry salt extracted there
i 0after deseret salt company paid ten cents a ton on all the

salt they had produced up through november 1 1954 and agreed

to pay ten cents a ton thereafter strangely enough lake

crystal salt companyCon whichwanypany had been producing salt since 1949

paid a thirtyfivethirty centfive royalty on its salt up through november

14 195419540
20

As noted above the legal precedent granting the state
authority to levy the royalty tax on the salt producers was

based on the judicial assumption that great salt lake Is a

navigable body of water if the case of utah v united states
pending before the supreme court Is decided in favor of the

united states utah right to the minerals in the lake will be

questionable implications stemming from the solution of the

relection controversy will have farreachingfar effectreaching not only on

the ownership of the land left exposed by the lake but the right

of the state to collect and retain money collected from leases

and royalties

ibid utah economics and business review march 1952
p 5

salt lake tribune september 19 195419540

state20state land board office unpublished records

18 wasbrought

19
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salt companies and lawsuits

there have been two major suits pursued against salt
companies operating in utah the first was an indictment for

violating the sherman antitrustanti lawstrust in 1955 it involved

deseret livestock company deseret salt company morton salt
company and its whollyownedwholly subsidiaryowned royal crystal salt
company the second suit was brought against leslie salt company

in 1961 and came about as a result of the companycompanys sizets and the

control it had over the westcoastwest saltcoast market

the 1955 suit was the result of a grand jury indictmentindict

the

mente

case was handed up to the united states district court for

the district of utah central division judge A sherman

christensen jr entered the judgment the court found the

defendants guilty of violating section I1 of the sherman anti-

trust act the salt companies appealed on the basis the evidence

was insufficient to establish their guilt and the case was sent

to the united states court of appeals tenth circuit and heard

by judge huxman the appeals court affirmed the decision of
pijudge christensen

the original grand jury indicted as conspirators morton

salt company royal crystal salt company deseret livestock
company and deseret saltsait company stansbury salt company and

council M mcdaniel were eludedincluded in the conspiracy but they

were not named as defendants the charge was conspiring to

salt lake tribune september 18 1955 united states
v morton salt company ajljjllyltyl i 235 f2dfad 573 10th cir 1956

comdanies

companyts

grand

21
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restrain trade with an attempt to eliminate utah ice and storage

company as a competitor they were further accused of an attempt

to stabilize and control the prices and termsterm for the sale of

salt to adopt and maintain uniform and noncompetitive prices and

terms to restrict and eliminate price competition between them-

selves and others in the sale and distribution of salt to adopt

and use uniform price scales and price keys and to eliminate

distributors who sold at less than agreeduponagreed pricesupon 22

the historical setting of the case and the activities of

the defendant companies which led up to the indictment are sum-

marized as follows

prior to 1952 morton salt company and its wholly owned
subsidiary royal crystal salt company maintaining separate
sales offices and operating under different brand names
enjoyed a virtual monopoly of the sale of salt in this
intermountain area no other company was selling more

than a negligible quantity of salt from the great salt lake
0 0 0 inin19491949 the deseret livestock company began the pre-
paration of facilities for the production of salt from the
great salt lake in 1951 it harvested its first crop and
made a few small sales and by 1952 it was in a position to
begin substantial competition with morton and royal crystal
late that year or in early 1953 the ownership of the deseret
livestock company came into the hands of david freed and
david robinson knowing little about the salt business these
two went to freed long time friend I1 A clayton vice
president and manager of royal crystal to see if that part
of deseret livestocklivestocks business could be sold to morton
clayton stated that morton was not interested because of the
possibility if this potentially important competitor was
bought out of monopoly charges under the sherman act

deseret livestock kept its salt facilities and sold salt
in the area market through the year 1954 its sales steadily
increased stansbury salt company started selling salt
in about december 1950 and its sales progressed much less
rapidly than deseret livestock 0 1 0 the price fixing con-
spiracy was alleged to have begun between royal crystal

united states v morton salt company sl sial 235 f2dfad
5735730

el te

freeds

22united et
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mortonnortonmonton and deseret livestock some timetune in 1953 with stans-
bury and mcdaniel as an individual joining in the middle
of 1954 council mcdaniel was a former executive in a
west coast salt company and sought to purchase an interest
for himself in a salt business in the salt lake area
he negotiated with stansbury salt company with a view to
acquiring shares of that companycoMeom itpanya was his introduction
of richards the manager of stansbury to clayton of royal
crystal which allegedly precipitated stansburysstansbury entry into
the conspiracy mcdaniel finally purchased the salt prope-
rties of deseret salt and from and after january 1 195519551
operated

an3n

the business as the deseret salt company the
new deseret salt company under mcdanieltsmcdanielmcdaniels directionts allegedly
joined the conspiracy in deseret livestocklivestocks former role 23

the court found morton salt company royal crystal salt
company deseret livestocklivestooklives companytoektookboek and deseret salt company

guilty as charged and levied a 5000 fine on the first three

named companies and a 300031000 fine on deseret salt companyComp

council

anyO

mcdaniel and the stansbury salt company were also found
uguilty but they were not fined to eliminate the chance of

any future charges of conspiracy morton dissolved its subsidiary

royal crystal salt company in 1958195 25

leslie salt company became involved in litigation through

the process of its parent company in california acquiring small

salt plants until it became the largest salt producer on the west

coast following the purchase of the deseret salt company which

allowed the company to compete in the intermountain area the

federal trade commission on december 14 1960 issued a complaint

alleging that leslielesile acquisition of the utah company tended to

23 ibidbidle

united states v morton saltsalsaitsai companyt al cr38cr
1955

38

salt lake tribune july 17 1960
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create a monopoly in the production and sale of salt in the

west 26 the FTC suit sought to divest leslie salt company of

the deseret salt company and golden west products company now

california salt company of los angeles leslie acquired golden

west stock interest in 1936 and deseret salt company in 1958 2

in december 1961 the FTC announced approval of a con-

sent order requiring leslie salt company to sell deseret salt
company at the same time it dismissed a charge that leslie
acquisition of california salt company violated the antimergeranti

provision

merger

of the clayton antitrustanti acttrust under terms of the

consent order leslie was ordered to sell the lake point producer

and not acquire any interest in other saltproducingsalt orproducing distri-
buting firms for the next ten years 2

first security bank of utah was named to handle the

negotiations for sale of the company A price of 600000 for

the utah plant had been set by the FTC and leslie salt company

was given five years to find a purchaser if not sold during

that period of time leslie would be allowed to keep the plant

one of the provisions of the ruling stipulated that leslie must

find a buyer within six months or the price would be dropped to

450000 not counting sales commissions also leslie was to

make quarterly reports to the commission on action taken as
PQ29required

26deseret26

by

deseret

the

news

sales
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arrangements

14 1961
2 7saltsait lake tribune january 13 196119610iggiiggie

deseret news december 12 1961

2 29deseretdeseret news january 1 1962
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hardy salt company bought lesliesleslieleelie lake point plant on

november 2 196519613 well within the fiveyearfiverive periodyear although

leslie salt company no longer owned a production facility in

utah hardy salt company agreed to supply salt products for the

intermountain region allowing leslie to continue to market salt
in the area 3050

litigationlitsaLitZa pendingtion on salt migration

during 195719591957 southern1959 pacific railroad company con-

structed a permeable rockfillrock causewayfill across great salt lake

although the causeway contains two fifteenfoot wide culverts to

allow interchange of brine it has essentially divided the lake

into two parts and interrupts the formerly free movement of brine

about the lake it has caused significant changes in the chemi-

stry of the lake including a dilution of the brine in the south

part of the lake and a concentration of the brine in the north

part 31

the southern end of the lake receives over 90 per cent of

the surface inflow and since 1957 has rarely reached saturation

the north arm of the lake has no appreciable inflow and a high

rate of evaporation exists the surface elevation of the water

in the north part is at a lower level which causes an imbalanced

30salt lake tribune november 3 1965 deseret news
november 21 196519654

IR3 J madison effects of a causeway on the chemistry
of the brine in great salt lake utah unpublished manuscript
prepared for the US geological survey in cooperation with the
utah geological and mineralogical survey 1970 p 5

COMpany
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rate of exchange between the two arms of the lakelakee in a recent

study on the effects of the causeway on the chemistry of the

brine it was found that discharge through the culverts ac-

counted for about 45 per cent of the total brine moving north-

ward but only about 15 per cent of the total brine moving

32southward

according to another study the salt content of the water

passing through the culverts varies but approaches 25 per cent

this means that for every four tons of water which evaporate

from the north end of the lake approximately one ton of salt is

left behind this high rate of transfer will not continue indef-

initely but will decrease as the years pass by because the

density of the south arm will reduce proportionately the net

result of this pattern will be the reduction of the southern por-

tion of the lake to seawatersea consistencywater while the north arm

conceivably could become a vast area of solid salt with only a

remaining finger of the lake north of the causewaycauseway6 6
33

alarmed about the migration of salt to the north arm of

the lake representatives of two southernshoresouthern companiesshore

expressed their concern in a meeting of the great salt lake

authority it was explained that as the lake water becomes more

dilute it requires more land for ponds to concentrate the brine

before it is transferred to the garden ponds this condition

ibid

caldwell richards & sorensen inc A preliminaryliminaryre
master plan for the development of the great salt lakeoverlake aover
period of the next 75 years unpublished report prepared for
the great saltsait lake authority 1965 p 8

butapproaches
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will eventually reach an economic breaking point

the salt companies have been considering the possibility

of entering into litigation against the southern pacific railr-

oad for several years however hardy salt company has been the

only company to file suit against the railroad hardy has asked

the court to order southern pacific to stop its causeway from

interfering with the natural circulation of the lake waters and

also for 1000001001000 damages as353s

according to the representatives of the various salt com-

panies consulted on the saltmigrationsalt problemmigration the railroad

could be asked to tear out sections of the causeway and replace

them with a trestle in order to restore normal circulation of the

lake or they may be required to compensate the salt companies

for additional expense incurred for pond construction and loss in

production as a result of the causeway

litigation involving the salt companies in antitrust
suits is the only aspect of this chapter that is conclusive the

salt royalty issue cannot be decided ultimately until after the

decision from the supreme court on relection lands and legal

proceedings have just begun on the saltmigrationsalt issuemigration

salt lake tribune february 5 1966

deseret news december 26 1970
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CHAPTER XIV

significance AND FUTURE OF UTAHS SALT INDUSTRY

the largest diamond in the world lying undiscovered on

a hillside in africa is no more valuable than the matrix sur-

rounding it until discovered cut polished and marketed the

same is true of the salt resources in utah there is enough

salt in great salt lake to supply the worlds needs forror decades

yet utah is producing only one per cent of the nations salt
the importance of this industry is determined by the marketabil-

ity of its product which has been limited historically by the

lacklaek of industrialization and population in the market area and

by freight rates that determine this area

considering the vast amount of salt in utah it may sur-

prise some to realize the relatively insignificant position of

the states salt industry when compared with national figures

in 1968 the nearly half million tons of salt harvested or mined

in utah represented about one per cent of the total national pro-

duction at the turn of the century utah ranked sixth in the

nation it ranked ninth in 196819681 during the intervening years

its position has fluctuated within the latter half of the top

ten producers regardless of its rank through the years utah

minerals yearbook 11II 1968 970

lackor
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has consistently marketed about one per cent of the nationnations

total output 2

A comparative breakdown of the states that produce salt
and the companies dispersed among those states is one of the

factors that help to determine the significance of utahs pro-

duction utah was among seventeen states that recorded salt
production during 1968 the top five states were louisiana

texas ohio new york and michigan supplying 85 per cent of

the total output they were followed by california west

virginia kansas and utah salt was produced in the seventeen

states by fiftysixfifty companiessix with one hundred plants the

twelve largest plants or those annually producing over one

million tons each supplied 56 per cent of total domestic pro-

duction or 231127402311274 tons and fourteen plants annually

producing five hundred thousand tons to one million tons each

supplied an additional 21 per cent or 5493020 tons the

remainder 4667540 tons or 21 per cent was supplied by

seventythreeseventy plantsthree production from utah seven plants was
Q

included in the latter group although production from utah

ranks low in the comparative analysis it serves a market cover-

ing the eleven western states thisthi area is larger than any

served by the other producing states the major restriction on

utahsutalutai productions is the low population density in that areaareaoarcao

US2 geological survey bulletin no 225 washington
DC government printing office 1903 p 493 mineral
resources 190019311900 minerals1931 yearbook 193219681932191932

minerals

1968

yearbook 11II 1968 969972969 972

ck I1

utahs
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A comparison of utahs salt output with other minerals

produced on a local level also aids in evaluating the signific-

ance of the statesstatedstatem salt industry the value of salt produced

from earliest record to the end of 1965 amounted to 49699000
compared to 9628289000 value for the statesstatedstatem total produc-

tion of gold silver copper lead zinc coal iron ore and
4uranium ore salt is classified as a mineral in the non-

metallic class when compared to other nonmetals produced in

the state it ranks fifth in value accounting for 7 per cent

of the total value of the group

some of the factors that contribute to a successful salt
industry are vast resources highqualityhigh productsquality and inexpen-

sive means of production utah producers have had all of these

advantages however the market which ultimately determines

the significance of the statesstatedstatem industry is so structured that

utahs position will probably not vary in the future any more

than it has in the pastpastopaste

the most significant factors affecting the market are

the location of population and industries and freight rates to

those areas in competition with neighboring producers utah is

surrounded by states of low population and relatively little
industrialization consequently the market in those states is

directed toward salt for agricultural use the states on the

tah mining association utahs mining industryindu salt
lake city utah mining association 1967 p 23

minerals yearbook ill111iiiilii 1958 1084

5

inexpen

producershavehad
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outer fringe of utah market area oregon washington and

colorado are more heavily populated and industrialized but are

so far away that competition from california and kansas salt
producers limits the volume of salt shipped there from utah

there is a significant correlation between population

and its corresponding industrial development in the market area

of utah and california and the amount of salt annually produced

from these two states in 1968 california produced 1.717 million

tons of salt or four times the 403000 tons produced in utah

utahsutahs market area consisting of utah montana idaho wyoming

washington nevada oregon colorado north and south dakota

and arizona had an estimated population of four to five and one

half million in 1960 californiacalifornias market area consisted of

california nevada arizona oregon and washington and served

an estimated population of eighteen to twenty million or about

four times greater than the population served by utah popula-

tion within the market area of the two states almost completely

accounts for the variance of output

the low intrinsic value of salt with a correspondingly

low margin of profit hampers the shipment of salt over long dis-

tances inasmuch as the freight costs make up the bulk of the

price at the destination unless the difference in freight

costs from two competing areas is small enough to be absorbed

from the profit the producer who ships the longest distance is

luman H long ed world almanac and book of facts
1969 new york newspaper enterprise association inc 1968
59395593 95

utahs

in1960

co

17
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eliminated from that area A comparison of the costs involved

in shipping salt from utah to tacoma washington a large con-

sumer of industrial salt will illustrate the point tariff
rates from saltairsultair junction near morton saltairsultair plant to
tacoma are 783 per ton the corresponding rate from newark

california is 701 the price of coarse bulk salt shipped

from saltairsultair is 15 per ton making the delivered price 22.832283

in this example unless california salt is 0.82082 more expensive

per ton to produce the utah company must absorb the tariff
differential in order to compete freight rates for the wash-

ington market have limited utah sales to eastern washington

the industrial sectionssection of washington and oregon are too con-

venient to california for the utah plants to compete thus

limiting utah to the rural mountain west

detailed statistics on the amount of salt marketed by

each company and percentage of various grades within the total
amount produced are considered confidential information by the

producers and are unavailable from government sources enough

information is available however to project the probable ma-

rket

nk

trends

lr

during the 1950 70 per cent of the salt sold

within the utah marketing territory was used by the livestock

industry industrial users followed the demand was for salt
used in water softeners for both boiler feed and process water

as well as in other processing phases in nonferrous smeltingeltingsmellingsm

norman birchler sales manager for morton salt company
utah branch interview held in salt lake city utah august 13
1970197010

costsinvolved

7

19501s
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trialtriai grades of salt may increase to the point that they surpass

the agricultural grades if favorable freight rates can enlarge

the market area into the industrialized regions of the west
Q

this trend is assured

construction of three multimilliondollarmulti plantsmillion begundollar
during the late 1960 to extract various chemicals from the

brine of great salt lake will have an effect on the future of

8 ibid utah economics and business review march 1952
454

norman

5

birchler interview utah economics and business
review march 1952 454 5

9normanhnorman
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steel vanadium and in the manufacture of explosives the

food industry including canning meat packing cheese and

butter factories were next followed by salt used in regenerat-

ing home water softeners and salt used for ice removal from

roads and streetsstre leastetsO important in quantity consumed was

the salt packaged for human consumption in the home 8

consumption patterns changed slightly during the 1960

salt manufactured for agricultural use was the largest selling
and the market demand increased steadily water softener salt
classified separately due to increased sales was the third
largest selling and also the fastestgrowingfastest partgrowing of the indus-

try salt used in ice removal was one of the largest single

grades of salt sold twenty to 25 per cent of the salt produced

in utah is marketed within the state and about half of this
amount or 40000 tons is sold as road salt As the mountain

west becomes more industrialized the water softener and indu-
strial

1960s

9

1960s
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utahs salt industry intermountaininter chemicalmountain corporation and

national lead company both located on the west side of the lake

and great salt lake minerals and chemicals company located west

of ogden utah are capable of producing millions of tons of

common salt as a byproduct salt output from great salt lake

minerals and chemicals company alone is expected to exceed five

million tons annually according to figures published in 1968

the market for utah salt is absorbing just under onehalfone mil-

lion

half
tons annually however the huge salt production of the

chemical companies will not have as drastic an effect on the

industry as one might think the market is only capable of ab-

sorbing a certain amount of salt in the various grades the

salt companies are geared to produce the quality and the grades

demanded and their sales forces have an established clientele 10

most of the salt companies in utah have a greateragreatergreatedogreater produc-

tion potential than the market can absorb even if the chemical

companies decide to enter the salt business wholeheartedly they

will just be one among many competing for a limited market men

experienced in the salt business feel the cost to produce a high

quality refined product will be the same for the chemical com-

panies as it is for the established salt companies regardless of

their production potential their main concern is sharing the

market with three other companies

great salt lake minerals and chemicals corporation
the great saltsait lake project unpublished promotion brochure

distributed by great salt lake minerals and chemicals corporation
ogden utah

thayne imlay interview A Z richards interview

andtheir

greatsalt unpublishedpromotion

llthaynell
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edwedO although annual employment fig-
ures for the industry show some fluctuation through the years

due to mechanization and growth statistics for 1970 indicate
12217 employees were paid about 175 million dollars about one

third of the money derived from gross sales by the companies is

retained in the state as wages paid to their employees

sherrill W neville employee of utah department of
employment security salt lake city utah interview held june 4
197119710

wouldbewouldve
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conclusioncoaclusi2l

utahs salt industry has had an important impact on the

statesstatedstatem economy its significance cannot be comparedcameam inpared magn-

itude to some of the statesstatedstatem major industries but it would be

grossly unfair to suggest its proportionately smaller output

renders it insignificant among its positive merits might be

mentioned the following

saltsaitsait production is one of the oldest if not the oldest

continuously operated manufacturing industries in the state
although it has been affected by adverse conditions in its eco-

nomic environment records show a steady growth through the

years since threefourthsthree offourths the industryindustrys production is
exported utah economy is stabilized and bolstered by money

coming in from out of state the economy has benefited through

taxes paid to the state royalties paid for salt taken from

great salt lake since 1949 have amounted to nearly onehalfone

million

half
dollars information on other taxes is not a matter of

public record however income from sales property and corpo-

rate taxes must be consideredconsider

utahs

12sherrill WO
12
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in a category only slightly removed fromermerg economics is
the contribution made by the men in the industry they have

beenseenoeen production techniques progress from an intuitive art to an

exact science and in many cases they have been responsible for

the change the future success of the industry is in their
hands great salt lake contains from sixty to ninety billion
dollars worth of mineralsmin howeralsO much of this is exploited by the

salt companies will be determined by the vision and determina-

tion of these men

theyhave
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APPENDIX I1

production AND VALUE OF SALT IN UTAH

188019681880

sold

1968

or used
by producers
short tons value

1880
1881
18821982
1883

13000130000

1884
1500015.000159000

65000652000

1885

1600016.000169000
1000001002000
800008010000

1886
15000

100000
750007511000

1887
23000235000

1023751029375

60000602000
1888

45500459500
100loo

32000

1217621219762

1889
21250

it

1261001269100

196056

1890

2800028.00028900028000

000ooo

265350

321.301321301

1891
59850

34044234010442

1997791993779199.3779

1892
135660

130075

154734154.734

1893
1809461805946

209.0772090771894
15200

96550
1895

37546373546

103778103.7781035778

1896
41228

115100115.1001159100

1897
39.17239172

1516621515662

1898
5672556.725569725

326016326.01632610016

1899
37275379275
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APPENDIXAPPEND V

PLAT SHOWING MORTON international INC
properties AND THEIR extensionsTENSIONS TO THE

THREAD OF THE GREAT SALT LAKEIAUlaulaw

X
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APPENDIXAPPEND VI

US SUPREME COURT DECISION ON THE
navigability OF GREAT SALT LAKE

JUNE 19711

on june 7 1971 the US supreme court held by an 80
decision that great salt lake was navigable at the time of

statehood and therefore that the state of utah owns the lake

beds

ownership of shore lands exposed by the receding lake

since statehood in 1896 will be settled by future litigation
the state claims once the state owns the lake bed the relectedreelectedrelec
portions

ted

still belong to the state owners of shore land

including the united states which holdsholdhoid most of the shore lands

as publicpublic lands dispute this claim

deseret news june 7 1971

IX

great1salt
1971

3

s

publiclands

ideseret

8- 0
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ABSTRACT

utah salt makers have extracted salt from three sources
the principal of these being brine from great salt lake other
sources are saline beds in great salt lake desert and subter-
ranean halite formations in central utah

this study traces the development of methods used to
recover and refine salt by the industry in general and by
specific companies it provides brief historical sketches of
the major corporations and the economic legal and environ-
mental factors affecting their growth

utah produces about 1 per cent of the nations salt
exporting over half of it from the state the major factors
limiting the growth of the local industry are the lack of pop-
ulation and industrial development in utahs market area
transportation rates for a product with low intrinsic value but
high in weight determine this areaanea
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